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Abstract
This research examined the function and value of a coalition in identifying and mobilizing novel
solutions to health organizations across Canada in an environment of forced disruption (i.e.,
COVID-19). More specifically, the study used a naturalistic inquiry methodology to understand
the process of how the Canadian Health Leadership Network (CHLNet) coalition responded to
the need to integrate e-Learning—an unfamiliar delivery practice for leadership development—
into leadership development for its member partners and was hastened by the pandemic. The
CHLNet case study results suggested that the coalition was a valuable setting upon which to
identify and mobilize knowledge across Canada, despite the many challenges the pandemic
brought. Further, the findings suggested that for CHLNet, key process elements contributed to
their success that included using an adaptive leadership approach, taking advantage of an
opportunity, selecting the right people to work on the project, actively managing the project, and
allowing iterative journey processes that mirrored those of design thinking to emerge. Out of this
study came three recommendations that address gaps in knowledge and suggest new lines of
inquiry, namely: to look for patterns of successful project initiatives in coalitions; to explore a
possible correlation between design thinking and coalition project initiatives; and to study the
mindset, motivation, and empowerment of coalition project members. Overall, this study
illustrated the significant value a coalition could have on identifying and mobilizing divergent
practice knowledge on a national scale during a chaotic time of forced disruption across health
organizations.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Evolving Canadian healthcare leadership development practices are necessary. Driven by
the COVID-19 global pandemic and rapidly advancing technology, a paradigm shift in
leadership development has emerged, accelerating the need to embrace learning with technology
as a viable method to develop healthcare leaders now and hereafter.(Ali, 2020; Canadian Health
Leadership Network, 2019; Kelly, 2019; Khalili, 2020; McKimm et al., 2020; Sandars et al.,
2020). This study gained an in-depth understanding of how a Canadian health coalition, the
Canadian Health Leadership Network (CHLNet), responded to this paradigm shift during their
efforts to identify leading practices in leadership development program design and delivery, to
create a leadership development resource for member-partner organizations. This involved
shifting from face-face learning to technology-enabled learning, an unfamiliar uncommon
leadership development delivery practice across Canadian health organizations.
While there has been much research on a shift to technology-enabled learning and its
effectiveness in education and academia, there is a scarcity of research studying a shift to
leadership development through technology as well as the effectiveness of technology-enabled
learning for health leadership (Geerts, 2020; Tudor Car et al., 2018). Further, the focus of the
studies from education and academia are approached from an organization-specific setting,
leaving a research gap in the function of a coalition in shifting to technology-enabled learning.
Together, these factors convey the timely importance of my study. In this chapter, I will explore
these factors as foundations for my research. I will do this by sharing the background and
corresponding relevance of my study, by clarifying terms, and revealing the aim and questions
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that guided the study. I will then set the stage for the study by sharing the conceptual framework
and epistemological approach along with my positionality. The chapter will conclude with an
overview of this dissertation’s structure.
Background
Putting knowledge into practice is thought to be an urgency in the healthcare sector,
however, translating research findings into meaningful action is slow to progress (Graham et al.,
2018; Powell et al., 2018). As a result, in Canada there are national organizations dedicated to
support the creation of new knowledge and its translation and mobilization into meaningful
practice through partnerships and funding that include the Social Sciences and Humanities
Research Council and the Canadian Institutes for Health Research (Government of Canada,
2005, 2012). Dickson and Tholl (2020) stated that inter-organizational collaborative groups
known as coalitions are an avenue for knowledge mobilization that reach across organizational
boundaries “to create new value that benefits all partners” (p. 158).
CHLNet is one such coalition made up of over forty Canadian health organization sector
partners “dedicated to supporting and enhancing leadership skills across health care professions
and jurisdictions” (Canadian Health Leadership Network, 2020b, p. 3) with the vision of Better
Leadership, Better Health—Together (Canadian Health Leadership Network, 2020a). A key
initiative to advance the coalition’s vision was through the development of a toolkit to support
organizations designing or refining leadership development programs (Canadian Health
Leadership Network, 2019). This initiative, originally known as Health Leadership Wise
Practices, later dubbed Wise Practices in Leadership Development (WPLD), would endeavor to
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gather leadership development practices, tools, and resources based on empirical, experiential,
and emerging evidence, known as wise practices (Canadian Health Leadership Network, 2019).
The evidence was to be translated into a usable electronic toolkit that was to function as a central
repository of information for health organizations and to aid them in putting the evidence into
meaningful practice (Canadian Health Leadership Network, 2019). The toolkit would offer
practical advice and guidance to member-partner organizations in wise practices in leadership
development, it would help create efficiencies for the member-partner organizations, and
facilitate wide-spread adoption of the wise practices in leadership development concepts
(American Library Association & Young Adult Library Services Association, 2020; Canadian
Health Leadership Network, 2019).
Like so many things in the world, this work was impacted by the global public health
emergency caused by the coronavirus disease known as COVID-19. The world as people knew it
had seemingly changed overnight bringing with it significant disruption, altering so much of
what persons did and how they did it, from how they shopped for groceries, to how they worked,
to how they offered and conducted professional education. In their discussion of the sociology of
disruption, Vollmer (2013) stated that disruptions are ever-present in daily social life and often
are “subject to more or less routine repair activities” (p. 5). However, some types of disruptions
are considered,
special and extraordinary and are regarded with a peculiar fascination…It is to only some
of the disruptiveness inherent in social life, notably to those disruptions impressing
themselves as somewhat more drastic and consequential, that special attention is
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awarded, while many disruptions are more or less shrugged off as temporary irritations. It
is only beyond a certain but hardly exactly certifiable limit that disruptions turn into
stickier irritations, maybe into outright anger, possibly into interim confusion, and
sometimes into longer collective preoccupations… (p. 1)
The COVID-19 pandemic is one such extraordinary and severe disruption, creating anger,
confusion, and a world-collective preoccupation. The impacts of COVID-19 have been vast,
touching all areas of society around the world, from healthcare to economics to education and
beyond.
CHLNet was not immune to the disruptions of COVID-19. Prior to the pandemic, almost
all the methodologies being considered as wise practices by the CHLNet project were in the
context of face-to-face on-site delivery program designs (Geerts, 2020). As a result, CHLNet had
to entertain a significant shift—driven by necessity—away from on-site face-to-face to
interactive approaches to learning with technology. This move to learning with technology was
sparked by the need to social distance and further ignited by the realization that effective
available alternative technologies and technology-based learning designs existed (Ali, 2020; Hall
et al., 2020; Pather et al., 2020; Schmaltz, 2021). Ali (2020) referred to this time during COVID19 as ‘unprecedented times’ and stated “society needs flexible and resilient education systems”
(p. 16). Hall et al. (2020) wrote about the impacts of COVID-19 on the delivery of medical
education and stated that adaptive strategies for education programs and learning need to be
adopted (p. 758). Pather et al. (2020) stated that the COVID-19 pandemic has “imposed
unexpected disruptions to educational practice” and teaching approaches must be adjusted into
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remote learning space with new pedagogies (p. 284). This unfolding reality led CHLNet to
question, are there similar wise practices that can be enabled by modern technologies, that can
supplant and/or enhance leadership development if delivered through technology?
Given this question, the WPLD steering committee had to re-examine the proposed wise
practices toolkit and consider how leadership development programs could be adaptable and
effectively delivered in the context of technologically enabled learning designs found in today’s
environment and in the future (Kelly, 2019). An investigation, which provided the foundation for
this study answered these questions through a review of the literature, of industry best practices,
and innovative case studies, published as a technical report by CHLNet (Geerts, 2020). Based on
the findings, the CHLNet WPLD steering committee and design team worked to integrate wise
practices for leadership development using technology-enabled learning into the CHLNet toolkit.
This move to explore and utilize technology-enabled instructional design and delivery of
learning models because of COVID-19 was evident across disciplines in the sheer number of
articles written in 2020 and 2021 around the move to online learning and the challenges that
came with it. A Google Scholar search for ‘challenges in moving to online learning in
professional development and COVID-19’, filtered to only include articles written since 2020,
yielded over 162,000 results. When the search was narrowed to ‘online healthcare leadership
development and COVID-19”, there were very few results. This finding aligned with similar
conclusions of Tudor Car et al. (2018) where they found “no evidence of the effectiveness of
eLearning for health leadership and management capacity” (p. 1) prior to COVID-19. In their
consideration of these findings, Geerts (2020) stated,
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the absence of empirical evidence is likely attributable to the nascent nature of the field
of study. The COVID-19 pandemic has forced nearly everyone to consider how
operations that were normally conducted in person can be done virtually. This will likely
increase the level of online interactivity after the pandemic compared to before, thus,
eLearning is even more worthy of consideration now. (p. 25)
This paucity of information coupled with the fact that a great number of health
organizations had been functioning in a face-to-face environment created a challenge in moving
to technology-enabled instructional design and delivery of learning models (i.e., lacking
infrastructure and investment to support e-Learning, lacking leadership buy-in, and the
assumption that face-to-face learning is the only effective means of learning) because it would be
foreign to all those involved (Khalili, 2020; Sandars et al., 2020). Additionally, the scarceness of
information revealed the necessity of looking to leadership development in other sectors and in
general leadership development practices and processes detached from any particular sector to
inform wise practices in technology-enabled leadership development. Sandars et al. (2020) stated
that “this shift [to learning with technology] will have a considerable dislocation” for those
involved in the development and provision of education (p. 1). They went on to point out that
there is an impact on, and shift needed with curriculum and learning design that requires
pedagogical, cultural, and technological adaptations by those moving to learning with technology
(p. 1). Khalili (2020) made the point that a shift to online delivery [of programs] is an
“unplanned, unwanted, and uneasy learning experience” (p. 1). Given these points in the
significant changes involved in shifting to education through technology, it was apparent that the
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shift would not be an easy one. However, rapidly advancing technology, different approaches to
learning with and the use of technology during the pandemic including readily available low or
no cost turn-key technology-based solutions, had resulted in the general acceptance of
technology-enabled learning as a potential viable method of ongoing leadership development
with CHLNet and their member-partners.
The challenge for CHLNet was that e-Learning was an unfamiliar uncommon delivery
practice across many member-partner organizations and the WPLD steering committee. In fact,
the steering committee was made up of member-partner professionals with varying experience in
technology-enabled learning. As well, the steering committee members found themselves
suddenly inundated with emergent pandemic response work creating little time to focus on the
WPLD project. As a result, the steering committee identified a small group of their members (the
WPLD design team) to continue the development of the WPLD toolkit that was to include eLearning. Most of the design team members had limited to moderate expertise with e-Learning;
therefore, additional members with considerable e-Learning experience were invited to join the
team. As a member of the design team, I fell within the moderate experience group, as a
healthcare educator and leader who had designed and delivered face-to-face programs as well as
online and blended1 programs in healthcare organizations and academia but at the time, was far
from claiming any significant expertise in e-Learning. This particular situation shared the push to
technology-enabled learning as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic with organizations around

1

Blended programs in this context refers to those delivered using a combination of both online and face-to-face inperson delivery methods
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the world. However, what was unique to CHLNet were the effects of the COVID-19 disruption
on the wise practices project, on the individual committee members, on the network as a whole
and on health organizations. Further, integrating e-Learning into leadership development
practices by a coalition as opposed to an organization was unique to this situation. All these
factors combined were the impetus for this study.
Purpose Statement and Research Questions
The overall purpose of this research was to examine the function and value of a coalition
in identifying and mobilizing solutions to integrate e-Learning into leadership development
delivery practices in an environment of forced disruption. The question guiding the study was,
how did the Canadian Health Leadership Network (CHLNet) coalition respond to changes to
leadership development sparked by the COVID-19 global pandemic and the general acceptance
of learning with technology as a potential viable method of ongoing leadership development?
There were three sub-questions to guide the exploration of the research question, they were:
1. What were the most effective strategies and tactics used by CHLNet in their
process of incorporating e-Learning into the WPLD toolkit?
2. What were the challenges faced by CHLNet in their process of incorporating eLearning into the WPLD toolkit?
3. What changes to the design and delivery practices of leadership development in
their own organizations, were anticipated by the WPLD project members as a
result of their participation in this process?
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Clarification of Terms
There are four terms that are defined in this section to bring clarity to the research
question, sub-questions, and to the study as a whole. They are e-Learning, strategies, tactics, and
challenges.
e-Learning
The definition of e-Learning varies in the literature, however, there seems to be
agreement that it is a term that can be used to cover a range of uses of technology for teaching
and/or learning. Clark and Mayer (2016) defined e-Learning as “instruction delivered on a digital
device (such as a desktop computer, laptop computer, tablet, or smart phone) that is intended to
support learning” (p. 31). Bates (2008) took a broader approach and defined e-Learning as “all
computer and Internet-based activities that support teaching and learning” (para. 3) and is
inclusive of technology used to administer, deliver, and receive learning. Based on this
definition, Bates suggested that e-Learning could be further categorized by the place and time
learning is delivered, specifying it could be synchronous2, asynchronous3, or blended4.
The CHLNet design team recognized the significance of utilizing a term that
encompassed a broad depiction of the teaching and learning process through technology and
agreed that e-Learning would be the term used to describe all technology-enabled learning for
the WPLD project and in the WPLD toolkit. They defined e-Learning as “all learning with

2

Synchronous learning occurs when the learner and instructor meet at the same time (Bates, 2019; A. Hodges,
2009).
3
Asynchronous learning occurs when the learner and instructor engage with course content at differing times (Bates,
2019; A. Hodges, 2009).
4
Blended in this context refers to any combination of synchronous and asynchronous learning.
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technology, inclusive of learning through the internet (referred to as online learning) and learning
by all other technologies not connected to the internet, such as digital [computer based in-person]
simulation” (Schmaltz, 2021, p. 9). To keep consistency with the WPLD project, the term eLearning will be used throughout my dissertation based on CHLNet’s definition. Other general
terms I use to describe e-Learning in this paper include technology-enabled learning, learning
with technology, and online learning. I consider these terms interchangeable in my dissertation,
each referring to ‘all learning with technology’, with the exception of online learning which
refers to learning through the internet. I utilize these different terms to reduce the monotony that
can be caused through repetition.
Strategies and Tactics
The terms strategies and tactics were used throughout the study to describe an action or
occurrence during the WPLD project. More specifically, for this study, I defined the term
strategies as paths or bridges in the process of moving to the goal of integrating e-Learning into
leadership development delivery practices, and tactics as specific activities or actions taken in
the process of realizing the strategies and in some cases to overcome strategy-related
implementation challenges (Ordóñez, 2017; Strategic Thinking Institute, 2014).
Challenges
When I use the term challenges in this study, I am referring to situations that created
difficulties and nuisances for CHLNet at a given time in their process of integrating e-Learning
into the WPLD toolkit. Therefore, in reference to sub-question two, challenges are considered
difficult and nuisance situations that emerged while implementing strategies and tactics
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throughout the WPLD project. For clarity purposes, these challenges are referred to as
implementation challenges in the study.
Conceptual Framework and Epistemological Approach
This qualitative study utilized a naturalistic inquiry approach to understand how the
CHLNet coalition responded to changes to leadership development during a global pandemic.
More specifically, the study focused on how a group of seven individuals on the CHLNet WPLD
design team navigated their social world to integrate e-Learning into leadership development and
the WPLD toolkit.
In this case, it was important to understand the unique social reality and the context in
which it occurred for CHLNet. To do this, I found it necessary to create a holistic understanding
of CHLNet’s process of responding to changes in wise practices of leadership development; and
how the process of designing the subsequent toolkit might transform how healthcare leadership
programs are designed and delivered. Lincoln and Guba (1985) described seeking to understand
situations and contexts as socially constructed experiences in their natural setting [a naturalistic
approach] and stated that “there are multiple realities that can be studied only holistically” to
gain an understanding of the people in a particular social setting at a particular time (p. 37). This
naturalistic approach is built upon a pragmatic perspective, where pragmatism is an
“epistemology intended to deal with alternative interpretations of the same reality” (Metcalfe,
2008, p. 1091); and where the “investigator [knower] and the phenomenon being investigated
[known] interact to influence one another, making the knower and the known inseparable” (Mills
et al., 2010b, p. 602). Because the knower and the known are inseparable, a naturalistic approach
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does not use general laws and is bound by time and context, making it descriptive of the
individual case and not generalizable (Erlandson et al., 1993; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Mills et al.,
2010b). Lincoln and Guba (1985) stated that a naturalistic approach is bound in values (p. 38),
making it a subjective process. As such, I feel it especially important to share my positionality
for this study. Coghlan and Brydon-Miller (2014) defined positionality as “the stance or
positioning of the researcher in relation to the social and political context of the study—the
community, the organization or the participant group” (p. 628). They went on to assert that “the
position of the researcher affects every phase of the research process” (p. 628). In the following
positionality section, I will share my unique positioning context.
Positionality
I approached this study as a healthcare practitioner-scholar passionate about the pursuit of
excellence in transformative patient-focused healthcare with the belief that leadership is the key
to highly functioning, transformative health systems. I have over three decades of experience
working in the Canadian and United States (U.S.) healthcare systems as a registered nurse,
patient and practitioner educator, healthcare leader, local and national coalition member, and
healthcare board member. More specifically, I have experience developing healthcare leaders in
academia and in organizations using both in-person and online learning approaches. This
experience includes acting as a lecturer-practitioner in graduate level academic healthcare
executive programs and as a member of leadership development teams in small and large
healthcare organizations in the U.S. As a healthcare leader, I have experience acting as a
department manager, director, and hospital administrator in acute and primary care settings in the
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U.S. and Canada as well as acting as a corporate level leader in a provincial fully integrated
health system. In addition, I have had the opportunity to help shape homecare services as a board
member of a U.S. homecare organization and have had the occasion to sit on local and national
healthcare and nursing coalitions. What comes with this varied experience is an understanding of
healthcare service delivery from international, national, provincial [state], organizational,
department and community systems levels, the ability to recognize needed system reform, the
awareness of the impact leadership can have on healthcare service delivery and system
transformation, and a desire to transform healthcare service delivery to meet the needs of the
communities served with affordable, accessible, agile, safe quality care.
In addition to my varied leadership and teaching experience I have also developed
proficiency in working with large scale emergency incidents. Most recently, I have functioned as
part of the healthcare leadership team preparing for and responding to COVID-19 in Alberta,
Canada. Prior to this, while serving as a leader with hospital operations oversight in Hawaii, I
had the opportunity to play multiple roles in the organization’s emergency management
response. Because the state had many weather-related emergencies (such as passing hurricanes,
earthquakes, and tsunami warnings) and biennial state-wide emergency response drills as part of
the military Rim of the Pacific Exercise (RIMPAC)5, I have gained first-hand experience with
the challenges leaders and others in healthcare face in responding to substantial emergent

RIMPAC is “the world’s largest international maritime warfare exercise held biennially in Hawaii. RIMPAC is a
unique training opportunity that helps participants foster and sustain the cooperative relationships that are critical to
ensuring the safety of sea lanes and security on the world’s oceans.” It includes a state-wide emergency management
response including all healthcare organizations in the treatment and movement of mass trauma victims
(Commander, United States Pacific Fleet, 2020).
5
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situations. This ability to respond at a moment’s notice no matter what time of the day or night,
and to change the way things are done immediately or within a short timeline brings with it many
challenges. My experience as a healthcare leader and educator is what is driving my interest in
this research, and my various experiences in emergency response helps me begin to understand
the difficulties faced by CHLNet, the individuals involved in creating the toolkit, and the WPLD
committee members.
This positionality is what led me to want to conduct this research. It directly influenced
how I carried out the study, how I determined the outcomes and results of the study and informed
the preliminary set of ideas explored in the literature in Chapter 2.
Summary and Dissertation Overview
In this chapter, I introduced my study into how CHLNet, a Canadian health coalition
responded to a paradigm shift in leadership development, moving from a familiar practice of
face-to-face delivery to an unfamiliar uncommon practice of leadership development through eLearning. I provided corresponding relevance in way of the study’s background, I clarified
terms, the purpose of the study, and introduced the questions that guided my research. I
concluded by contextualizing my research through a description of the study’s conceptual
framework and epistemological approach, along with my positionality.
In Chapter 2, I explore a preliminary set of ideas for the study through the review of
relevant literature. Chapter 3 describes the methodology, the detailed methods, and data analysis
used in my study along with an exploration of the study’s ethical considerations and quality. My
data findings are presented in Chapter 4 and a discussion of the study results and findings are
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found in Chapter 5. My dissertation concludes with a summary of the study, important insights
from the research, a review of study limitations, and recommendations for the study’s practical
implication and further research in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
In this chapter, a literature review shapes the context of the research. Prior to identifying
the topics of this literature review, it is important to note that the literature review in a
naturalistic inquiry study differs from conventional study design. Lincoln and Guba (1985) stated
that in naturalistic inquiry, the research design is
allowed to emerge (flow, cascade, unfold) rather than to construct it pre-ordinately (a
priori) because it is inconceivable that enough could be known ahead of time about the
many multiple realities to devise the design adequately; because what emerges as a
function of the interaction between inquirer and phenomenon is largely unpredictable in
advance; because the inquirer cannot know sufficiently well the patterns of mutual
shaping that are likely to exist; and because the various value systems involved
(including the inquirer's own) interact in unpredictable ways to influence the outcome. (p.
41)
Therefore, the purpose of the literature review is not to construct a picture of all that is known
but is to establish a preliminary set of ideas on which to gain an understanding of the research
setting and the overarching problem (Armstrong, 2010; Beuving & de Vries, 2014; Erlandson et
al., 1993; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). This preliminary set of ideas are informed by my unique
positionality and includes three topics: the emerging focus on Canadian health leadership
learning and development; the coalition concept; and e-Learning integration in leadership
development and beyond.
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The emerging focus on Canadian health leadership learning and development is an
exploration of Canadian health leadership and leadership development. This includes historical
work, articles, and studies conducted over the past two decades that led to the leadership
development wise practices initiative. It is important to note that this historical review does not
encompass all work that was been done in Canada around healthcare leadership development but
does include significant events and information that led to recognizing the need for the WPLD
toolkit. The coalition concept is an exploration of the concept of coalitions—what they are, what
motivates their assembly, their benefits, and characteristics. e-Learning integration in leadership
development and beyond explores factors and conditions that need to be considered in the act of
moving to e-Learning for leadership development with a particular focus on the challenges and
the strategies used to maximize effectiveness. Each of these topics will be explored in the final
sections of this chapter.
The Emerging Focus on Canadian Health Leadership Learning and Development
The health sector is facing many challenges in Canada. People are living longer with
more chronic diseases, unhealthy lifestyles are leading to more complex health needs, technology
in healthcare is advancing rapidly, requiring increased technical skills, all while the healthcare
leadership and professional workforce is aging (Canadian Institute for Health Information, 2019;
Canadian Medical Association & Canadian Nurses Association, 2011; The Conference Board of
Canada, 2007). In 2006 an ad-hoc group of senior healthcare executives and stakeholders
recognizing these leadership challenges in the health sector came together to discuss a national
coordinated approach to address these challenges and the impending leadership shortage; the
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preliminary beginnings of CHLNet (Canadian Health Leadership Network, 2007). The goal of
the national coalition [CHLNet] was to “provide organizations and individuals interested in
leadership with access to applied leadership development tools, collaborative dialogue and
networking opportunities, along with health leadership development research” (Canadian Health
Leadership Network, 2007, p. 4). The priority initiative at that time was to develop a PanCanadian Health Leadership Capabilities Framework that would act as a foundation on which to
build leadership development research and development strategies. Research was commissioned
by the Canadian Health Services Research Foundation (CHSRF)6 and conducted by the Centre
for Health Leadership and Research at Royal Roads University. At the same time, CHLNet
contacted The Conference Board of Canada7 requesting an in-depth study into employee
development and leadership abilities in the Canadian health sector.
In their study of leadership development practices in Canada, The Conference Board of
Canada (2007) stated, “the health sector faces many hurdles that require urgent attention from its
leaders” (p. 1). They found that Canadian business ranked 21st in the world for organizational
commitment to training, learning, and development. They also found that Canadian health sector
organizations commit even less to development of their employees in comparison to other
sectors in the country and that leadership development programs were less common in Canadian

6

CHSRF was created to support evidence-informed decision making, management and delivery of health services
through funding research, capacity building and knowledge transfer. Now known as the Canadian Foundation for
Healthcare Improvement (The Canadian Foundation for Healthcare Improvement, 2020).
7
The Conference Board of Canada is an independent Canadian not-for-profit organization that is dedicated to
conducting, publishing and disseminating research, helping people network, developing leadership skills and
building organizational capacity (The Conference Board of Canada, 2020).
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healthcare organizations than they were in Canadian organizations as a whole. In addition, it was
learned that healthcare organizations were not convinced of the effectiveness of their leadership
development programs “to actually develop participants’ capacities to desired levels” (p. 2);
however, there was agreement that developing employees and future leaders was an important
high priority for healthcare organizations.
Since the initial discussions in 2006, CHLNet became a not-for-profit value network of
twelve founding member-partners in 2009 expanding to over forty member-partners today. As
well, a great deal of work and research has been conducted in Canada by organizations,
academia and the CHLNet coalition since 2006. This includes the endorsement of the panCanadian leadership capabilities framework known today as the LEADS in a Caring
Environment leadership capabilities framework8. This framework was developed as a result of
two participatory action research projects occurring from 2006 to 2009. One was specific to the
province of British Columbia, the other national in scope. Both included extensive literature
reviews, key informant interviews and national symposiums (Dickson & Tholl, 2020; Canadian
Health Leadership Network, 2020). Dickson and Tholl (2020) stated that the framework had
gone through two additional phases. From 2010-2014 efforts were made to explore leadership in
practice through a four-year action research project involving six case studies, comparing the
results to LEADS; and from 2014-2016 an evaluative study, aimed at determining the impact of

The LEADS in a Caring Environment Capabilities framework is a “by health, for health” description of the
leadership attributes necessary to be successful in leading modern health systems and defines health leadership
through five domains: Lead self; Engage others; Achieve results; Develop coalitions; and System transformation
(Dickson & Tholl, 2020).
8
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the use of LEADS in six Canadian organizations was evaluated and published (p. 48). In
addition, there have been three validity studies done to confirm the construct validity for the
LEADS framework (p. 48).
In parallel to the LEADS capabilities framework studies, additional work and studies
were being done by the CHLNet coalition. In 2013, CHLNet began a study—CHL-Bench—to
examine the perceived leadership skills and the supply and demand gaps in healthcare leadership
across Canada. The study informed by a survey of senior executives, confirmed that “there were
both a skills gap and an overall “supply-demand” gap, that concerns varied across different
health settings and that Canada was not taking leadership development seriously enough”
(Canadian Health Leadership Network, 2020b, p. 1). In their effort to address ongoing concerns
of healthcare organizations in determining if their leadership development programs were
effective (a need also identified by the Conference Board of Canada Study), CHLNet created a
Leadership Development Impact Assessment Toolkit and made it available online to all CHLNet
member-partners. From this work came an established need for a companion resource that would
identify resources, best practices, and evidence informed approaches in designing a leadership
development program that would maximize impact.
This need was addressed through the development of the WPLD toolkit. As mentioned
previously in Chapter 1, almost all the methodologies being considered as ‘wise practices’ by the
CHLNet project were face-to-face on-site delivery program designs. As a result of the pandemic,
CHLNet had to entertain the inclusion of e-Learning program design and learning approaches to
the toolkit. A design group was established to identify e-Learning wise practices and to integrate
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those practices into the WPLD toolkit. An effort that became the topic of this study that will
serve to tell the next part of the Canadian health leadership development story.
The Coalition Concept
Dickson and Tholl (2020) defined a coalition as “any formal inter-organizational
collaboration dedicated to achieving a common purpose” (p. 148); where organizations share the
same destination, the same values, share the workload, share knowledge and share credit (p.
148). Butterfoss and Kegler (2012) referred to coalitions as formal collaborations between
diverse individuals, groups or organizations with a commitment to “mutual relationships/goals;
jointly developed structures; shared responsibility; mutual authority/accountability; and shared
resources/rewards” (p. 310). Bess (2015) identified coalitions as formalized “inter-organizational
collaborative networks…with explicit goals” that can have a substantial impact and contribute to
systems-level change (p. 382). Hajjar et al. (2020) recognized coalitions as a formal group of
community stakeholders who “develop strategic partnerships around a shared purpose” (p. 103).
Although these definitions vary, what they do have in common is the act of collaboration
towards a common goal by diverse groups incited by some compelling reason.
Coalitions develop for a multitude of reasons including, as vehicles to enact systems and
policy changes, to tackle complex problems shared by many, and to mobilize knowledge across
communities, organizations and/or systems (Beckett et al., 2018; Bess, 2015; Boothroyd et al.,
2017; L. Brown et al., 2015; Butterfoss & Kegler, 2012, 2002; Dickson & Tholl, 2020). The act
of mobilizing knowledge focuses on “activities related to the production and use of research
results” and could include “knowledge synthesis, dissemination, transfer, exchange, and co-
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creation or co-production by researchers and knowledge users” (Government of Canada, 2019,
Knowledge Mobilization section). Coalitions serve “to bring people together, to expand available
resources…and achieve results better than those that any single group or agency could have
achieved alone” (Butterfoss & Kegler, 2012, p. 309). They function as effective conduits for
addressing community problems, enable capacity building through the sharing of resources,
ensure needs of the community are met, and result in successful implementation and system
change because of the inclusion and ownership facilitated by the coalition membership (Bess,
2015; L. Brown et al., 2015; Butterfoss & Kegler, 2012).
Although coalitions do bring promise of impactful change, Butterfoss and Kegler (2012)
shared that “coalitions are not a panacea” and do come with their own difficulties usually
associated with collaborative efforts (p. 309). Some examples of those difficulties include the
unavailability of promised resources, conflicting interests interfering with team cohesion and
desired outcomes, slow recognition and realization of accomplishments, and potential
development of organizational inertia (L. Brown et al., 2015; Butterfoss & Kegler, 2012; Kegler
et al., 2011). The literature demonstrates that coalitions can be beneficial, but they can just as
easily be unfavourable and ineffective. In their consideration of this reality, Brown et al. (2015)
studied the dynamics of coalition functioning. They identified three conceptual categories based
on previous research on coalition functioning—collaborative processes, coalition capacities, and
coalition activities (p. 102). They defined collaborative processes as “the ways in which coalition
members interact as a team to influence their objectives” (p. 102). The collaborative processes
believed to be determinant of valuable coalition functioning included efficient orientation to
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tasks (task focused and hard-working members), team cohesion (unity and friendly
collaboration), and a participatory leadership style (tasks and decision-making are shared).
Coalition capacities, the second category, was defined as “the attitudes, knowledge and skills of
the coalition members and the paid coordinator,” who they labelled the mobilizer (p. 102). They
asserted that these coalition capacities had been linked to functional coalition outcomes in
previous studies. The third category of coalition functioning was coalition activities which
focused on “the actual tasks completed by the group” including any planning (p. 102).
Kania and Kramer (2011) identified five conditions of collaborative success within a
coalition, starting with a common agenda where all participants have a shared vision for change,
an understanding of the problem, and an agreed upon joint approach to solving it. Second, the
development of a shared measurement system to show collective impact. Third, leveraging the
power of collective action and member diversity by encouraging each participant to take on
activities that are not all the same but that are different, matching the skills and abilities they
excel at; then coordinating all those activities through a mutual reinforcing action plan. Fourth,
developing trust among all coalition members through continuous communication at regularly
scheduled meetings, keeping in mind that trust and understanding take time to develop. Finally, a
supporting infrastructure, they call a backbone support organization who is responsible for the
coordination of the initiative; one that provides dedicated staff to plan, manage and support the
initiative. A backbone organization that has “the ability to focus people’s attention and create a
sense of urgency, the skill to apply pressure to stakeholders without overwhelming them, the
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competence to frame issues in a way that presents opportunities as well as difficulties, and the
strength to mediate conflict among stakeholders” (p. 40).
In their endeavor to identify the core competencies and processes needed to facilitate
success in collaborative groups, Foster-Fishman et al. (2001) generated a framework of four
critical levels for building collaborative capacity—“member capacity, relational capacity,
organizational capacity and programmatic capacity” (p. 241). They recognized a coalition’s
membership as its primary asset and asserted that there are essential skills and knowledge needed
to collaborate effectively. They identified the skills and knowledge as the ability to work
collaboratively with others, to cooperate and respect others, resolve conflict, communicate, and
understand member diversity. The ability to create and construct effective programs through
program planning, design, and evaluation, and through knowledge of the content, the targeted
community, and change processes. Plus, the ability to build an effective coalition infrastructure
that includes coalition development processes and member roles and responsibilities. They
identified positive attitudes, trust in other stakeholder’s capabilities, value member diversity, the
belief that they can make legitimate contributions, the perception that the benefits outweigh
participation costs, and a strong commitment to targeted problems as member attributes in
successful collaboratives. Relational capacity encompassed both internal and external social
relationship development; it can:
provide the medium for collaborative work, and when they evolve in a positive manner,
they facilitate access to needed resources, promote the stakeholder commitment,
satisfaction, and involvement needed to successfully pursue collaborative endeavors,
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foster coalition viability and increase the likelihood that coalition efforts will be sustained
long-term. (p. 251)
Building organizational capacity included the capacity to engage members, the need for
formalized coalition processes, for a well-developed internal communication system, for the
human and financial resources to perform collaborative work, and for the coalition to be agile
and able to adapt and shift focus. Finally, programmatic capacity entailed the capacity to guide
and design innovative realistic impactful programs that are driven by and address community
needs.
Although the research varies in how collaborative success in coalitions is described and
characterized, what is consistent is the belief that coalitions are valuable constructs that can
tackle problems and produce meaningful collective and large scale impact (Bess, 2015;
Boothroyd et al., 2017; L. Brown et al., 2015; Butterfoss & Kegler, 2012; Dickson & Tholl,
2020; Foster-Fishman et al., 2001; Kania & Kramer, 2011), if developed and managed
effectively.
e-Learning Integration in Leadership Development and Beyond
Integrating e-Learning into leadership development appears to be a topic within the
literature that has rarely been explored. A review of the literature found that there were large
numbers of academically focused articles available that explored how to move to teaching
online, how e-Learning affects learners, and technology integration in academic programming.
What was lacking were articles written from the perspective of an organization or group around
their experiences and challenges with moving to e-Learning for leadership development. Turning
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to the grey literature, I found material readily available, free of cost without access barriers and
potential material that was only available to those with memberships to industry training
organizations. The cost of these memberships was prohibitive for me, and therefore, this
literature review is informed by the grey literature that was available through open access. Most
of the readily available literature was written for academic and grade school settings and was
focused on teaching delivery and learning or on the technology. Therefore, much of the literature
informing this section of the literature review comes from the fields of education and academia.
The purpose of this section is to explore the challenges of moving to the various forms of
learning with technology, the majority focusing on online learning, or learning through the
internet.
Hodges et al. (2020) made the point that online learning carries a stigma of being lower
quality than face-to-face learning, although research shows otherwise, and that it is impossible to
just take a face-to-face class and move it online using technology, making no changes to the
pedagogy (p. 2). However, they did identify that this was happening due to the need to move
classes online in a very short time because of the pandemic. They used the term ‘emergency
remote teaching’ and stated that the “primary objective is not to re-create a robust educational
ecosystem but rather to provide temporary access to instruction during a crisis” until such a time
as they can return to face-to-face learning (p. 6). This notion was shared by others (Bozkurt &
Sharma, 2020; Damşa et al., 2021; Daumiller et al., 2021; Dhawan, 2020; Garcia et al., 2020;
Jena, 2020; Rapanta et al., 2020) and ignited research on moving to online course delivery as an
emergent act.
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Some of the more common challenges that emerged from this research included
technology-related challenges (Basir et al., 2021; Bozkurt & Sharma, 2020; Damşa et al., 2021;
Daumiller et al., 2021; Dhawan, 2020), infrastructure challenges (Basir et al., 2021; Bozkurt &
Sharma, 2020; Damşa et al., 2021; Dhawan, 2020; Rapanta et al., 2020; Scherer et al., 2021) and
pedagogy-related challenges (Basir et al., 2021; Bozkurt & Sharma, 2020; Damşa et al., 2021;
Rapanta et al., 2020; Scherer et al., 2021). The technology-related challenges included digital
access for and digital competence of educators and students. Access to digital devices, access to
the internet, Wi-Fi access including bandwidth, and access to digital tools to build and deliver
the course, is necessary to manage and administer the course and for students to have full
functionality of tools for the course (Basir et al., 2021; Bozkurt & Sharma, 2020; Dhawan,
2020). Additionally, the digital competence of educators in using technology to create and
deliver online courses and the digital competence of students to access and use the technology to
move through the course successfully are factors (Damşa et al., 2021; Daumiller et al., 2021).
Infrastructure challenges were identified as budget, resource, and leadership support as well as
organizational information technology (IT) structures in place to support online learning, from
the e-Learning hardware and software, to online security, to the availability of IT resources to
support educators and students (Basir et al., 2021; Bozkurt & Sharma, 2020; Damşa et al., 2021;
Dhawan, 2020; Rapanta et al., 2020; Scherer et al., 2021). Finally, pedagogy-related factors were
a significant focus in the literature because how one applies pedagogy is different for teaching
and learning with technology in comparison to face-to-face learning (Damşa et al., 2021; Mishra
& Koehler, 2006; Rapanta et al., 2020, 2021; Scherer et al., 2021).
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These common challenges emerging in moving courses online for academic institutions
are challenges that appear to be relatable to any field trying to move from face-to-face learning to
e-Learning, emergent or long-term. This move away from emergent to more long-term education
delivery through technology is becoming a topic of discussion in academia. What is beginning to
emerge from the academic literature are research and proposals that look past the emergent
situation to the future. Bozkurt and Sharma (2020) referred to this transition as moving from a
time of BC (before COVID) to AC (After COVID); from normal, to new normal, to next normal
(p. i). Using what has been learned, emergent practices and effects of moving learning online
emergently are being explored to help predict and prepare for the way forward to future practice
(Bozkurt & Sharma, 2020; Carroll & Conboy, 2020; Karunathilake et al., 2020; Rapanta et al.,
2021). Future practices that are expected to change the way education is delivered, expecting not
to revert back to the “normal practice” used before the pandemic, but to move to the next normal.
Bozkurt and Sharma (2020) asserted that the future is uncertain and that the world as we know it,
including education, will never be the same as it was prior to the pandemic (p. i). They suggested
that it would be prudent to “turn our attention to what we have learned from the past and seen in
the present and apply our interpretations of them to ensure a solid future” (p. i); a sentiment
shared by others around the world (Carroll & Conboy, 2020; Karunathilake et al., 2020; Rapanta
et al., 2020, 2021). What that future will look like is still unknown, however, this move to focus
on the future of education seems to be the start of a good way forward. A move that is shared by
CHLNet.
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Summary
In this chapter the literature review was introduced as one that differs from conventional
study design. The purpose, to establish a preliminary set of ideas upon which to gain an
understanding of the research setting and overarching problem, instead of constructing all that is
known about a subject. The preliminary set of ideas were formed by my unique positionality and
included three topics: the emerging focus of Canadian health leadership development, the
coalition concept, and e-Learning integration in leadership development. In Chapter 3, I will
discuss my naturalistic research design and methodology.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
In this chapter, I will explain what I did for my research and how I did it with the goal of
allowing readers to evaluate the rigour and trustworthiness of my study. This chapter begins with
a description of the aim of the study and a restatement of my research question and sub
questions. This is followed by details on my research design, methods, data analysis, and the
ethical considerations of my study. The chapter concludes with an examination of the rigour and
trustworthiness measures of my research in detail to allow readers to evaluate the quality of my
study.
Research Aim
The overall aim of this study was to examine the function and value of a coalition in
identifying and mobilizing solutions to integrate e-Learning into leadership development
delivery in an environment of forced disruption. This was approached by producing contextual
knowledge to understand how the CHLNet coalition responded to the need to integrate eLearning into leadership development accelerated by the COVID-19 global public health crisis.
The contextual environment involved e-Learning as an unfamiliar uncommon delivery practice
for leadership development across health organizations, however, one that was beginning to be
accepted as a potential viable leadership development delivery method and hastened by the
pandemic.
Research Question and Sub-Questions
The research question that guided the study was, how did the Canadian Health
Leadership Network (CHLNet) coalition respond to changes to leadership development sparked
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by the COVID-19 global pandemic and the general acceptance of learning with technology as a
potential viable method of ongoing leadership development? The three sub-questions used to
guide the exploration of the research question were:
1. What were the most effective strategies and tactics used by CHLNet in their process
of incorporating e-Learning into the WPLD toolkit?
2. What were the challenges faced by CHLNet during their process of incorporating eLearning into the WPLD toolkit?
3. What changes to the design and delivery practices of leadership development in their
own organizations, were anticipated by the WPLD project members as a result of
their participation in this process?
Research Approach
As mentioned in Chapter 1, a naturalistic inquiry methodological approach was used to
guide my qualitative case study into understanding how CHLNet responded to changes to
leadership development during a pandemic. I selected this approach to gain a holistic view of
CHLNet’s situation and response in the form of their processes, inclusive of all social realities
and contexts present at the time of the study. Armstrong (2010) suggested that the naturalistic
inquiry approach is effective in understanding and describing the experiences and actions of
specific people and groups in societal and cultural context (p. 880). I chose naturalistic inquiry
because it is an approach that seeks to resolve a dilemma or situation in the social context being
studied by constructing meaning from multiple realities (Erlandson et al., 1993; Lincoln & Guba,
1985; Mills et al., 2010b), it is “holistic and comprehensive” (J. Armstrong, 2010, p. 884) and
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“provides insights into the workings of society” (Beuving & de Vries, 2014, p. 16). Further, I
used this approach because naturalistic inquiry is conducted in the natural setting for fullest
understanding because “naturalistic ontology suggests that realities are wholes that cannot be
understood in isolation from their contexts…” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 39). For me, the
inclusion of contexts and multiple realities in their natural setting were essential in developing
insights into CHLNet’s complete experiences, processes, and ensuing story.
Lincoln and Guba (1985) described naturalistic inquiry as an emergent inductive process
and stated that “no a priori theory could possibly encompass the multiple realities that are likely
to be encountered” (p. 41). This characteristic of naturalistic inquiry allowed me the opportunity
to enter the study with an open mind, without preconceived theoretical notions. This is an
approach that I am comfortable with because I utilize a similar approach in my work as a
healthcare leader, striving to being open to what I hear and see without drawing conclusions too
early. This comfort with ambiguity was beneficial for me as I collected data for the study.
Beuving and de Vries (2014) asserted,
a naturalistic inquirer must have a high tolerance for ambiguity throughout his enterprise.
He must be able to have many different and even conflicting ideas in his head without
yielding to the temptation of prematurely ‘making a clean sweep’. He must be able to
withhold judgment even when dramatic things happen or when powerful persons…try to
impose their definition of a situation. (p. 159)
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Research Setting
The setting for the study was CHLNet, a national health coalition of over forty memberpartners from across Canada, dedicated to advancing Canadian health leadership (Canadian
Health Leadership Network, 2020a). The study took place with CHLNet whose offices are
physically located in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, however, meetings are normally held virtually via
a video conferencing platform called Zoom because the members are located across Canada.
This reality was true prior to the move to virtual meetings because of COVID-19, therefore, was
considered the natural setting for the study. The study took place in this setting from January 4 to
June 30, 2021.
Participant Selection and Role of the Researcher
There were seven participants including myself that took part in the study. Because the
participant pool was small, I have proceeded by sharing only general descriptions of the overall
makeup of the participant group so as to protect their anonymity. We were all active members of
the WPLD design team. The design team was made up of members from the WPLD steering
committee who had minimal to moderate experience with e-Learning as a leadership program
designer or facilitator, and additional members invited for their expertise in e-Learning practice
from academia and industry. I was invited to join the committee as a resource dedicated to gather
information and to integrate and mobilize knowledge for the project.
The participant pool included male and female genders that were all currently working in
Canada in varying designations inside and outside of healthcare. However, all participants were
not solely from Canada and had experience working in other countries. As a matter of fact,
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participants had hailed from and/or worked in four different continents and had experience
working in different healthcare systems and other industry. Together we had expertise in
organizational development, human resource management, leadership development, program
design, program facilitation, leadership, executive sponsorship, e-Learning, distance learning,
and information technology (IT).
The participant selection criteria was informed by naturalistic inquiry, where there are
two key characteristics in identifying participants for the study; theoretical sampling is used, and
the researcher is included as a participant in the study “to reflexively understand both society and
her own participation in it” (Beuving & de Vries, 2014, p. 18). Theoretical sampling “means that
you first look for instances or situations that are relevant for the topic under study and only then
select individual informants based on their relation with that instance or situation” (Beuving &
de Vries, 2014, p. 38). For this study I used theoretical sampling to select participants. The
situation that informed my participant selection was the WPLD initiative, where a team of
individuals—the WPLD design team—took on the challenge of integrating e-Learning into
leadership development and the corresponding WPLD toolkit. Design team individuals were
approached at which time I shared my research objective and invited them to participate in the
study. Each of the six participants approached agreed to participate. I followed up with each
participant through email, sending them a participant consent. The recruitment statement, email
communication, and participant consent were approved as part of the ethical review for research
involving humans by Royal Roads University. Those documents can be viewed in Appendix A,
Appendix B, and Appendix C.
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As part of the consent, participants were informed that all data collected would be part of
an anonymized data set, meaning that participant names and other identifying factors would not
appear on any final documentation, published or unpublished. Further, they were informed that
all data collected would be secured in the following manner: (a) the researcher’s computer would
be password protected and all printed drafts and handwritten notes would be kept in a locked
cabinet in which I, the researcher had the only key; (b) data would be stored on my computer’s
local hard drive and a data backup would be saved to a backup drive kept in the locked cabinet;
(c) raw data collected would only be accessible by myself as the researcher; (d) the raw
anonymized data would be archived and kept secured for a five-year period following the
completion of the research. After five years, all data (digital and hard copy) would be erased and
or physically destroyed through shredding.
Methods
This naturalistic inquiry utilized qualitative research methods to describe and interpret the
experiences of those being studied (the WPLD design team) along with my subjective
experiences as the researcher. In their description of naturalistic inquiry methodology,
Armstrong (2010) asserted that throughout the research process, modifications to methods and
strategies are expected in order to obtain the kind of data being sought (p. 881). Lincoln and
Guba (1985) referred to this as ‘emergent design’ where the research design is allowed to unfold
rather than being constructed ahead of time “because it is inconceivable that enough could be
known ahead of time about the many multiple realities to devise the design adequately” (p. 41).
Beuving and de Vries (2014) attempted to illustrate the emergent inductive design process using
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the arc of naturalistic inquiry shown in Figure 1. They described the process as one where the
researcher moves through the steps in the arc, continuously returning to the beginning throughout
the study to explore “various meanings and possible explanations of the findings” informing
methods, data collection and examining emerging ideas (p. 18).
Figure 1 The Arc of Naturalistic Inquiry
The Arc of Naturalistic Inquiry

Note: From “Doing Qualitative Research: The Craft of Naturalistic Inquiry”, by J. Beuving and
G. de Vries, 2014, p. 17. Copyright 2014 by the Amsterdam University Press. Reprinted with
permission.

In naturalistic inquiry, this emergent process involves the use of tacit knowledge. Lincoln
and Guba (1985) identify that tacit knowledge plays a role throughout a naturalistic inquiry
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study, especially in identifying methods to collect data, identifying data to collect, and in the
analysis of the data. They stated,
the utilization of tacit (intuitive, felt) knowledge is a legitimate key characteristic of
naturalistic inquiry in addition to propositional knowledge (knowledge expressible in
language form) because often the nuances of multiple realities can be appreciated only in
this way; because much of the interaction between investigator and respondent or object
occurs at this level; and because tacit knowledge mirrors more fairly and accurately the
value patterns of the investigator. (p. 40)
Gascoigne and Thornton (2013) stated that tacit knowledge is personal knowledge that cannot be
articulated (p. 5). In explaining this concept, they stated that an audience member might be able
to distinguish a good tennis player from a poor one but are not able to articulate the detail as to
how they know this and what specific skills a good tennis player may have (p. 6). Tacit
knowledge has been referred to as practical wisdom and is developed through lived experience
(Armstrong & Mahmud, 2008; Cathcart & Greenspan, 2013). Taking this tacit knowledge
characteristic into account I allowed my intuitions and feelings to add to informing methods and
data collection for this study.
Through the emergent design of naturalistic inquiry, and utilizing my tacit knowledge,
my research design emerged to include the collection of primary data from participants through
open interviews and a focus group. In addition, I captured primary data of my subjective
thoughts, experiences, and observations in a field diary that I referred to as my field notes. This
research design is described in detail in the following chapter section.
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Research Design
In my study, I used a variety of data collection methods to allow for empirical material to
be triangulated through various data collection procedures to “confront the same empirical
situation with different research methods” (Beuving & de Vries, 2014, p. 43). My research
design included the use of open interviews, a focus group, and a field diary as my primary data
collection methods. Each of these methods will be described in this section of the chapter
following a discussion of my online data collection approach and explanation of the duration
decisions for interviews and the focus group.
Given the environment of social distancing requirements due to the COVID-19 pandemic
at the time of the study, and the fact that research participants were located across Canada, all
conversations, interviews, and the focus group were conducted via Zoom, an online video
conferencing platform. Conducting interviews and a focus group online has different advantages
and disadvantages in comparison to in person processes. However, as a registered nurse and
healthcare leader, I have extensive experience over three decades in conducting interviews and
group meetings using online and telephonic methods, and therefore, felt comfortable with this
approach and the use of technology. Given the fact that Zoom was considered the natural setting
for the CHLNet design team, it appeared that all study participants felt comfortable with the use
of this medium as well. The advantages I identified with the use of technology included greater
access to and accessibility of participants, an efficient use of time because no travel was
required, the absence of expense constraints caused by travel costs, and the fact that people often
have a greater feeling of safety when interviewed via technology as opposed to face-to-face
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meetings, making them more willing to open up and share more information during the
interview. The main disadvantage I identified with this approach was a lack of ability to see all
non-verbal communication cues of the person being interviewed (Nadler, 2020; Wiederhold,
2020). To mitigate this disadvantage, I used the approach of double checking any perceptions of
feelings I had by asking the participant(s) directly about my perceptions in an effort to seek
clarity. I have used this approach for years and find it is quite effective in including feelings to
enrich my understanding of the situation and build greater context. I posit that this approach
worked effectively during my study.
As mentioned throughout this dissertation, my study was being conducted during the
early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic. During this time, health organizations were focusing on
emergent pandemic response activities, described in detail in Chapter 4. As a result, I considered
all participant’s time as a limited value, and therefore, worked with participants to schedule open
interviews and the focus group session to fit available time in their schedules. This resulted in
sessions that were sixty minutes or less. I will describe the approach to these sessions and other
study methods in more detail in the following segments.
Open Interviews. I chose to utilize open interviews with study participants because this
approach gave me the opportunity to explore their experiences and share what was important to
them at the time. Beuving and de Vries (2014) defined an open interview as “a sustained effort to
explore the subjective world of a person on her own terms” (p. 98). They went on to explain that
with open interviews there are not a series of questions, the interviewer wishes to hear the
interviewee’s experiences and their own story. There is no interview guide with this approach,
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the interviewer needs to have an idea of what they want to speak about in their head, and the
conversation flows as a story (p. 98). Given (2012) referred to open interviews as unstructured
interviews and stated they are particularly useful in natural settings and are quite useful in
enabling natural conversations (p. 907). In my study, open interviews were used at the beginning
and towards the end of the study. In the beginning, I used individual open interviews to gain an
understanding of the experiences and feelings of the participants. I did not have a formal
interview guide to direct the interview, however, I did have an idea as to what I wanted to speak
about. I approached these interviews as an opportunity to get to know the participants, build a
rapport with my fellow WPLD team members, and learn about their experiences with eLearning. I initially expected that each interview would take approximately thirty minutes.
However, the initial open interview time fluctuated slightly depending on the participant’s
availability, taking forty-five minutes to one hour to complete. This was because in addition to
collecting primary research data, we also used time to discuss the WPLD project, anticipated
challenges, and ideas for moving the project forward. Each study participant agreed it was easier
for them to attend one meeting as opposed to two separate meetings and therefore, approved this
additional time.
Towards the end of the study, I used individual open interviews in two ways. First, to
meet with two participants who were unable to attend the focus group session to capture their
input into the discussion (a detailed description of this can be found in the focus group section of
this chapter). Second, to capture each participant’s final thoughts about their experiences over
the course of this project and explore the most significant piece of advice they could give to
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others finding themselves in a similar situation of figuring out the process to integrate e-Learning
into leadership development.
The interviews were conducted via Zoom. Cameras were turned on so that we could see
each other during the interview sessions. The interviews were recorded, and I took notes
throughout the process. Immediately following the interview, I recorded any additional thoughts
and feelings in my field diary and included my reflections on the interview. Each session was
transcribed immediately following the completion of the interview using Otter, an online
transcription software. The transcription was available within an hour following the interview.
Once available, the transcription was compared to the recording for accuracy. In most cases,
some corrections to the transcription were necessary. Corrections included errors in identifying
the correct speaker, capturing and spelling acronyms correctly, capturing and spelling some
words and phrases correctly, and punctuation changes or additions. Following my review and
correction of the transcription, I would create a list of “key take-aways” from the session. I then
emailed the key take-aways along with a copy of the transcribed interview to the participant for
their review the day of or within a day or two of the interviews. In the email, I thanked the
participant for their time and asked that they review both for accuracy and to let me know if any
changes or corrections were required. In one instance, I was asked to make an addition to the key
take-aways that had been included in the discussion but that I had missed as important to the
participant. In one other instance, I was asked to change the wording I used in the key takeaways to better reflect what was important to the participant in communicating their thought
most accurately. These changes were made and resent to the corresponding participant who then
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approved the changes. In all other cases, the transcription and key take-aways were approved
without changes by the corresponding participant.
Focus Group. Hennink and Leavy (2014) stated focus groups involve “a focus on
specific issues, with a predetermined group of people, participating in an interactive discussion”
(p. 1). They stated that the use of focus groups come with both strengths and limitations. Some of
the strengths that resonated with me included the capability to create a social interaction and
related comfortable environment, the ability to elicit a range of views, and the ability for new
views to come to light (p. 30). They identified limitations as possible group dynamic challenges
where some participants may dominate and others may not contribute, where social pressure may
influence or obscure different perspectives, and where hierarchies may develop (p. 30). I felt
these limitations would not be an issue for this group based on the positive group dynamics I had
witnessed over the course of the WPLD project. Over the course of the project, I witnessed a
group of people who had respect and openness for diversity of thought, who all took part in
discussions, and who came together free of any formal or informal hierarchy status and authority.
I chose to utilize a focus group to capture data from a rich discussion between participants and
because of the possibility of new views coming to light. I utilized a virtual sixty-minute focus
group session toward the end of the study to conduct a retrospective look back over the activities
of the WPLD design team to discuss challenges, strategies, tactics, and resulting changes in
practice. The focus group session was facilitated by me as the researcher. I also took part in the
discussion as a participant in the study.
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The session began with a statement of the purpose of the time together which was to
discuss challenges the group faced, identify significant strategies and tactics that seemed to work
for the WPLD design team as they worked to integrate e-Learning into the WPLD toolkit,
discuss changes in practice (organizationally and personally) because of the project, followed by
the opportunity to discuss any additional topics that seemed notable at the time. During the focus
group session, I recognized that the discussion was rich, and the data coming from the discussion
was different than what I had collected through individual interviews. In my experience, each
participant built off what the previous person shared which included differing experiences and
opinions. This was a very valuable approach in capturing the multiple realities accurately.
Hennink and Leavy (2014) stated that using a focus group approach allows “an interactive
discussion which will lead to a different type of data not accessible through individual
interviews” (p. 2). This was certainly true in my case. Morgan (2014) stated that the basic forms
of interaction in focus groups involved in the co-construction of meaning are known as sharing
and comparing where sharing of experiences are done by each focus group member, and with
each member, the following members build on what was said and expand the content of the
ongoing conversation (p. 163). I witnessed this co-construction of meaning during my focus
group session and realized that the data collected because of the co-constructed meaning was
valuable for bringing more depth to my study. This co-construction can be seen in the participant
quotations used in Chapter 4.
Like the individual open interviews, the focus group was conducted via Zoom. In this
session participant cameras were turned on so that we could see each other. The session was
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digitally recorded on Zoom, and I took notes throughout the process. Immediately following the
session, I recorded additional thoughts and feelings in my field diary and made notes of what
stood out to me. The session was transcribed immediately following the completion of the focus
group using Otter. The transcription was available within an hour following the focus group.
Once available, I used the same process described in the open interview section of this paper to
ensure the transcription’s accuracy. I made corrections to the transcription and then made a list of
key take-aways from the session. I emailed the key take-aways along with a copy of the
transcribed session to the participants for their review. In the email, I thanked the participants
and asked that they review both for accuracy and to let me know if any changes or corrections
were required. The transcription and key take-aways were approved by the participants.
The total number of participants who took part in the focus group were five, myself
included. Two of the study participants were unable to attend the session due to scheduling
conflicts. However, I felt it important to capture all participant voices in the focus group
discussion. Therefore, the two participants unable to attend were met with separately in open
interviews. I approached these interviews by emailing a copy of the focus group transcript prior
to the interview so that each participant could see what was discussed. What I learned when I
met with each participant was that they never read the transcription. They shared that they did
not read it because they wanted to enter the conversation with an open mind. So, in each case,
they shared their perceived challenges, the strategies and tactics that they believed to be
significant in the project, and their anticipated organizational and personal changes in practice.
Following that conversation, I then shared the key take-aways from the focus group and that led
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to further reactions and discussion. What I noticed about this approach was that entering the
conversation with an open mind allowed new data to emerge that was not covered in the focus
group. In addition, after sharing the key take-aways from the focus group session, discussion
then did take on more of a co-construction concept. Although this approach diverged from the
intent of collecting reflective data strictly from the focus group session, it proved beneficial in
being able to capture the realities of all participants. As well, this approach brought new
perspectives forward not captured in the focus group. This ability to modify my research
methods added rich data to my study. Armstrong (2010) stated that throughout the naturalistic
inquiry research process, modifications to methods and strategies are expected to obtain the kind
of data being sought (p. 881). I see this as a benefit to my study and to using naturalistic inquiry
methodology.
Field Diary. Throughout the entire study, I used a field diary that I referred to as my field
notes to record information from my perspective on the activities followed by the WPLD design
team, the challenges faced, and the strategies and tactics used in the process to integrate eLearning into the WPLD toolkit. It included my observations, descriptions, interpretations, along
with scratch notes that were comprised of emotions experienced, theoretical hunches, along with
my general thoughts. This diary acted as a medium for me to (a) reflect on what I saw, heard, and
felt to make sense of the data; (b) confront my own biases with what I had observed or heard;
and (c) supported my reflexive mindset (Schwartz-Shea & Yanow, 2011, p. 100).
For the purposes of this dissertation, a reflexive mindset [reflexivity] is defined as the
capacity to think about one’s own thinking (Beuving & de Vries, 2014, p. 43). Armstrong (2010)
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addressed reflexivity stating that “naturalistic inquirers do not seek to attain objectivity, but they
must find ways to articulate and manage their subjective experiences” (p. 882). A benefit I have
in reflexive thinking and confronting biases is that this is a normal part of my way of being as a
registered nurse. I have developed a process that I have used over the past three decades that
helps me understand my thinking and address biases. This process includes the following steps:
first, I reflect on and think about what I am seeing and hearing. I ask myself what my
perspectives are, what my assumptions are, how do I feel about this—do I feel strongly about
something and why. I then try to see the situation from different perspectives by putting myself
in others’ shoes and think about how they may see and experience the situation. This reflexive
process was effective for me in managing my subjective thoughts and experiences throughout the
study, serving to aid me in being open to others’ thoughts and realities. I used this process
throughout my study and captured these thoughts in my field notes. All information from my
field notes was included as primary study data.
The methods I used allowed for a significant amount of data to be collected in an attempt
to understand how CHLNet responded to changes in leadership development. Beuving and de
Vries (2014) made the argument that,
without the fullest possible record of the naturalistic experience, there is no basis for
interpretive analysis, for building [contextual understanding], for validating insights by
discussing them with the people they are about, for telling about society. Without a
record, there is nothing to tell from and nothing to tell about. (p. 159)
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In this study I attempted to attain the fullest record by capturing data from all participant voices.
Taking advantage of naturalistic inquiry’s emergent study design to capture the fullest possible
input from all. Without this ability, valuable data would have been absent from the study. In the
next section of this chapter, I will describe the interpretive analysis I utilized to analyze the study
data.
Data Analysis
The primary data analyzed for this study came from my field notes and from transcripts
and key take-away notes from the open interviews and the focus group. Data were collected
throughout the study, from January 4 to June 30, 2021. Data were analyzed using MAXQDA
Analytics Pro software for qualitative and mixed methods research. I selected MAXQDA
software because it had extensive live and recorded “how to” sessions on how to use the software
and how to analyze data with the software in different ways, plus it had affordable student
license options. I found MAXQDA easy to use and appreciated the many visual tools and
analysis options available. In my data analysis, I had coding double checks completed by a
colleague who was comfortable with MAXQDA software to help assess whether my
interpretations were in line with what others may be thinking.
My approach to data analysis was guided by my research question and sub-questions, and
by naturalistic inquiry methodology. As mentioned previously in this chapter, in naturalistic
inquiry the analysis of data is a continuous process that begins the first day of the study, allowing
the researcher to move through the steps of data analysis continuously with the data collected
each day. This continuous process was tied closely with data collection and created the
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opportunity for the construction of meaning to develop with time and allowed the researcher to
identify subsequent data collection efforts (Erlandson et al., 1993, p. 114). I did not track the
number of times I went through my data analysis process, but upon reflection, I believe I must
have gone through it over thirty times; following notations in my field notes, every key takeaway note and every transcribed interview and focus group.
The process I used to guide my data analysis was a six step process to qualitative data
analysis. Beuving and de Vries (2014) stated that this stepwise approach is “a practical procedure
that has become more or less standard practice among serious naturalistic inquirers” (p 171). My
stepwise analysis will be described in more depth in this chapter section and can be viewed in
Table 1.
Table 1
Stepwise Data Analysis Process
Overarching Six
Steps
Unitizing

Action Steps
1 Cut up qualitative data into units
a

Ensured units were heuristic & smallest pieces of information that
could stand alone

2 Coded single data units
Emergent
Category
Designation

3 Brought together units that related to same content, if they did not
relate, created a miscellaneous pile
4 Identified the properties that characterized the category
5 Wrote a provisional rule for each category
6 Reviewed each of the units in the category to ensure that their inclusion
could be justified based on the rule
7 Continued through steps 3-6 until all units were placed in a category
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8 Reviewed the units in each category for fit and relevance
9 Reviewed the categories for overlap
10 Reviewed the units within the categories looking for
homogeneity/similarity

Higher Order
Categories

11 Reviewed the categories looking for possible relationships among
categories. Subsumed categories that had a relationship, subdivided
unwieldy categories and identified missing categories

Construction of
Meaning

12 Reviewed categories for incomplete constructs, sufficient presence, etc.
to identify missing, incomplete or otherwise unsatisfactory categories
13 Used the findings from step 12 to identify subsequent data collection
efforts
a

Began with the known units and built on them by using them as a
bases for other questions

b

Reviewed units within each category, identified those that were
disconnected or did not seem to have a relationship and used these to
conduct further inquiry through literature and through further data
collection efforts (Bridging)

c

Looked for further information in the literature and from informants to
create a more holistic understanding towards constructing meaning
(Surfacing)

14 Reviewed the entire category set once again as a guarantee that nothing
had been overlooked
15 Stop collecting and processing data once stop rules were met
Writing Insights
16 Wrote findings in a case study report using thick description
on the constructed
meaning
Note. The table contents are adapted from the following three works in Naturalistic Inquiry
“Doing Qualitative Research: The Craft of Naturalistic Inquiry”, by J. Beuving and G. de Vries,
2014. Copyright 2014 by the Amsterdam University Press; “Doing Naturalistic Inquiry: A Guide
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to Methods” by D. Erlandson, E. Harris, B. Sipper and S. Allen, 1993. Copyright 1993 by Sage
Publications, Inc.; “Naturalistic Inquiry”, by Y. Lincoln and E. Guba, 1985. Copyright 1985 by
Sage Publications, Inc.

Stepwise Data Analysis Process
The stepwise data analysis process I used (depicted in Table 1) was based on Beuving
and de Vries (2014) six step process to qualitative data analysis and further informed by works in
naturalistic inquiry written by Lincoln and Guba (1985) and Erlandson et al. (1993). I will
describe my data analysis process using the six steps as the foundational structure, these
included: (a) unitizing, (b) emergent category designation, (c) constant comparisons, (d) higher
order categories, (e) construction of meaning and (f) writing insights on the constructed meaning.
Unitizing. The first step I took was known as ‘unitizing’ and involved the cutting up of
qualitative material into units. The units were identified from all primary data sources and
included situations I was part of, particular episodes in the study, fragments of stories thought to
be significant, and single statements guided by my research question and sub-questions. Lincoln
and Guba (1985) stated that the units should have two characteristics, they should be heuristic
and the smallest pieces of information that can stand alone (p. 345). They went on to define
heuristic units as those aimed at “some understanding or some action that the inquirer needs to
have” (p. 345). For me, the heuristic understanding was guided by my research question and subquestions and, therefore, units were focused on challenges, strategies, tactics, changes in practice
and context. Each unit was coded with factors that included:
1. The source of the information (i.e., interview notes; field diary);
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2. The individual or group the information was drawn from where the individual or group
were identified by the number they were given for anonymity;
3. The type of respondent (i.e., organizational development specialist (OD));
4. The committee(s) the respondent was a member of (i.e., design group (DG), steering
group (SG)); and
5. When the data was collected (i.e., OI2 would mean open interview two).
Initially, in my unitizing, I attempted to cut each unit into very small single components. What I
realized as I went through the data analysis process was that meaning and understanding of the
unit were often lost with creating fragments that were too small. And as a result, I went back
through the data and expanded the units. This allowed me to understand the meaning and be able
to categorize the units more effectively.
Emergent Category Designation. The second step known as ‘emergent category
designation’ involved making categories from the units. In this stage, I began by taking the first
unit and putting it in a ‘yet to be named’ category, then I selected a second unit, and made a
determination on tacit or intuitive grounds whether this unit was related to or similar to the first
unit. If so, I placed it with the first unit and moved on to a third unit. If the unit was not similar, I
placed it separately and moved on to the fourth unit. I continued these actions until I felt I could
begin to categorize the groups of units. I started this categorization by identifying the properties
that characterize the category [group of units]. I then wrote a provisional rule for the category by
combining the properties into a rule statement. This rule statement aided in identifying further
units that would fit in each of the categories. I then followed this action by going back through
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the units in each category to ensure that their inclusion could be justified based on the rule
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 348). Units that fit in more than one category were included as
separate units in each of the categories in which they fit, and those that did not fit any categories
were placed in a miscellaneous section.
Constant Comparisons. The third step entailed constant comparisons where I compared
all units from step one within each category and then compared between the categories. I started
this constant comparison by reviewing each category set, beginning with the miscellaneous set to
determine if they fit somewhere. If they did, I moved the miscellaneous unit to the appropriate
category set. If I found units within category sets that seemed unconnected, I would remove
those units and place them in an appropriate category. Lincoln and Guba (1985) stated
categorization should be defined in such a way that the units within a category are internally as
homogenous as possible and the categories should be as heterogeneous as possible (p. 349).
During this constant comparison, I continually reviewed units within categories, looking for
homogeneity, I allowed new categories to emerge, ideas to form, and reflections to further
develop ideas. I wrote these discursive thoughts down in such a way as to document and explain
my various thoughts. Beuving and de Vries (2014) stated that “through this process,
[constructed] meanings of your categories will start to emerge, to thicken, and in due course to
saturate” (p. 166).
Higher Order Categories. The fourth step involved the integration of categories and
their properties into higher order categories. At this stage, I looked for possible relationships
among categories. I combined categories that had a relationship, I split unwieldy categories and
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identified missing categories. I also began colour coding the categories that had a relationship to
the study sub-questions. For example, I coded all categories that had a relationship with
challenges as red, with strategies and tactics as green, changes in practice as blue, and context as
pink. During this step Beuving and de Vries (2014) stated that ideas and meaning are emerging
(p. 166). I found this to be true for me as I worked through this data analysis step and realized
this step naturally followed into the next.
Construction of Meaning. The fifth step in the process evolved with time and was
where constructed meaning and understanding continued to develop and eventually became
clear. Lincoln and Guba (1985) made the observation that it is here where the researcher can
identify constructs that are incomplete which will inform subsequent data collection efforts (p.
349). They went on to suggest that extension, bridging, and surfacing processes would help to
complete constructs and gain a more holistic understanding of the data (p. 349). Based on this
suggestion, I began to identify subsequent data collection by first extending my understanding of
the units and categories. I did this by identifying further questions that needed to be answered,
moving away from the known to the unknown [extension] (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 349). I
then moved to bridging where I reviewed units within each category to identify those which did
not seem to have a relationship or appeared to be disconnected from one another. In this context,
disconnected meant that the relationship between units was not understood (Lincoln & Guba,
1985, p. 350). However, since the units were in the same category, I assumed that a probable
relationship existed (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 350). I used this information as a bases to conduct
further inquiry through the literature and through additional data collection to explore and
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understand possible relationships and connections. Finally, as I became more familiar with the
data and relationships, I began to propose new information and looked to the literature to verify
its existence [surfacing], as well as any literature that refuted its existence. Lincoln and Guba
(1985) stated that the “process of surfacing is similar to the familiar process of hypothesis
formation, or to the process of suggesting new categories, once a subject of known categories has
been identified, because the logic of the situation "demands" them” (p. 350).
Beuving and de Vries (2014) indicated that in this phase of the analysis, the number of
categories can be further reduced, and “this is where one single, increasingly clear theoretical
perspective or constructed meaning will crystallize that organizes the remaining categories
[concepts], and the episodes and incidents subsumed under each one of them, into a meaningful
whole” (p. 167). Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggested that within this step, it is necessary to
create rules that guide when to stop collecting and processing data (p. 347). The rules I used as a
guide to inform when I should stop collecting and processing data were based on four criteria, (a)
exhaustion of sources, (b) saturation of categories, (c) emergence of regularities, and (d)
overextension (Guba, 1978, as sited in Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 350). I determined an
exhaustion of sources when no further new information was learned from the participants.
Saturation of categories was determined when continued data collection produced only tiny
increments of new information. Specifically, when I saw patterns emerging of people saying the
same thing, I considered saturation to be reached. Emergence of regularities was confirmed when
my analysis of the data led to integrated reoccurring results. Finally, overextension was
determined when I concluded that any new information being discovered appeared far removed
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from the core of viable categories and did not contribute to further viable categories. Having
these predetermined rules to guide the end of my data collection and processing was effective
and brought me piece of mind in knowing that I had captured all relevant data. Overall, I found
the construction of meaning step in the process to be very enlightening and significant in my data
analysis—where meaning and understanding emerged.
Writing Insights on the Constructed Meaning. The sixth and final step centred on
writing, where I wrote about my insights. Beuving and de Vries (2014) described this step as the
final stage of the arc of naturalistic inquiry that “encompasses coming to terms with the complex
relations between description, interpretation, and explanation in a coherent master narrative” (p.
173). Erlandson et al. (1993) stated it is helpful to move through step six throughout the research
as a way to force yourself as the researcher to begin to write about the insights coming from the
data (p. 116). They articulated that this act helps to identify gaps in information that are needed
to create a full picture or understanding of the situations (p. 116). As I endeavoured to write
about the insights coming from the data, I discovered some insights becoming less relevant,
some becoming more significant, realized gaps in information, and new meanings emerging. I
found this step to be laborious yet a valuable step in analyzing the study data and constructing
and explaining meaning coherently.
At the point at which I met the stop rules, described in the construction of meaning
section, I moved to write my insights on the constructed meaning—my findings—in a case study
report. A case study report is recognized as the vehicle of choice for reporting the results of
naturalistic inquiry (Beuving & de Vries, 2014; Erlandson et al., 1993; Lincoln & Guba, 1985,
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2002; Mills et al., 2010b). Lincoln and Guba (1985) stated a case study reporting mode is the
vehicle of choice because it is more adapted to a description of the multiple realities, it allows for
reflexive reporting, for transferability to other sites through thick description, and it is best suited
to demonstrate “the variety of mutually shaping influences present” (p. 42). The use of thick
description in the case study report is key to understanding the structure of the social world
(Geertz, 1973; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Mills et al., 2010c). Mills et al. (2010b) defined thick
description as a “process of paying attention to contextual detail in observing and interpreting
social meaning” (p. 943). They stated, it brings more meaning by allowing for the reporting of
rich details of the case that not only includes a description of actions and events, but also
includes contextual description and experiential understandings that make events and action
meaningful (p. 943). Erlandson et al. (1993) stated that the researcher should begin the writing of
the report with an outline that “aims for overinclusion of the data” (p. 167). This overinclusion of
data will develop the complex layers of understanding and produce a thick description of the
interpretive account of the case (Erlandson et al., 1993; Mills et al., 2010c). I used this approach
to develop and write about my study findings. As I shared my findings, I realized the importance
of maintaining the human element in the participant responses. As a result, I used pseudonyms to
impart the participant’s stories to best portray the human element while protecting their
anonymity. These pseudonyms and findings can be viewed in Chapter 4.
To conclude the stepwise data analysis process section of this chapter, I find it important
to restate here that the stepwise method was a continuous process, allowing me, the naturalistic
inquirer to move through the analysis process, as described with the arc of naturalistic inquiry
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(depicted in Figure 1). I found that I continuously returned to steps or element within the arc and
the data analysis process that made the most sense in further exploration, collection, and analysis
of the data. This allowed me to continuously add and explore data for new emerging concepts by
re-examining categories and rules to determine a fit within a current category or identifying new
themes emerging from the data; moving to and through the different steps that made sense at the
time to examine and analyze the information. A process that led to a deep meaningful
understanding of how CHLNet responded to changes in leadership development and the ability
to construct and share that understanding in a coherent and meaningful manner. This
understanding is developed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
Ethical Considerations
This study involved human participants and as such, adhered to the Tri-Council
principles of ethical conduct that includes the respect for persons, concerns for welfare, and
justice (Canadian Institutes of Health Research et al., 2018). The autonomy of the participants in
my study were recognized and respected by way of an invitation to join the study as a
participant. The invitation sharing what joining the study would involve, along with their free
and informed consent. This included information that helped the individual understand the
purpose of the research, the time requirement involved, protections through confidentiality and
anonymity, recordings of interviews, secure storage of the data, their ability to withdraw from
the research without prejudice, and how findings would be made available. This was clearly
defined through the Royal Roads University Request for Ethics Review and included in
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participant recruitment information (see Appendix A) and in the research participant consent
form (see Appendix C).
Concerns for welfare and justice included an examination of the power relationship
between me as the researcher and the participant. This examination showed there was minimal
risk involved in this study. As the researcher and committee member, I held no supervisory role
and held no power over any of the coalition participants. As a matter of fact, as a newer member
of the coalition design team committee, I was often looked upon as a student and, therefore, held
no real or perceived power over any of the potential participants. Because I was ‘wearing two
hats’ with the committee [researcher and committee member], it was important for me to clarify
what hat I was wearing when I addressed the committee. To do this, I endeavoured to make a
statement such as, “I am wearing my committee member hat when I say…”. This approach
helped keep my roles clear. Finally, there were no expected or realized negative impacts on the
participants or CHLNet.
Study Rigour and Trustworthiness
The quality of my research was an important consideration for me throughout my study
process. Delivering high quality research that is rigorous and trustworthy is imperative (Belcher
et al., 2016; Carrera-Fernández et al., 2014; Given, 2008; Huutoniemi et al., 2010; Yilmaz,
2013). Naturalistic inquiry utilizes qualitative research methods to describe and interpret the
experiences of those being studied. Yilmaz (2013) stated that using qualitative research methods
“lets the researcher understand and present the world as it is seen and experienced by the
participants without predetermining standpoints” (p. 313). The criteria for qualitative research
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quality can vary along with the terminology depending on the paradigm and the theoretical
framework. Beuving and de Vries (2014) list validity and reliability as the quality measures
specific to naturalistic inquiry qualitative research; where validity refers to whether the research
measures what it claims to measure, and reliability refers to whether the results of the research
can be checked independently (p. 42). Lincoln and Guba (1985) list credibility, transferability,
dependability, and confirmability as quality measures. They stated credibility refers to findings
and interpretations of the study are trustworthy (p. 310); transferability refers to the researcher’s
ability to provide data in ways that makes transferability judgements by the readers possible (p.
316); finally, dependability and confirmability refers to processes and audits that deem the study
trustworthy (p. 318). Whereas, Armstrong (2010) stated,
qualitative researchers argue among themselves about how best to evaluate naturalistic
inquiry projects, and there is little consensus on whether it is possible or appropriate to
establish common standards by which such studies might be judged. However, many
characteristics are widely considered to be indicators of merit in the design of naturalistic
inquiry projects. (p. 883)
They went on to identify these characteristics as immersion, transparency and rigor, reflexivity,
comprehensiveness and scope, accuracy, claims and warrants, attention to ethics, fair return,
coherence, veracity, and illumination (p. 882). What I notice in reviewing the quality
descriptions of the various works was that the terms and presentation may differ between
researchers, however, the detailed factors of research quality are all similar. I found that
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Armstrong (2010) captured all the criteria and characterized it in a more detailed manner, and as
a result, I will use their naturalistic inquiry quality characteristics to discuss the rigour and
trustworthiness of my qualitative study.
Immersion. Armstrong (2010) stated that good qualitative studies come from immersion
and that there are two ways in which immersion should be considered. First, the extent to which
the researcher is immersed in “the field site they are studying, understanding the field, the
inhabitants of the site, and the context within which the site is located” (p. 882). Second, the
extent to which the researcher “immerses themselves in the data analysis process, through which
they read, review and summarize their data” (p. 882). As a member of the WPLD design team
and the person dedicated to do the legwork for the project, I was deeply immersed in CHLNet.
Through my participation in the WPLD project and as a healthcare leader and educator, I had a
good understanding of the field and of my fellow design team members. I understood the context
within the site through my membership as a design team member and because of my literature
review, documenting the background of and impetus for the WPLD toolkit including the addition
of e-Learning. As the sole researcher, I was immersed in the data collection and analysis as
described in this chapter, utilizing an evidence-based data analysis approach that allowed me to
become fully immersed in the data.
Transparency and Rigour. Transparency and rigour of the study are identified through
“meticulous attention to detail” in the analytical process and an “inductive, bottom-up process of
reasoning that should be made clear to the reader” (Armstrong, 2010, p. 882). I addressed the
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rigour of the study by having a clearly defined research question and sub-questions and by using
naturalistic inquiry methodology and a standardized data analysis process. Additionally, I had
coding double checks completed by a colleague to increase dependability of my data analysis.
The formal double check by my colleague was used to help assess whether my interpretations
were in line with what others may be thinking (Given, 2008, p. 795). I endeavoured to be
transparent by describing in detail how the study was conducted, how I as the researcher was part
of the study, along with a detailed description of the data collection methods and standardized
analysis.
Reflexivity. Armstrong (2010) addressed reflexivity stating that “naturalistic inquirers do
not seek to attain objectivity, but they must find ways to articulate and manage their subjective
experiences” (p. 882). Charmaz (2014) stated that it is important to be reflexive about
preconceptions throughout the study, but it is especially important to steer clear of bringing your
preconceptions into data analysis, and in particular, the coding of the data (p. 155). Because I
was using naturalistic inquiry methodology, I was particularly conscious of addressing this
reflexivity throughout my study utilizing my reflexive process outlined in the research design
section of this chapter. Keeping reflexivity front of mind and utilizing the processes outlined in
this chapter created an environment that aided me in managing my subjective experiences
throughout the study.
Comprehensiveness and Scope. Comprehensiveness and scope focus on a “thick
detailed description to convey the level of rich detail in the research descriptions” (Armstrong,
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2010, p. 882). Given (2008) suggested that to ensure research is comprehensive and credible it is
important to cite all cases in the study, including any negative cases, outcomes or outliers that
result in a research study (p. 795). In my study, I sought to convey all participant input in my
findings which included opposing and diverse perspectives using detail and rich description.
Additionally, the scope and context of the study are described in detail throughout this
dissertation.
Accuracy, Claims and Warrants. The strategies I used to verify accuracy of my
findings and interpretations included triangulation, checking results with participants, and the
auditing of the research. Triangulation can be defined as “confronting the same empirical
situation with different research methods” (Beuving & de Vries, 2014, p. 43). I exhibited
triangulation using different data collection methods, namely, interviews, a focus group, and
observation. I collected data from multiple participants, at different times, and through the
exploration of empirical work across disciplines and other fields of study. Additionally, I strove
for accuracy by clarifying participant responses during and following data collection as outlined
in this chapter.
The audit trail of the study is said to be reached when “its findings are based on the
analysis of the collected data and examined via an auditing process” (Yilmaz, 2013, p. 320). This
auditing process is meant to confirm that the findings were clearly derived from the data and did
not come from the researcher’s preferences or viewpoints (Korstjens & Moser, 2018, p. 122).
Beuving and de Vries (2014) made the point that naturalistic inquiry “is a systematic procedure
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to develop theoretical concepts (or understandings) about society from empirical research” (p.
42). This recognized systematic procedure is outlined in the data analysis section of this chapter.
It involved constant comparison and open coding, where an observation or other fragment of
information was compared to material already collected. The comparison itself is looked upon as
“a chain of evidence” (Beuving & de Vries, 2014, p. 43).
Attention to Ethics and Fair Return. Armstrong (2010) asserted that it is important to
pay close attention to protecting participants from harm (p. 883). Detail of my attention to ethics
for this study are described throughout this chapter, including ethical considerations; therefore,
will not be repeated here. What I will address here is fair return. Armstrong (2010) stated that
“naturalistic inquiry projects are time consuming not only for the researchers but also for
participants” and that “researchers must examine what benefits participants gain as a result of the
work and design their studies to ensure reciprocity” (p. 883). In the case of my study, the design
team participants were benefiting from my involvement as the design team member dedicated to
gather information and to integrate and mobilize knowledge for the project. In fact, all
participants shared they were more than happy to give of their time and participate in the study
because of the work I was doing on the WPLD project. Therefore, I perceived those participants
saw this as a fair return for their help with the study.
Coherence, Veracity, and Illumination. Armstrong (2010) linked coherence, veracity,
and illumination to “well-written and compelling research reports” (p. 883) that are transferable.
Transferability is determined by the reader and is said to be achieved if the findings of the study
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can be applied to other similar settings (Yilmaz, 2013, p. 320). In order to meet transferability in
this way, a detailed and clear description of the “setting, context, people, actions, and events
studied” is necessary (Yilmaz, 2013, p. 320) and has been shared throughout this dissertation in
the form of rich description.
Research Effectiveness. One final criterion not included in the naturalistic inquiry
quality criteria that begs consideration is that of the effectiveness of my study. In their discussion
of the quality of interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research, Belcher et al. (2016) included
the criterion of effectiveness and defined it as a contribution to positive change in the context of
the problem or action (p. 12). In other words, it must make a difference to be considered high
quality research, a concept that is recognized by Royal Roads University School of
Interdisciplinary Studies. As such, I feel compelled to include an examination of this study’s
contribution to positive change.
As stated throughout this dissertation, the purpose of my study was to examine the
function and value of a coalition in identifying and mobilizing solutions to integrate the
uncommon practice of e-Learning into leadership development delivery in an environment of
forced disruption. In this case, the study affirmed that a coalition was a setting that was able to
integrate an uncommon yet necessary change across the country in a short time while the health
industry was in turbulence, focusing on their pandemic response. Because of this success,
multiple organizations have access to a comprehensive resource that guides them through needed
changes in leadership development delivery practices that are based on evidence—an imperative
expectation of those in the healthcare industry. As well, over the course of the study, the
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coalition’s work began to change people’s view of learning with technology and spurred
collaboration and innovative thoughts on the use of technology across organizations for purposes
of setting a higher standard for leadership development and driving the value of development.
These collaborative conversations among multiple organizations across the country transpired
because of the coalition setting.
Summary
This chapter portrayed the methodology and research design of a naturalistic inquiry
study that aimed to examine the function and value of a coalition in identifying and mobilizing
solutions to integrate e-Learning into leadership development delivery in an environment of
forced disruption caused by the COVID-19 global pandemic. The methodology outlined how this
study produced contextual knowledge to understand how CHLNet responded to the need to
integrate e-Learning into leadership development accelerated by the COVID-19 global public
health crisis. This contextual knowledge involved data collection from WPLD design team
members; more specifically, seven diverse study participants, me included. Data were collected
through open interviews, a focus group, and my field diary and analyzed through a six step
continuous data analysis process outlined in this chapter. The chapter concluded with an
overview of the study’s ethical standards and a review of efforts to ensure the study’s rigour,
trustworthiness, and effectiveness. A rich description of the findings from my study data will be
presented in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4: Findings
This chapter presents the findings of my naturalistic study into a Canadian Healthcare
coalition’s response to integrating e-Learning wise practices into leadership development and
speaks directly to my research question and sub-questions. Research question: how did the
Canadian Health Leadership Network (CHLNet) coalition respond to changes to leadership
development sparked by the COVID-19 global pandemic and the general acceptance of learning
with technology as a potential viable method of ongoing leadership development?
•

sub-question 1: what were the most effective strategies and tactics used by CHLNet
in their process of incorporating e-Learning into the WPLD toolkit?

•

sub-question 2: what were the implementation challenges faced by CHLNet during
their process of incorporating e-Learning into the WPLD toolkit?

•

Sub-question 3: what changes to the design and delivery practices of leadership
development in their own organizations, were anticipated by the WPLD project
members as a result of their participation in this process?

As discussed in Chapter 3, there were seven study participants, me included, in this
naturalistic study. We were all active members of the Wise Practices in Leadership Development
(WPLD) design team. The design team was made up of four members from the WPLD steering
committee who had minimal to moderate experience with e-Learning as a leadership program
designer or facilitator, and additional members invited for their expertise in e-Learning practice
from academia and industry. I was invited to join the committee as a resource dedicated to gather
information and to integrate and mobilize knowledge for the project. For the purposes of relaying
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the study findings, all participants, except for myself, have been given pseudonyms, namely,
Julie, Jocelyn, Kathy, Lindsey, Roberta, and Tracy. The purpose of using the pseudonyms is to
maintain the human element in portraying study participant stories while protecting their
anonymity. Some of the pseudonyms used could be considered gender neutral and were
purposefully used to aid in protecting the anonymity of the male and female participants.
Data were analyzed using an inductive continuous stepwise analysis process outlined in
Chapter 3. What emerged from this process were significant findings that identified emergent
effective process-related strategies and tactics used by CHLNet, described the challenges
experienced by CHLNet in implementing the strategies, identified tactics used to overcome those
challenges, and ascertained effects of the WPLD project on participant and organizational
practice. In service to practitioner-scholars, the themes of the findings, shown in Table 2, will be
described in detail in two corresponding sections. First, process-related strategies, tactics,
implementation challenges, and challenge-related tactics are presented, followed by the effects of
the project on participant and organizational practices. As discussed in Chapter 3, thick
description is used to relay and contextualize the findings and includes anonymized direct
quotations from study participants and excerpts from my field notes to convey the origin of the
emergent findings.
Table 2
Findings Themes
Project Preparation and
Administration Processes

Taking advantage of the timing and changing environmental
context.
Recognizing the need for purposeful committee member
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selection
Using project management processes to initiate, plan, execute
and manage the initiative and move the work forward
Journey Processes

Aligning the project to past relevant coalition work and the
coalition’s leadership capabilities framework.
Exploring the WPLD member’s knowledge and views of
learning with technology.
Establishing a clear shared understanding of and agreement on
the project focus and how to move the work forward.
Creating a conceptual frame to give meaning, guidance, and
structure to the project work.
Gaining inspiration from talking to diverse groups of potential
toolkit users.
Generating and communicating ideas for toolkit content and
structure.
Soliciting feedback using a low-fidelity prototype.
Creating a high-fidelity toolkit and supporting white paper
resource.
Soliciting feedback using a high-fidelity toolkit prototype and
draft white paper.
Implementing and marketing the toolkit with a purposeful
emphasis on e-Learning.
Creating a feedback and contribution system to keep the toolkit
relevant, up-to-date, and reflective of the most current leadership
development practices.

Changes in Practice

Working through the project process seems to have had some
affect on participant personal practice and it is expected that this
work will inevitably affect future organizational practice in some
way.
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Strategic, Tactical, and Implementation Challenge Findings
Multiple process-related strategies, strategy-related tactics, implementation challenges,
and challenge-inspired tactics emerged from the study. For clarity purposes, these findings are
categorized and delivered in two separate activity-related groupings. First, findings associated
with project preparation and administration processes are presented, followed by findings that
emerged during the co-created journey processes that evolved over time in the creation and
implementation of the toolkit.
Category One: Project Preparation and Administration Processes
Three themes emerged as significant for CHLNet with respect to project preparation and
administration processes, these include timing, project member selection, and project
management. A comprehensive list of the theme-related emergent strategies, tactics,
implementation challenges and challenge-inspired tactics are summarized in Appendix D.
Timing. CHLNet made the decision to take advantage of the timing and the changing
environmental context (i.e., at the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic) to include e-Learning wise
practices into their WPLD project and toolkit. Making this decision at this particular time is
identified as a key strategy, because without it, some believed e-Learning integration would not
have happened so quickly. Jocelyn commented on the reality of the compulsory change and the
advantage of the timing stating,
as the pandemic evolved, we're forced to think about how we're going to do this [teach
and learn] differently, because we won't be able to be face-to-face all the time, and may
never… an evolution…we don't have any other options…I would suggest…if we hadn't
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been in the environment that we were where we were forced to be more online, then I
think we would still be at a slower transition to the e-Learning space.
The timing and changing environmental context were also addressed by other study participants.
Julie stated, “the pandemic hit, and it totally changed how people were learning”. Roberta
observed “the pandemic pushed the modality [learning with technology] into the forum”.
Although the timing seemed right for adding e-Learning into leadership development, it
did not come without challenges. Specifically, the challenges that emerged in the data related to
pandemic effects such as increasing workload and resulting challenges in finding time to meet
and to review material for meetings. Reflecting back on the project timing and workload
challenges, Julie stated “then the pandemic hit and no one had time for this…people didn’t have
time in their network to devote to it”. Tracy commented on the challenges she was facing in her
organization by continuing time-consuming transformational regionalization projects in tandem
with the pandemic response stating, “but when it happens with COVID at the same time, it's hard
because you have to build the plane as you're flying it right”, adding, “we’re juggling so many
balls”. Roberta shared, “we're all reassigned during the pandemic to other work… It's like we're
all doing jobs that are so far outside our wheelhouse, it's unbelievable”. Jocelyn shared taking on
extra work during the pandemic was challenging, she stated, “taking on all of the work that was
happening in the pandemic—it was certainly a challenging year, you know, as we pivoted
everything, and people and programs and, you know, with remote working, living, education—
everything right”.
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This transforming and increasing workload created challenges in finding time to meet and
to prepare for meetings. Tracy made mention of the difficulty in scheduling meetings. She stated,
“and even Xxx had to send so many options for meetings… because our calendars were all
booked”. She identified the value that the scheduling software brought, a sentiment I shared in
my field notes, “using a scheduling software (Doodle Poll) to identify times the whole design
group were available has been very valuable. I cannot imagine how we would have been able to
identify meeting times that worked for everyone without it”. Others identified the challenge of
available time to work on the project during the pandemic as an issue. Jocelyn shared that if
meetings were in her schedule, then it was easy to attend those, but what she found challenging
was time to do work outside of the scheduled meeting times. She stated
if there's pre-work or if there's additional work, it is hard to carve that out, as well as
taking on all of the work that was happening in the pandemic…I think it was challenging
to carve out time.
Tracy spoke about challenges with having the time to prepare for meetings, but also identified
the agility she acquired as a result. She stated
[before the pandemic] I would have been able to do more research before meetings and
come with more things. Typically, that's what I like to do. I did some of that, but not as
much as I would have liked to…The other part is…COVID made me be more agile.
That's personally because we have to respond quite fast. And we have to be flexible and
be able to, well, this is no longer the priority—this is the priority now. I have to put stop
here and go forward with that one—happens all the time. So I started to work on myself
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to be okay with less than all what I want to give you. In other words, I would have liked
to spend four hours preparing and sending resources, but I don't have the four hours. So
let's do the best I can in an hour that I can put for this and be okay with it. And people are
okay with it, too. Don't be so hard on yourself. People are okay because people
understand...And that helped me so COVID for me…pushed me to be more agile, and to
revisit how much is enough. Because sometimes the enough is too high.
A list of these timing-related strategic, tactical and implementation challenges are summarized in
Table 3.
Table 3
Timing-Related Strategic, Tactical and Implementation Challenge Findings in Project
Preparation and Administration Processes
Challenge-inspired
Tactics

Theme

Strategies

Tactics

Challenges

Timing

Approached this
project as an
opportunity,
taking advantage
of the context
and timing to
integrate eLearning into
leadership
development
practices.

Included eLearning
wise
practices into
the WPLD
project.

Finding time to
meet.

Used a scheduling
software to identify
dates and times
everyone was
available to meet.

Finding time to
complete any preor post- meeting
work.

None emerged
from the findings.

Project Member Selection. A second theme emerging from the data was in relation to
project member selection. There were no challenges mentioned within this theme, however, there
was a key strategy that emerged: i.e., recognizing the need for purposeful committee member
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selection (shown in Table 4). This strategy involved inviting people to work on the project who
had certain diverse expertise, who were collaborative systems thinkers, and who believed in the
notion of co-creation and sharing of ideas and resources across organizations. Early in the study,
I made a notation in my field notes,
The design team members appear to be a very collaborative group, open to sharing and
dedicated to creating a meaningful resource for this project. It is a great environment to
work in. What is different for me is that this type of environment is not necessarily what I
am used to working in…So in my view, this group of people are special.
This observation led me to ask about the project member selection, and what I learned was
captured in the following field note entry,
I learned that there was a predictable approach around who was asked to “sit at the table”.
People were asked based on their expertise and the goal of co-creation; so people sought
were thought to be collaborative, open to sharing and systems thinkers. It was pointed out
to me that many of these people are used to working together on other projects, therefore
they know each other, trust each other and are comfortable having open conversations.
Other participants made mention of the importance of the expertise and the diversity of
thought on the design team. Tracy shared her thoughts on the value of diverse perspectives and
opinions, specifically of one particular group member stating,
I always like Xxx's perspective which is, in general, is quite unique —Xxx pushes me to
think— Xxx is very I don't know if unpredictable is the word but is very creative and
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open to come from different angles. So makes me think… It's not that I agree with all
what Xxx says…but Xxx challenges…my thinking…and I like that.
Julie identified the importance of expertise on the committee stating, “on our working
group…was a lot of expertise, which we totally appreciated”. When asked what advice Julie
would give others doing similar work, she shared, “find dedicated resources and in that key
group, make sure that these are the experts on whatever topic that you've got going”. Julie went
on to give advice around project planning and project management stating, “have a very defined
project plan going forward”. This advice leads into the third theme, that of project management.
Table 4
Project Member Selection-Related Strategic, Tactical and Implementation Challenge Findings in
Project Preparation and Administration Processes

Theme

Strategies

Tactics

Challenges

Project
member
selection

Invited/elected people to
work on the project with
certain diverse expertise
and who were collaborative
systems thinkers who
believed in the notion of
co-creation and sharing
across organizations.

Approached
people who
CHLNet
members
had worked
with in the
past that
met the
selection
criteria.

None
emerged
from the
findings.

Challengeinspired Tactics
None emerged
from the findings.

Project Management. The third theme emerging from the data related to project
preparation and administration was that of project management. The strategy identified within
this theme is the use of project management processes; processes to initiate, plan, execute and
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manage the initiative and move the work forward. The value of CHLNet’s project management
processes was apparent in a reaction to a question of challenges experienced by the design team
during the focus group session. Tracy stated, “to be honest, I didn't face challenges because it
[the project] was very, very well led”. Roberta shared,
when I first saw the question [about challenges faced], I went, oh, we had trouble? And
the reason I say that…I started thinking about it, did we have trouble?
This lack of perceived challenges led me to reflect on why challenges were not perceived by
some. At the time I wrote in my field notes,
This reaction caught me off guard. I did not expect people to say they did not face
challenges… This leads me to believe the strategies and tactics used in managing the
meetings, managing the project and the skill of the persons managing them were the
reason for the absence of perceived challenges. Tactics that stood out for me included
having timelines and milestones set with the input of the design team making the goals
understood and achievable, setting regular meetings that had purposeful focused agendas,
and sending out material ahead of each meeting giving people time to review it.
Other design group members did identify challenges from a project administration
perspective, specifically regular struggles with project funding and resources, not just for this
project, but for most CHLNet projects. I made note of this in my field notes stating,
I recognize the challenges the coalition has in trying to obtain funding and find resources
for their projects. These challenges have come up in multiple conversations throughout
the project. However, it appears that the coalition has multiple creative avenues to find
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funding, whether from member-partner organizations and/or available grants. And often
their resourcing challenges, specifically finding resources to do the leg work for the
projects, are accomplished through the use of masters and doctoral students. Although
these challenges keep coming up, it appears that CHLNet has their approach and
processes well in hand to overcome these issues. I assume having member-partners from
across the country from multiple health organizations including academia does help with
both funding and resourcing opportunities.
Julie mentioned the challenge of finding a dedicated resource to do the project legwork and
identified having a doctoral student with experience and expertise in healthcare leadership and
leadership development as beneficial to this project. She relayed that the project flowed well
with me as a dedicated resource “because…you understood health care”. The project
management-related findings are summarized in Table 5.
Table 5
Project Management-Related Strategic, Tactical and Implementation Challenge Findings in
Project Preparation and Administration Processes

Theme

Strategies

Project
Used project
management management
processes to
initiate, plan,
execute and
manage the

Tactics

Challenges

Set long-term and
short-term timelines
and milestones with
the design team’s
input.

Project
Funding.

Scheduled regular

Challenge-inspired
Tactics
Solicited funding
from memberpartner
organizations and
considered available
grants.
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meetings.
Sent out meeting
material a few days
ahead of meetings
provided more time to
review the material
and prepare for
meetings.

Dedicated
resource to
complete
project leg
work.

Found a doctoral
student from a
member-partner
organization with
expertise in
healthcare
leadership and
leadership
development to do
the leg work [gather
information and to
integrate and
mobilize
knowledge].

In summary, the three themes that emerged from the perspective of project preparation
and administration were that of timing, project member selection, and project management.
Within these themes emergent strategies, tactics, implementation challenges experienced by the
design team were identified, along with challenge-inspired tactics. A comprehensive list of these
findings is summarized in Appendix D.
Category Two: The Journey—CHLNet’s Roadmap to the Process of e-Learning Integration
The co-created journey that evolved over the time of the study is the second and final
category used to relay significant emergent process-related strategies, strategy-related tactics,
implementation challenges, and challenge-inspired tactics. The journey is comprised of ten
stages that are reflective of key process strategies that emerged over time for the design team as
we moved through the WPLD project. The journey stages are depicted as a roadmap to eLearning integration, shown in Figure 2, and are used as the setting upon which to reveal
significant related tactics, implementation challenges, and challenge-inspired tactic findings. The
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journey stages are: (a) align and explore, (b) establish focus, (c) create conceptual frame, (d) gain
inspiration, (e) generate ideas, (f) feedback, (g) create, (h) feedback, (i) implement and market,
and (j) feedback system.
This chapter section is organized by each stage in the roadmap. Within each stage a
definition reflective of the related key strategy and a list of observations illuminated by the
strategy are first presented to establish an introduction to the topic. This introduction is followed
by a thick description of the data, presented as the story that informed the journey stage and
articulates the findings. The journey stages, reflective strategies, and ensuing observations have
been summarized in Appendix E, and a comprehensive summary of each journey stage,
reflective strategy, related tactics, implementation challenges, and challenge-inspired tactics is
included in Appendix F.
Figure 2
CHLNet’s Roadmap to the Process of e-Learning Integration
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Note. The roadmap depicts the journey CHLNet took in the process to integrate e-Learning into
leadership development over a seven-month period. The stages in the roadmap are reflective of
the key strategies that emerged as significant in the CHLNet journey.
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Stage One: Align and Explore. In the early stage of the journey, efforts were made to
examine the reality of where the work and the design team were starting from. This was achieved
through two activities that emerged as significant for CHLNet. The first activity connected
research with practice by establishing the relevance and alignment of the project with the
coalition’s leadership capabilities framework (the LEADS framework) and past relevant
coalition work. The second activity explored the design team members’ knowledge and views
about the benefits and challenges of learning with technology. These two activities were
combined into one stage in the roadmap because they were completed at the same time in the
journey, illuminating the following significant observations. First, aligning the project to past
work and the leadership capabilities framework appeared to:
•

establish relevance of the work and create meaning for the design team.

•

fortify group member engagement believed to be a result of creating an opportunity
for the members to visualize the relevance of the work and tangibly see how the work
aligned with previous work and research.

•

illustrate the theoretical concept of the project was practical, applicable, and credible,
an identified need of the group members.

•

help team members new to or from outside the coalition to understand the
foundational work that the coalition wished to build on.

Second, exploring team member knowledge and beliefs about learning with technology appeared
to:
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bring clarity to where all group members were starting from as far as knowledge,
beliefs, perceptions, and the gaps that existed—realizing all were starting from
different places.

•

identify the challenges that realities of varied terminology and understanding among
group members triggered.

•

inform next steps necessary in the journey.

The Story—Align. The journey began with an initial goal of positioning the wise
practices work with CHLNet’s leadership capabilities framework (the LEADS framework) and
the current practice of applying the framework to leadership development in provincially
regionalized healthcare organizations as documented in the latest book written about the LEADS
framework, Bringing Leadership to Life in Health: LEADS in a Caring Environment (Dickson &
Tholl, 2020). The LEADS framework was one that was endorsed not only by CHLNet but one
that was endorsed by the organizations of all design team members, except for one. This shared
awareness of the framework created common ground for the design team and acted as a
foundational springboard for the WPLD work. I was the individual who was given the task of
identifying the detailed alignment and communicating what I found to the design group. At the
time of moving through this exercise, I recognized the importance it played in helping me, as a
new committee member, understand the wise practices work and how it related to CHLNet’s
work and research on leadership development. Additionally, it facilitated my understanding of
the coalition’s beliefs, values, and foundational work in leadership development, as CHLNet
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member-partners commit to endorsing the LEADS framework and/or compatible frameworks as
guides to desirable leadership practice. At the time, I wrote in my field notes,
Aligning LEADS and its current use in regionalized healthcare organizations with the
wise practices model emerging from the technical report was helpful for me as a new
committee member to gain a good foundational understanding of the coalition’s beliefs
and to identify how this current project aligns with and expands on the work already
done. A great starting point!
Tracy identified the personal value this activity brought,
aligning the work to the LEADS framework put the work into context, into that bigger
picture…if I don't understand…it's very hard for me to contribute, and even to get
engaged in it. Because I don't understand the logic. And for me, being able to see the big
picture…is how my brain works.
In addition to the value of aligning LEADS to the project, participants identified the
overall importance of connecting research with practice (i.e., connecting LEADS with the
project) while recognizing the challenges of doing so. Kathy expressed translating theory into
practice is often a challenge, however, stated “it is necessary to make it [the theory] applicable
for the audience”. For Roberta, translating theory into practice lends credibility and validity to
the material. In speaking about the project, she stated, “what is important, for me, it has to be
research based, it has to be…that is an anchor that has validity”. This ability to put the work into
context, to give it validity, credibility, and meaning by aligning it with the LEADS framework
resonated with the design team members, and as a result emerged as a meaningful action in
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CHLNet’s journey. This action, although significant, had no accompanying tactic,
implementation challenge, or challenge-inspired tactic findings (see Table 6).
Table 6
Process-Related Strategic, Tactical and Implementation Challenge Findings in the Align and
Explore Roadmap Stage
Roadmap
Strategy
Stage/Reflective Description
Strategy Label

Strategy-related
Tactics

Implementation
Challenges

Challengeinspired Tactics

Align and

Aligned project
work to
previous
relevant work
and
foundational
coalition
leadership
capabilities
framework (the
LEADS
framework).

None emerged
from the
findings.

None emerged
from the findings.

None emerged
from the
findings.

explore

Explored design
group members’
beliefs and
knowledge of
the benefits and
limitations of eLearning.

Had people
with e-Learning
expertise
included on
design team
during this
exploration
exercise. This
helped frame eLearning,
moving the
project forward.

None emerged
from the findings.

None emerged
from the
findings.
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The Story—Explore. At the same time as the alignment exercise, the design team set out
to explore members’ beliefs and knowledge of the benefits and limitations of online learning (the
term used by the team at the time for learning with technology). This exploration emerged as a
strategic step in CHLNet’s journey because it revealed that each member had a different
understanding, knowledge base, and beliefs about e-Learning. This variable reality was
recognized by design team members as an advantageous starting point in the journey.
This stage in the journey began with a discussion of online learning in healthcare
leadership development as experienced by the design team members. The discussion included
the scarcity of literature available specific to utilizing technology to deliver healthcare leadership
development and set out to ascertain the committee’s perceptions and knowledge of the benefits
and limitations of online learning. What emerged from this discussion was it made it clear that
each person had different ideas as to the benefits and challenges of online learning, and that in
some cases the perceptions did not match what the literature was saying about the benefits and
challenges from other fields. Jocelyn captured this experience, “from an e-Learning perspective,
I think we're all kind of coming at it from different levels of experience or lived experience with
e-Learning.”
In addition, it became exceedingly clear that the understanding of what was being
discussed differed. Different definitions of terms, different beliefs, and different understanding.
An observation from my field notes identified this occurrence at the time,
There seems to be some confusion. When speaking about online learning, it seems that
there are different understandings and definitions as to what that really means, especially
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between the committee members with substantial online learning/technology-enabled
learning/e-Learning expertise and those with limited experience and expertise. There also
appears to be a lack of consensus as to the benefits and challenges of online
learning/technology-enabled learning/e-Learning. At this point, I am not sure what term
to use—something we will have to establish in order to reduce confusion.
Tracy identified the differing understanding of terminology as a real challenge that required
attention, stating “we need to be clear about what we are speaking about”. Roberta brought up
different terms and understandings from the online learning discussion as a challenge but pointed
out that the discussion led to the committee members learning new terms. Lindsey made the
observation, “I never really was very aware of the differences”. Kathy shared her observation of
the challenge the team experienced, “from a team perspective, you think that people already
know. And then you ask the question, and then you realize that actually everybody wasn't on the
same page”.
Moving from the strategy to related tactics, there was one tactic that emerged as valuable
during this exercise, having e-Learning experts on the design team. At the time I noted,
having group members with expertise in e-Learning/online learning/learning with
technology and who work in the industry has been very valuable in identifying
terminology idiosyncrasies and misunderstandings of e-Learning benefits and challenges
in comparison to the literature and industry practice—very helpful in identifying a
starting point!
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Jocelyn felt this tactic was beneficial, “inviting some folks who have experience…bringing in
others who have familiarity and expertise in that space [e-Learning space]…I think that in itself
is a…[tactic]”. Roberta shared the value of having one particular e-Learning expert on the team
during this exercise stating, “bringing Xxx to the table and having her help us reframe what we
were thinking about when we were thinking about e-Learning was very helpful”. This lone tactic
was the only one that emerged at this point in the journey. In fact, there were no additional
tactics or implementation challenges that emerged during the align and explore stage (shown in
Table 6). What did surface were factors that informed the next strategic step in the journey.
These factors were captured in my field notes,
(1) there is a missing alignment of terminology and understanding of what online
learning means, (2) there is a misunderstanding of what online learning or learning with
technology actually encompasses for the team and the work and (3) perceived
assumptions and benefits do not align between the team members and in some cases, they
are not supported by the literature.
These factors generated the next strategic step in the journey, to establish the focus of the project.
Stage Two: Establish Focus. At this point in the journey, it was recognized that a shared
understanding of and agreement on terms, definitions, and what incorporating learning with
technology actually signified for this project. At this stage, establishing project focus appeared to
create clarity and eliminate misunderstandings among design team members through consensus
on terms, definitions, and project focus.
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The Story—Establish Focus. Establishing a project focus that included identifying and
agreeing on terms, definitions, and what incorporating learning with technology actually
signified for the project was the next significant strategy that emerged in CHLNet’s journey.
Lindsey acknowledged the personal value of the definitions stating, “[the definitions] were very
helpful. I knew all of them, but I never really was very aware of the differences.”
Unlike the previous strategy, this activity did come with a challenge (see Table 7), a
significant one that transpired right from the beginning. The challenge came when exploring the
research and grey literature for terms, definitions, and steps in incorporating e-Learning into
healthcare leadership development. This challenge was captured in an experience written in my
field notes,
I am feeling frustrated. The learning with technology/online learning literature feels
scattered—a substantial amount of information exists in the literature; however, it is
difficult to find inclusive information that moves from the basics to the big picture
without being too specialized on a particular topic or technology type—this is making it
exceedingly difficult to try and build a basic tangible understanding of what it is. Where
else can I look for information?
This challenge was recognized by others on the committee, and it was the first challenge
identified in the journey during the focus group session. Kathy stated, “…the lack of the
literature in order to sort of ground ourselves…is one of the challenges.”. Julie agreed and
reflected, “I think we found one paper on e-Learning at that time, but then whammo, the
pandemic hit, and it totally changed how people were learning”. Lindsey added, “I heard when I
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joined the group that there was a big struggle in how do you do that [integrate e-Learning into
leadership development] with or without literature? Or how do you do this in practice…?”
Roberta interjected, “I would argue there's a dearth of research on it. I've read a ton about eLearning from way back…But it wasn't necessarily connected to leadership development. But it's
transportable to leadership”. Lindsey accepted Roberta’s statement and suggested that perhaps
the challenge is not with available literature but with putting e-Learning integration into practice,
“You're absolutely right Roberta. There was a part that one didn't struggle with because it was
there…But there was a new element since April last year where you go, how do we do that?”
Table 7
Process-Related Strategic, Tactical, and Implementation Challenge Findings in the Establish
Focus Roadmap Stage
Roadmap
Strategy
Stage/Reflective Description
Strategy Label
Establish focus

Strategy-related
Tactics

Established a
Refer to
clear
challengeunderstanding of inspired tactics.
the project focus
and how to
move forward
with the work.

Implementation
Challenges

Challengeinspired Tactics

Paucity of
relevant literature
on integrating eLearning into
healthcare
leadership
development.

Searched
literature in fields
outside of
healthcare and
outside of
leadership
development.

Finding relevant
literature in a
format that made
it translatable to
healthcare
leadership
development and
communicated
information on
“how to” integrate

Attended an eLearning industry
conference,
paying special
attention to
resources listed
by presenters led
to the discovery
of valuable
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e-Learning into
leadership
development.

resources.
Planned to add to
the literature by
writing a white
paper capturing
CHLNet’s efforts
in integrating eLearning into
leadership
development.

Although there was a lack of agreement among design team members on the amount and
quality of available literature, there was a shared view of two challenges. First, there was a
paucity of evidence on leadership development through e-Learning, and second, there was a
scarcity of relevant literature in a format that made it easily translatable to healthcare leadership
development. What emerged as significant actions that resulted in overcoming these challenges
were three tactics (depicted in Table 7) that I listed in my field notes. First, “searching the
research and grey literature in other fields outside of healthcare and leadership development led
to the discovery of some transferable information”. Second, “attending an e-Learning industry
conference and reviewing resources listed by the conference presenters led to the discovery of
valuable, applicable, foundational resources that made the topic of e-Learning in program
development understandable and relatable”. And third, “the lack of relevant literature led to a
plan by the design group to add to the published knowledge by writing about what was learned
through this work in a white paper”. These tactics were pivotable in creating an understanding of
e-Learning and establishing focus for the project. With the focus in hand, armed with a shared
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understanding of e-Learning (the term CHLNet chose to use to describe learning with
technology) terms and definitions, the need for a conceptual frame emerged, informing the next
step in the journey.
Stage Three: Create Conceptual Frame. Having a conceptual frame to give meaning,
guidance, and structure to the project work emerged as a need early in the journey. It was at this
point that concepts and ideas were framed successfully through an iterative process triggering
creative ideas and rich design team discussion. Overall, creating a conceptual frame appeared to:
•

create relevance and meaning for the design team members through their active
involvement in identifying and describing the conceptual frame for the project.

•

create efficiencies in moving the project forward through design team member
involvement and consensus.

•

produce a means to convey wise practices content in a meaningful structured way.

The Story—Create Conceptual Frame. Working on creating a frame of concepts and
ideas to guide the study began early in the project, prior to the beginning stage on the roadmap
and prior to the beginning of this study. The result at the time was a draft conceptual schema to
help guide the toolkit content, however, consensus on a final conceptual frame to guide the
WPLD project was not reached. Looking back retrospectively, Julie made the remark that “we
couldn’t come to the final product, we couldn’t agree on it”. As a result, that task was set aside
and revisited at this point in CHLNet’s journey. It was at this stage in the journey that a
conceptual frame—the WPLD flow map—achieved consensus. This consensus was reached as a
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result of one emergent tactical approach thought to be significant by study participants (see Table
8).
Table 8
Process-Related Strategic, Tactical, and Implementation Challenge Findings in the Create
Conceptual Frame Roadmap Stage
Roadmap
Strategy
Stage/Reflective Description
Strategy Label

Strategy-related
Tactics

Implementation
Challenges

Challengeinspired Tactics

Create
Conceptual
Frame

Used an
iterative
inductive
approach to
develop the
conceptual
frame, inclusive
of all design
team member
input.

None emerged
from the findings.

None emerged
from the
findings.

Established
concepts and
ideas to give
meaning,
guidance, and
structure to the
project work.

The approach was iterative, beginning with an adaptation (by the author) of the initial
draft conceptual frame listed in the CHLNet Wise Practices Technical Report (Geerts, 2020).
This concept was simply displayed in a linear fashion (see Figure 3). This initial draft launched a
discussion full of opinions, insight, and feedback that was used to design multiple versions of a
potential conceptual frame, referred to as a flow map shown in Figure 4. From those versions
came more discussion and an agreement on the conceptual frame named the Wise Practices in
Leadership Development Flow Map shown in Figure 5.
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Draft Wise Practices in Leadership Development Flow Map –Version 1

Note. Copyright 2021 by CHLNet. Reprinted with permission.

Figure 4
Draft Wise Practices in Leadership Development Flow Map Options–Version 2
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Note. The draft flow map selections were designed based on WPLD design team discussions
stimulated by the initial basic thinking map as shown in Figure 3. The purpose of this draft was
to provoke further conceptual framing discussions and guide a consensus on a final flow map.
Copyright 2021 by CHLNet. Reprinted with permission.

Figure 5
The Wise Practices in Leadership Development Flow Map –Final Version

Note. From The Canadian Health Leadership Network Leadership Wise Practices in Leadership
Development Toolkit. CHLNet. Copyright 2021 by CHLNet. Reprinted with permission.

Tracy shared the value she found in this approach, “you gave us something to react
to…you created a good bridge between the output and our brains. You were a good bridge—
receptive”. She went on to relay the value of the final conceptual frame and personal significance
to her in having input in the flow map,
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That [the flow map that captured her input] for me was the key. That's when I said, okay,
I can add value. Until that moment, I didn't fully understand it because it didn't flow
easily. What I did understand I didn't agree with because it was missing a foundational
step [preplanning organizational readiness step]. Once that missing step was included, I
felt oh, okay, now I can work with this model.
I recorded in my field notes, “the rich discussion did help me design the final version of the flow
map, but more importantly, it gave me clarity in how to describe it”.
The flow map acted as a valuable tool throughout subsequent phases in CHLNet’s
journey. It acted as an anchor to tie the wise practices to, was an effective toolkit design scaffold,
provided an effective way to convey the wise practices in a practical, usable and understandable
manner, and was an effective tool to clearly communicate what phases of leadership
development e-Learning exploration and integration occur in. These elements will be explored
further in the applicable roadmap stages. The value of the flow map and its utility throughout the
journey were the reasons for it being identified as a strategy. This strategy involved one tactic
and came with no emerging challenges as depicted in Table 8. With the flow map finalized, the
design group determined it was time to gain some inspiration from potential toolkit users on eLearning wise practices, leading us to the next stage in the journey.
Stage Four: Gain Inspiration. At this point in the journey, I talked to people to gain
perspective which inspired a multitude of ideas, and therefore, this place in the roadmap has been
labeled gain inspiration. Here, inspirational ideas came from gaining an understanding of eLearning practices in and outside of leadership development and understanding the needs of the
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target users of the toolkit. Gaining inspiration from talking to diverse groups of people surfaced
as a key strategy in inspiring ideas and moving the project forward. Generally, because of this
strategy we appeared to be able to identify a mass of distinct needs that were meaningful and
relevant for people with diverse roles, expertise, motivations, experiences, and needs.
The Story—Gain Inspiration. Previously in the roadmap, it was established that there
was no manual or guide on how to integrate e-Learning into leadership development. This led to
the questions, what would stimulate e-Learning integration ideas? Where do you begin to
determine what would be relevant to include in the toolkit on e-Learning integration? Who
should we speak to who could inspire ideas and inform what would be of most use and
relevance? Initially, I expected that much of what would inform e-Learning integration material
for the toolkit would come from professionals with e-Learning expertise in healthcare
organizations. The term I will use to refer to these professionals is subject matter experts
(SMEs), a common term used in healthcare to identify expertise. At the time, the effects of the
COVID-19 pandemic were substantial across the country, creating a reality of high workloads
and redeployment of employees across healthcare organizations. Respecting the stressful
challenges people were facing across healthcare organizations, scheduling time to speak with
multiple SMEs was set aside and other avenues of information were explored that included
speaking with the design team and healthcare clinicians (healthcare leaders, physicians, allied
health, and nursing). For me, what emerged from this challenge in the journey was an
unexpected result. It revealed that obtaining perspectives to inspire ideas and inform e-Learning
integration into leadership development from all types of target users, in addition to SMEs,
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enabled a more complete understanding of what was relevant and meaningful to diverse toolkit
users. Additionally, by understanding what was important to various types of people, what their
needs were, and what their challenges or pain points were, enabled the design team to understand
what various people needed in order to integrate e-Learning into leadership development
practice. These comprehensive perspectives created inspiration for e-Learning integration and
toolkit development. In the case of CHLNet’s journey, perspectives were gained from the design
team’s organizational development specialists and e-Learning specialists, from a SME employed
in healthcare specializing in e-Learning, and from a group of healthcare clinicians (healthcare
leaders, physicians, allied health, and nursing). Each of the three groups brought diverse views
and information that inspired ideas for e-Learning topics and approaches to integrating eLearning into leadership development for both the white paper and the WPLD toolkit.
The design team brought the perspectives of toolkit users that included the organizational
development specialist, the human resource specialist, the program developer, the program
facilitator, the executive sponsor, and the IT specialist. All members had experience with eLearning as a learner and varied experience with design and facilitation of e-Learning classes.
What was learned from this group was that the majority, given the choice, preferred face-to-face
programs both as a learner and designer/facilitator of programs. They identified their experiences
and challenges related to e-Learning. These included developing programs for multiple learning
modalities, teacher and learner competency in the use of technology, facilitation challenges, and
important program aspects that for them would be missing or difficult to include when shifting to
e-Learning delivery such as learner engagement, creating a social connection among learners,
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creating effective feedback mechanisms, and creating opportunities for relationship development
and networking. In addition, organizational challenges such as funding procurement, executive
program support, developing relevant and impactful programs, and organizational readiness were
identified.
The SME brought the viewpoint of a professional responsible for the design and delivery
of courses and programs via technology in a regional healthcare organization as well as the voice
of a potential toolkit user. This expert identified the specialized skillset needed for e-Learning
program designers and facilitators, the technology needs for the program designer, the program
facilitator and for the learner, including access and bandwidth. They shared pain points they
experience in their efforts to create and deliver programs through technology, recommended
tactics that could enable successful e-Learning integration, and shared advice on what they found
works, what does not, and what could create barriers to e-Learning integration and use.
Healthcare clinician views were accessed during a leadership workshop that was not
focusing on e-Learning but was being delivered through technology. During the workshop, there
was an opportunity given to have small group discussions on the challenges that come with
meeting and learning online. What came from the discussions were challenges with technology,
bandwidth, making social connections, and the Zoom fatigue9 many were experiencing at the
time. Of note, many agreed that given the choice, they would prefer to meet and learn in a faceto-face setting.

9

Zoom Fatigue is a term coined to describe the exhaustion experienced as a result of prolonged videoconferencing
(Epstein, 2020; Nadler, 2020; Ramachandran, 2021; Wiederhold, 2020). Other terms used to describe this fatigue is
virtual burnout and computer-mediated communication exhaustion.
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This approach of speaking with diverse groups of people to gain inspiration was
identified as a valuable strategy in CHLNet’s journey during the retrospective focus group
discussion. Jocelyn spoke about the value of diversity and the necessity for it relaying, “if the
group is looking around and seeing, hey, we're all the same here, we need some different voices
at the table”. Julie identified the value of having provincially focused organizational
development experts as informants because it helped identify similar contexts across the country,
making the issues and experiences more generalizable. She stated,
having a provincial high-level OD/HR perspective, really helped us going
forward.…actually having experts like Xxxx, Xxxx, and Xxxx, who do this all the time,
and could still bring their provincial view to it. Now, I don’t know if it changed the
conversation at all. But you could hear similar things happening across the country,
which really helped in focusing us on the way to go forward.
Julie also spoke of the value in connecting with experts in e-Learning as well as experts in
organizational development stating, “going out there and talking to experts and gathering as
much data as we could…really helped”. Kathy added,
Just to build on that Julie…what I appreciate a lot about these groups is that I always
learned something. So asking people that have tried things, done things, what have they
found successful? And then integrating that into the toolkit. You know, what have we
learned from each other, and then share that learning, I think was an important piece.
Lindsey pointed out the value in soliciting input from other groups like was done during the
workshop with the clinician group. Lindsey affirmed that since there was limited information
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found in the literature on the process of integrating e-Learning into leadership development,
asking other groups about “how would you do that?” was helpful. The value I saw in this
approach is illustrated through the following comments from my field notes,
I am very surprised at the amount of rich information I have obtained that will inform eLearning topics and integration… Each group of people have different realities, varying
contexts, varying experiences, beliefs and expectations, all valuable!... Having the
opportunity to understand the reality for those in organizational development, in eLearning delivery in and out of healthcare and from the clinician’s perspective has been
incredibly enlightening for me. I see the pain points that were shared with me as a great
opportunity to ensure the e-Learning integration design considers and addresses those
frustrations and challenges.
Table 9 outlines the tactics used and challenges faced by CHLNet at this stage in the
journey. Knowing where to begin identifying what information on e-Learning and e-Learning
integration was a considerable challenge for CHLNet. The strategy of gaining inspiration
through the perspectives of people with diverse roles, expertise, motivations, experiences, and
needs worked to identify what was relevant and meaningful for them. This diversity led the
design team to gain a greater range and wider understanding of the topic and proved instrumental
in advancing the work to the next stage in the CHLNet journey, that of generating meaningful
ideas.
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Table 9
Process-Related Strategic, Tactical, and Implementation Challenge Findings in the Gain
Inspiration Roadmap Stage
Roadmap
Strategy
Stage/Reflective Description
Strategy Label

Strategy-related
Tactics

Implementation
Challenges

Challengeinspired Tactics

Gain inspiration

Spoke with
diverse groups
of people to
learn about their
needs and
challenges with
e-Learning and
leadership
development.

Limited access to
e-Learning SMEs
in healthcare due
to workload
challenges
brought on by the
pandemic.
Resulting in
difficulty
knowing where to
begin identifying
information on eLearning and eLearning
integration.

Looked to other
groups of
potential toolkit
users to inform eLearning
information and
integration in
leadership
development.
Groups accessed
were the design
team, one eLearning SME in
healthcare and a
group of
healthcare
clinicians.

Gained
inspiration by
learning of eLearning
practices in and
outside of
leadership
development
and the needs of
the target users
of the WPLD
toolkit.

Stage Five: Generate Ideas. The generate ideas strategy emerged as the point in the
journey where the majority of ideas formed in designing the toolkit, identifying how e-Learning
could be integrated into the toolkit design and into leadership development. What transpired in
this stage was not only the generation of ideas but how those ideas could be communicated and
illustrated in the most effective way possible. Overall, this strategy appeared to:
•

shape the majority of ideas for the toolkit and white paper inspired by what was heard
during the gain inspiration phase.
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•

create clarity around ideas and a way to communicate those ideas.

•

create ways to convey ideas in an efficient manner, utilizing a modest amount of time.

The Story—Generate Ideas. Identifying what stimulated the most meaningful creative
ideas and at what point in the project process this occurred was a valuable finding. For me, the
person responsible for generating ideas, that point in the journey was immediately following the
collection of information gained from the discussions with diverse groups of people. What was
heard in those discussions inspired many ideas about what information should be explored and
included in the e-Learning white paper, what e-Learning information should be included in the
toolkit, and how that information should be integrated and communicated. I noted, “There is so
much rich information from these groups—it is going to be easy to generate workable ideas that
will be relevant for the users of the toolkit”. I went on in my field notes to affirm the value of the
inspiration strategy and the resulting effects it had on idea generation,
Ideas for the topics to address in the white paper and the toolkit, for the integration
processes, and toolkit design came flooding in following my interviews with all the
different groups…As a result, I am confident that I can generate creative ideas that are
meaningful and relevant.
Upon reflection, a tactic that emerged as significant here was the ability to revisit those
conversations. This observation was captured in my field notes,
What proved to be extremely valuable for me was the ability to revisit conversations
[through my transcribed recordings and notes] to ensure…I had captured what was
important to the person(s) and…know I was representing many voices accurately.
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Generating ideas was a valuable step in CHLNet’s journey, however, it is important to
note that it was not enough to generate ideas but was necessary to put those ideas into a form that
made them clear and understandable so that the design team could react. To do this, ideas were
shared and communicated using a low-fidelity prototype10 of what a toolkit might look like. The
reasoning behind developing a low-fidelity as opposed to a high-fidelity prototype11 were time
and efficiency considerations. We were working on a limited timeline, and I did not want to
spend too much time working on a detailed prototype if it did not meet the expectations and
visions of the rest of the design team.
What was heard during the gain inspiration stage was that the toolkit design had to
present information in a way that was easily navigable, understandable, and efficient. It had to be
customizable to different types and sizes of organizations and capable of guiding new or
established leadership development programming at any stage. It needed to be designed for a
diverse group of users that included leadership development practitioners, to help guide and
support their work; for healthcare executives to aid in informed decision making around
leadership development and in building an understanding of the sponsorship role; and for any
healthcare professional interested in learning about leadership development programming. The
content had to be based on empirical, experiential, and emerging evidence, with an inclusive
format of both face-to-face and e-Learning delivery methods. What was clear was that the toolkit
had to be relevant for and useful to multiple organizational roles, varying sizes and types of

10

Low-fidelity prototype is a preliminary version of a product that is a static concept that relays the summary of a
design (Moad, 2020).
11
High-fidelity prototype is a version of a product that is interactive and realistic in design (Moad, 2020).
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health organizations with varying levels of leadership development related resources. This allencompassing relevance was a seemingly overwhelming task at the time, but a challenge that
was embraced and approached using a human-centered design. This approach included basing
design, content, and format ideas on the needs of the different target users while respecting both
face-to-face and e-Learning delivery methods. As a result, the low-fidelity prototype included
toolkit design ideas, general toolkit content themes, and the format of e-Learning integration into
the toolkit. As the person responsible for idea generation, what I personally experienced because
of the activity of creating a low-fidelity prototype is summed up in the following field note entry,
The act of putting ideas into a [low-fidelity] prototype has been helpful in a few ways. (1)
It helped me get clear on what I was hearing from the different people I spoke with. (2) It
helped me begin to identify the different types of users and their purpose for accessing
the toolkit content. (3) This action pushed me to distinguish content and to generate ideas
in how the content may be best presented in order to be pertinent, useful, and meaningful
to diverse toolkit users.
Overall, the act of generating rich ideas was achieved at this stage in CHLNet’s journey,
and as such, emerged as a valuable journey strategy. It was at this point that ideas were easily
generated because of the diverse input gathered. Using this input as the focal point to inform eLearning information and integration into leadership development and the WPLD toolkit
surfaced as significant with no corresponding challenges (see Table 10). Significant in not only
generating content ideas but also in generating ideas on how to communicate the content to
solicit meaningful feedback, the next strategy in CHLNet’s journey.
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Table 10
Process-Related Strategic, Tactical, and Implementation Challenge Findings in the Generate
Ideas Roadmap Stage
Roadmap
Strategy
Stage/Reflective Description
Strategy Label

Strategy-related
Tactics

Implementation ChallengeChallenges
inspired
Tactics

Generate ideas

Revisited notes and
transcripts from
interviews during the
gain inspiration phase
was valuable in
ensuring all voices
and thoughts were
included and
represented
accurately.

None emerged
from the
findings.

Generated ideas
on creative
solution focused
concepts based on
the needs of the
diverse toolkit
target users heard
during the gain
inspiration phase.
And then placed
those ideas into a
format that made
them clear and
understandable.

None
emerged
from the
findings.

Created a low-fidelity
prototype of the
toolkit that included
toolkit design ideas,
general toolkit
content themes and
the format of eLearning integration
into the toolkit.

Stage Six: Feedback. Feedback appears three times in the roadmap to e-Learning
integration. Having the ability to solicit feedback early and often proved to be an effective
strategy in moving the project forward efficiently. This section covers the first iteration of
feedback, at which point ideas were shared with the design team using the low-fidelity prototype.
This strategy appeared to:
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stimulate informed rich discussion and valuable constructive feedback that led to the
creation of a detailed and complete toolkit prototype and supporting white paper.

•

create efficiencies in moving the project forward by having a prototype inclusive of
content and design for feedback.

The Story—Feedback. Once ideas were generated and the low-fidelity toolkit prototype
was created, it was necessary to share those ideas with the design team for their reaction and
feedback. At this point in the journey, I made the following entry in my field notes, “this
feedback at this point is important to me. I need to be sure I am moving in the right direction
before becoming immersed in the development of the drafts in order to make best use of
everyone’s time”. I was excited to share what I had learned and how that shaped the ideas that
emerged. I was hopeful that the low-fidelity prototype was detailed enough to portray the toolkit
design, content, and format concepts. Having the ability to share ideas and solicit feedback early
in the e-Learning integration journey among the design team proved to be a valuable strategy in
moving to create a relevant and tangible prototype of the toolkit and a draft of the e-Learning
white paper. Soliciting feedback with the low-fidelity draft of the prototype was an effective
tactic that came with no emerging challenges (see Table 11). It was effective in developing the
group’s understanding of the concept being explored on the toolkit design, the toolkit content,
and how the e-Learning information could be integrated into the toolkit. This was apparent
through the rich and relevant discussion and feedback received for changes, additions and
improvements to the toolkit design, the toolkit content, and the format of integrating e-Learning
into the toolkit.
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Table 11
Process-Related Strategic, Tactical, and Implementation Challenge Findings in the Feedback #1
Roadmap Stage
Roadmap
Strategy
Stage/Reflective Description
Strategy Label

Strategy-related
Tactics

Implementation ChallengeChallenges
inspired
Tactics

Feedback

Used a low-fidelity
prototype of the
toolkit that included
toolkit design ideas,
general toolkit content
themes and the format
of e-Learning
integration into the
toolkit to obtain
feedback on toolkit
content and design.

None emerged
from the
findings.

Requested
design team
feedback on
initial ideas,
shared in a lowfidelity
prototype.

None
emerged from
the findings.

Overall, the value of obtaining feedback early in CHLNet’s journey resulted in two
impacts that I captured in my field notes, one short-term and one longer-term. First, in the shortterm, “the receipt of constructive practical suggestions was indispensable in moving to the
creation of a detailed and complete prototype and supporting white paper”. Second, in the longterm, “the receipt of early feedback using a low-fidelity prototype enabled the team to meet the
finite project timeline by blocking potential wasted progress in trying to create a flawless
detailed prototype too early in the journey without input”. Consequently, once received, the
feedback had impactful effects throughout the rest of the project starting with creative
construction of the toolkit and the e-Learning white paper.
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Stage Seven: Create. At this stage in the journey, the design team felt there was enough
information, input, and feedback to determine how to integrate e-Learning into leadership
development and create two valuable components of the project; the prototype of the toolkit and
an e-Learning white paper to share knowledge gained. Over this stage of the journey, the strategy
appeared to:
•

stimulate ideas on ways to mobilize knowledge and collect feedback efficiently and
effectively.

•

prompt toolkit and white paper design and content ideas that were relevant,
meaningful, and comprehensible.

The Story—Create. This story begins with a brief description of the initial creative
process and then moves to share the development of the white paper and toolkit prototype
components. In practice, the two components were completed somewhat simultaneously, each
building on the other but will be presented individually for ease of description.
The Creative Process. My creative process began with the identification of a foundational
approach to integrate e-Learning into leadership development with the goal of making
integration practical and easily understandable. The approach I recognized as the most feasible
was to anchor e-Learning integration actions to the WPLD Flow Map, articulating the actions
that aligned with the stages in the flow map as illustrated in Figure 6. Although it was
appreciated that e-Learning elements would occur in each phase of the WPLD flow map, it was
established that for this project the focus would be on e-Learning integration. In this case,
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exploring e-Learning as a potential program delivery option was identified as a necessary
consideration and as a result, was included in our approach (as shown in Figure 6).
Figure 6
e-Learning Exploration and Integration Location on the WPLD Flow Map

Note. From The Changing Landscape of Leadership Development: Integrating e-Learning Wise
Practices into Canadian Healthcare Leadership Development Programming, by K. Schmaltz,
2021, CHLNet (https://chlnet.ca/wp-content/uploads/Wise-Practices-e-Learning-White-Paper-AChanging-Landscape-1.pdf). Copyright 2021 by CHLNet. Reprinted with permission.

The White Paper. Looking back at the establish focus stage of CHLNet’s journey, a
significant challenge was identified in integrating e-Learning into leadership development; the
challenge of finding literature to help guide the e-Learning integration work. As a result,
CHLNet was determined to add to the literature and support the addition of e-Learning wise
practices in leadership development through the creation of a white paper. The statement of
purpose in the white paper articulated,
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The purpose of this white paper is to generate a foundational understanding of e-Learning
that can translate into new approaches to leadership development programming in
Canadian healthcare organizations. It is meant to act as a companion document to the
CHLNet Wise Practices of Leadership Development Technical Report, further enhancing
the recognized wise practices through the inclusion of wise practices in e-Learning.
(Schmaltz, 2021, p. 7)
The content addressed in the white paper was informed by the challenges and obstacles faced by
the design team, what was learned when gaining inspiration from the diverse groups of people,
and what was gathered from the literature. This included the differing perceptions of e-Learning,
the identified need to create a shared foundational understanding, and the practical application of
e-Learning wise practices in leadership development programming based on the WPLD flow
map (depicted in Figure 6). Specifically, the white paper addressed the following:
1. The cause that led to this work,
2. The challenges faced by Canadian health organizations in integrating e-Learning into
leadership development,
3. A shared foundational understanding was created by defining and categorizing eLearning approaches and addressing common concerns and assumptions heard during the
gain inspiration phase of the journey, and
4. The practical application of e-Learning exploration and integration wise practices.
Of all the content covered in the white paper, one section stood out to the design team as
significantly valuable, the section titled e-Learning Myth Busting: Addressing Ten Common
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Concerns and Assumptions in Appendix G. The motivation for writing this section was summed
up in my field note observations,
People have been very open and forthcoming in sharing their challenges with e-Learning
and what they believe to be issues and limitations of e-Learning. When I look to the
literature, it appears that many of those assumptions shared are inaccurate—not based on
evidence, and appear to be based on personal experience, assumptions and biases. Since
this seems to be common across the groups of people I have been speaking with, I feel it
prudent to address those assumptions in the white paper and the toolkit.
During the focus group Lindsey identified the value of addressing myths and assumptions
stating,
what I liked…is the way you addressed the myths, you start up right away with the
myths…And I thought that was very wise to address that right up front…when I saw that
in your document…that immediately drew my attention.
Kathy agreed, “I remember reading it and being like, oh yeah, these are things that we’ve been
battling against for a long time. And so… here is the myth busters to disprove that point. So it’s
good. Appreciated it a lot”.
In addition to the content, there was a particular tactic that is notable and important to
mention in the creation of the white paper, that of timing. Waiting to this point in the journey to
write the white paper was a tactic that resulted in the creation of a paper that was aligned to the
wise practices work and relevant to CHLNet and to the coalition member-partners. Aligned
because this work was done in tandem with the WPLD toolkit development; a fluid approach
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where each informed the other. Relevant because it was informed by the design team and other
people from member-partner organizations. Informed by needs, pain points, practices, and
CHLNet’s journey to integrate e-Learning into leadership development. The final version of the
white paper has been included as Appendix G.
The Toolkit Prototype12. The toolkit content was structured around the WPLD flow map,
with each phase of leadership development being a separate chapter in the toolkit (organizational
readiness chapter, program design chapter, program delivery chapter, and program evaluation
chapter). Because the toolkit was structured around the WPLD flow map, the initial work of
aligning e-Learning exploration and integration to the flow map proved beneficial. The result
made integrating e-Learning wise practices into the applicable areas of the toolkit
straightforward and effortless. The approach involved incorporating relevant e-Learning related
information and wise practices throughout each chapter of the toolkit. This information was then
marked with an e-Learning icon, shown in Figure 7, making it easy to spot e-Learning specific
material anywhere in the toolkit. The action of incorporating e-Learning wise practices
throughout the toolkit was identified as an effective tactic during the focus group. Roberta stated,
I really like how you constructed it so that there was e-Learning in each of the practices
rather than as a stand-alone piece. I think embedding it and talking about it as part of each
one, it made great sense.

12

Neither the toolkit prototype, nor the finalized WPLD toolkit are included in this dissertation due to their
proprietary nature to CHLNet.
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To which Lindsey replied, “I couldn't agree more”. In a separate interview while discussing how
e-Learning was integrated throughout the toolkit Tracy shared, “that left me with a good feeling.
It's not that once I went through it I thought okay, this is not for me. No. You demystified it”.
Figure 7
e-Learning Icon

Note. The icon used throughout the wise practices in leadership development toolkit, indicating
information and wise practices specific to e-Learning.

At this stage in the journey, attention was not just fixated on the content, but was
expanded to include the design of the toolkit. The toolkit design was motivated by what was
heard during the gain inspiration and the first feedback stages in the journey. It was designed
with the diverse end users in mind, with a focus on usability, navigability, and functionality, all
components of interactive design. In this case, the goal was to make the toolkit easy to use
meaning it was easy to access, it was designed to help users meet their goals and needs
[functionality], and be able to successfully move through the toolkit to find what they are looking
for [navigability] (The Interaction Design Foundation, n.d.; tubik, 2021). The prototype was
created in a document format that was as identical as possible to how it would look and function
on the CHLNet website—also known as paper prototyping, mock prototyping, or a mock-up.
This approach was used in consideration of the limited time reviewers had to examine the
prototype and provide their feedback, due to the added workloads and pressures experienced
because of the pandemic response. In one review session, they could comment on the content,
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the toolkit design and functionality, proving to be an efficient and valuable approach to a
pandemic related challenge. These and the other emergent tactics described in this story of the
create strategy are captured in Table 12. With the draft white paper and toolkit prototype in hand,
feedback proved to be the next valuable strategy in the journey.
Table 12
Process-Related Strategic, Tactical, and Implementation Challenge Findings in the Create
Roadmap Stage
Roadmap
Strategy
Stage/Reflective Description
Strategy Label

Strategy-related
Tactics

Implementation ChallengeChallenges
inspired
Tactics

Create

The WPLD flow map
was used as structure
to locate and
communicate where eLearning integration
should occur in the
leadership
development process
in both the toolkit and
white paper.

None emerged
from the
findings.

Created two
items:
1. A realistic
prototype of
the toolkit
based on
inspiration,
feedback, and
the needs of
diverse users.
2. Knowledge!
A white paper
articulating
and
supporting
CHLNet’s
approach to eLearning
integration in
leadership
development.

Used what was heard
during the gain
inspiration phase of
the journey to help
identify relevant and
meaningful e-Learning
content for the white
paper and the toolkit.
Waiting to this point in
the journey to write
the white paper
resulted in the creation
of a paper that was
aligned to the wise

None
emerged
from the
findings.
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practices work and
relevant to CHLNet
and to the coalition
member-partners.
Created a toolkit
prototype that was as
identical as possible to
how it would look and
function on the
CHLNet website in an
effort to gain future
relevant feedback.

Stage Eight: Feedback. As stated earlier in this chapter, having the ability to solicit
feedback early and often proved to be an effective strategy in CHLNet’s efforts to move the
project forward efficiently. At this stage, equipped with a draft white paper and toolkit prototype,
it was necessary to seek feedback to ensure the work had captured the needs and expectations of
the design group, the larger steering group, and the oversight group. The strategy at this stage in
the roadmap appeared to:
•

create efficiencies in the feedback process.

•

distinguish toolkit relevance and applicability to a larger group of member-partners.

•

identify valuable improvement opportunities for the toolkit and white paper.

The Story—Feedback. A substantial challenge for CHLNet at this point in the journey
was the reality that group members were carrying heavy workloads leading and supporting
pandemic responses across their organizations resulting in minimal time available to review and
comment on the work. Because of this reality, CHLNet set out to identify a feedback process or
processes that would make the document review and feedback as easy and efficient as possible.
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First, it was determined that a review of the white paper by only the design team was
appropriate. However, feedback from the larger steering group and oversite committee, the
Canadian Health Leadership Exchange and Acceleration Working Group, was necessary for the
toolkit prototype. As a result, a short online survey was created to collect feedback on the toolkit.
The benefits of using this approach were that it allowed CHLNet to ask specific questions that
we were seeking answers to, it provided space for the reviewer to provide additional comments,
and it was designed to take five minutes or less to complete. The survey had a twenty-eight
percent response rate. The majority of people chose to send their feedback via email, for a total
response rate of sixty-one percent. At the time, I made the following observation notation in my
field notes,
I am surprised with the low response rate on the survey, however, am pleased that we
received an overall response rate of 61%. Feedback received was positive regarding the
design and the content and the suggestions given will make the toolkit more streamlined
and clearer.
A similar observation was made by the design team regarding the response rate; however, it was
agreed that enough quality input was received to move the work forward, create a final version
of the toolkit and load it onto the CHLNet website. Feedback included recommendations on
conceptual redesign, wording changes, reduction in repetition, areas identified that could benefit
from being streamlined, being clearer on who the toolkit was aimed at and how different levels
of leadership could make use of the toolkit, and suggestions on using bullet points and other
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formatting to improve the resource. I found the feedback provided for the toolkit very clear and
specific, which aided in understanding how to incorporate the input into the toolkit. I noted,
It is obvious that people took a significant amount of time reviewing the toolkit and
giving their suggestions on how to improve it. It was particularly helpful that most shared
feedback with page numbers and section directions, which helped me know exactly what
they were requesting and where.
This feedback was incorporated into the final version of the toolkit, making it more clear, clean,
and concise.
Coming back to the white paper, much of the feedback received included
recommendations for wording changes, request for more clarity in some sections, expansion of
information in the myth busting section, and requests for additional information to be added on.
What was different with the white paper feedback was none of it was anonymous, which allowed
for discussions between me and the reviewer. I found this extremely valuable and at the time
noted,
…I was able to ask for clarity when I was unsure about what the reviewer was
wanting…I found that some people wanted very detailed information that would not fit
with the purpose of the whitepaper and I was able to better understand what they were
looking for, share my rationale, and in some cases, reject their request following a
discussion as to why.
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In addition to the ability to discuss feedback directly with the reviewer, what was notable
here was a value I identified regarding those reviewing the white paper, specifically those with eLearning expertise. I noted,
Having people with e-Learning expertise review and comment on the white paper is very
valuable to me. Although the white paper is supported by evidence, having e-Learning
experts review it gives me the peace of mind that the information is accurate and relevant.
The value of collecting feedback from an expanded group of people at this point in the
journey were found to be significant. This action ensured the products were relevant to a larger
group of professionals passionate about this project, resulted in better creations improved by the
feedback received, and confirmed the applicability and value of the work and the products. The
tactics and challenges that emerged from the data captured in this story can be viewed in Table
13. Once the feedback was incorporated into the corresponding resources, CHLNet moved to
implement and market the resources.
Table 13
Process-Related Strategic, Tactical, and Implementation Challenge Findings in the Feedback #2
Roadmap Stage
Roadmap
Strategy
Stage/Reflective Description
Strategy Label

Strategy-related
Tactics

Implementation
Challenges

Challengeinspired
Tactics

Feedback

Had higher level
committees review
the toolkit
prototype (the
steering committee
and the oversight
committee).

Time for
committee
members to review
documents and
provide feedback
due to pandemicrelated heavy

Documents
(white paper
and toolkit
prototype)
separated and
only sent to
relevant

Sought
feedback on
the WPLD
toolkit
prototype and
white paper
from
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Able to discuss
feedback directly
with each reviewer
of the white paper
where we could
share rationale for
change requests
and the
opportunity to
accept or reject the
request for
additions or
changes.
Included people
with e-Learning
expertise (from the
design team)
review and
comment on the
white paper.

workloads.

committees for
review. Toolkit
prototype to
the larger
steering
committee and
the oversight
group. White
paper to
design team
only.
Created an
online
feedback
survey
designed to
take five
minutes or less
to complete.
Open to
accepting
feedback in
any form.

Stage Nine: Implement and Market. Implementing and marketing the toolkit with a
purposeful emphasis on e-Learning integration emerged as an important strategy in CHLNet’s
journey. This strategy appeared to:
•

generate an accessible relevant ready-to-use resource for member-partners.

•

create a reach to multiple users at different times through various marketing
strategies.

•

identify the value member-partners saw in the toolkit and stimulated plans for its use.
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The Story—Implement and Market. Through this stage, the actions taken in
implementing and marketing the toolkit yielded both valuable and unexpected results. Each of
the results were generated by specific actions taken and therefore, will be shared in context,
connected with the corresponding action, and communicated as a sequential process beginning
with the toolkit implementation and then moving into marketing actions.
Toolkit Implementation. The toolkit was implemented as an electronic resource on the
CHLNet website. Care was taken to ensure the electronic version mirrored the prototype used to
gain feedback from the various committees. That same care was taken to ensure all feedback and
recommendations given on both the content and on the toolkit design were addressed and
included in the final version. Tracy shared her reaction to the electronic version,
You know, I had an opportunity to walk my colleagues through the toolkit the other day,
and they were really impressed with it. We’re going to make good use of it. It's really
very good. We looked at it for so many different reasons. We're creating a toolkit on
change leadership, and I wanted the instructional designer to see some of the ways in
which you laid it out…I like very much the way in which you had decision points,
potential obstacles…we're going to borrow it and use it for a toolkit. So really inspired, it
was very good. Very, very good.
Tracy went on to identify that although she is one who usually prefers paper resources over
electronic resources, the design of the toolkit drew her to it stating, “the way in which it was
presented at the end, the output was very appealing…the look and feel is inviting”.
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Marketing. The toolkit was marketed using three separate actions. The first was to
include a short notation and the link to the toolkit in a regularly occurring CHLNet memberpartner newsletter. The second was to provide a five-minute orientation to member-partners
during CHLNet’s annual meeting. The third action was to conduct a one-hour virtual toolkit
orientation for member-partners. The first marketing action resulted in no measurable reaction,
however, the five-minute orientation proved to be valuable. From that orientation came
communicated interest in the toolkit and a request for a longer session that would allow a much
more thorough orientation to the toolkit and its contents. As a result, a one-hour virtual
orientation was scheduled, and invitations were sent out to all member-partners. The session
involved a forty-minute presentation in which the toolkit background was communicated
followed by a tour through the toolkit, with a focus on the structure, navigability, high level
review of the content with a concentration on e-Learning information and integration. A benefit
of conducting this orientation virtually was that it was recorded and later uploaded to the toolkit
on the CHLNet web site, ready to be viewed by anyone with access at their convenience.
The reactions to the extended orientation walk through of the toolkit were multiple. They
included reactions to the work and identified how the toolkit will be used by some of the
member-partners. These results were portrayed in my field note entry,
The feedback received was very positive and supportive of the work and people shared
examples of how this product as a whole will impact leadership development and how we
think about leadership development across the country—I am thrilled with the reaction!
Specific feedback included that the toolkit was “strikingly practical”, “comprehensive”,
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“intuitive and an astounding resource” that people were excited to share. Thoughts on
how the toolkit could help improve practice were shared including filling gaps in existing
leadership development programs, aligning the way leadership development is conducted
across organizations, setting a higher bar of leadership development, and promoting
informed rich conversations among executives to drive the value of development.
What was unexpected were the rich conversations that formed around how the toolkit could be
and will be used by healthcare organizations and the value that brought to this orientation
session. At the time I noted,
What I did not expect was the change in practice information/conversations…this was a
surprising opportunity to not only get the information out to the organizations but also to
collect information on how they may use it in their practice. Holding this orientation has
proved to be valuable for sharing the information, getting it out there and used, and has
provided valuable predicted use and change in practice information.
The impact of implementing and marketing the toolkit emerged as a valuable strategy in
CHLNet’s journey. During the implement and market stage, no significant challenges emerged,
however, the tactics shared in this story have been captured in Table 14. Through this strategy
CHLNet observed benefits of contributions made by an array of diverse people and experienced
the gift of a glimpse into the future use and impacts of the toolkit on leadership development in
Canadian healthcare organizations. Of course, those impacts were only thoughts at this point in
the study, and only time will tell how leadership development will change because of this
resource. In fact, the design team identified that as leadership development programs and
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practices change across the country there will be a need for the toolkit to reflect the changes to
remain relevant. This observation spurred the final strategy in CHLNet’s journey, that of a
feedback and contribution system.
Table 14
Process-Related Strategic, Tactical, and Implementation Challenge Findings in the Implement
and Market Roadmap Stage
Roadmap
Strategy
Stage/Reflective Description
Strategy Label

Strategy-related Tactics

Implementation ChallengeChallenges
inspired
Tactics

Implement and

Toolkit was
erected online
as an eResource,
made available
to member
partners.

The online toolkit
mirrored the prototype
with the addition of
changes recommended
from feedback received.

None emerged
from the
findings.

None
emerged
from the
findings.

Market

Toolkit was
marketed
using three
avenues.

Mentioned in the
coalition newsletter,
complete with a link to
the toolkit and the
white paper.

None emerged
from the
findings.

None
emerged
from the
findings.

Short overview
presented at the
coalition’s annual
member-partner round
table meeting.
Virtual 1-hour
orientation to the
toolkit. Using 40
minutes for the
orientation and leaving
20 minutes for
questions and
discussion. This session
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was recorded and
posted in the toolkit for
future reference.

Stage Ten: Feedback System. The toolkit was created to meet the needs of CHLNet and
Canadian health organizations today and into the near future. As organizations fill current gaps
in leadership development, innovate and break new ground, perhaps in using e-Learning
delivery, the toolkit will need to develop and grow to stay relevant. As a result, the creation of a
feedback and contribution system by member-partners emerged as the final stage in CHLNet’s
journey. This strategy appeared to provide an avenue to keep the toolkit relevant, up-to-date, and
reflective of the most current leadership development practices.
The Story—Feedback System. A need for this work to stay current was an observation
made by multiple people on the design team throughout the journey and their concern grew as
the toolkit developed. In the middle of the journey, I made the following notation in my field
notes,
A concern voiced by many on the design team is how to keep the toolkit relevant moving
forward because there are no resources available to be responsible for advancing the
toolkit content and practice information. This is an obvious worry and a legitimate
concern by a passionate group of people who want their/our hard work to remain
relevant. It will have to be addressed as part of this project.
The concern led to acts that included marketing the toolkit as a living resource and leadership
development Commons and adding a tangible feedback system. The feedback system leverages
the trust and reciprocity at the coalition’s foundation, inviting member-partners to contribute to
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the resource. Specifically, member-partners have been invited to add to the toolkit continually,
sharing wise practices and resources that are discovered along their leadership development
journeys. This invitation was made during the two orientation sessions and a formal written
invitation has been included in the toolkit itself, made highly visible on a page expected to
receive the most visits from toolkit users. These emergent tactics can be viewed in Table 15.
Because this feedback system was just put in place, it will have to be evaluated as time passes
and leadership development practices change and progress. A project for the future.
Table 15
Process-Related Strategic, Tactical, and Implementation Challenge Findings in the Feedback
System Roadmap Stage
Roadmap
Strategy
Stage/Reflective Description
Strategy Label

Strategy-related Tactics

Implementation ChallengeChallenges
inspired
Tactics

Feedback
system

Marketed the toolkit as
a living resource — a
leadership development
Commons. Inviting
CHLNet memberpartners to add to the
resource as their
leadership development
practices change and
progress.

None emerged
from the
findings.

Created a
feedback
system,
inclusive of all
memberpartners to
keep the
toolkit relevant
by making it a
living
document—a
Commons.

None
emerged
from the
findings.

The story of CHLNet’s journey concludes with an insightful quote from Jocelyn
imparting the value that comes from the process,
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I think that's really important for leadership and just being open to the process. And the
process is always the hardest part, right? People just want the answers, and they want the
product that they want... But it's like, sometimes the process takes a long time, but you're
probably going to have a better product at the end, if you spend more time—slower is
faster, sometimes.
The emergent findings presented in this chapter section addressed how CHLNet
responded to changes in leadership development by integrating e-Learning into the WPLD
toolkit. The findings reveal the most effective strategies and tactics used by CHLNet in their
process to integrate e-Learning into leadership development and share the significant challenges
that emerged along the way. The final section of this chapter will disclose what changes to
design and delivery practices of leadership development were anticipated by the study
participants as a result of this work.
Anticipated Changes to Leadership Development Design and Delivery Practices
At the end of the journey integrating e-Learning wise practices into leadership
development, study participants were asked if they anticipated any changes in their design and
delivery practices or in their organization’s design and delivery practices because of their
participation in the project process. Roberta and Kathy shared the sentiment that they did not
believe any changes would be solely a direct result of this project, but more a result of the
contextual environment, where the pandemic forced a move to learning and meeting with
technology. Roberta admitted that she continues to prefer face-to-face learning, however, is
seeing a change in her organization, that they are now considering using some e-Learning
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delivery in their leadership development programs. As I contemplated this question, I made the
following notation in my field notes,
I believe Kathy and Roberta are correct, any change in design and delivery practices
across organizations will probably be due more to the push towards moving to e-Learning
because of the pandemic than because of a person’s participation in this project. The
organizations are just too large and too complex for one person to change design and
delivery practices. What is apparent though and valuable is that organizations will have
access to the tools they need to move their leadership development to an e-Learning
model because of this project. And, for those organizations who had representatives on
the WPLD design team, I assume it will be easier for them because they have a person
that knows the work intimately, and therefore, could potentially guide them through the
move to e-Learning and the use of the toolkit with more ease than someone approaching
the material for the first time. I also believe that most of us on the design team seemed to
have personal experiences while doing this work that will affect our practice moving
forward. This was apparent in the responses I received when exploring anticipated
changes in organizational practices. Everyone was very open to sharing personal thoughts
and changes in practice.
For Kathy, the pandemic environment encouraged her to be more purposeful in creating
social connections and supportive environments in an online course she was teaching. She stated,
well, I noticed a dramatic difference…I was very intentional with my once a week Zoom
meetings…I just ran them as if I was running a team meeting,…with an icebreaker, a
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wellness check in… Their dramatic difference was profound. And to me it was about
building that social engagement with them before they even got into the course…it was a
very different experience. And then better feedback on the course better engagement
better assignments…all in all, I think it was really very different experience, a good pre
and post.
Tracy shared the impact this project had on personal comfort and confidence with eLearning stating,
this gave me the opportunity to become more agile with the use of technology for
learning purposes… I'm gaining agility, and am gaining, I would say confidence in my
ability to put together an online course. I'm gaining confidence…So for somebody who
doesn't see technology as a friendly means—and it's great learning and great change for
me because now this is how learning happens and will happen for a long time. So lots of
benefits.
Tracy also shared the impact the WPLD toolkit content design had on future organizational
toolkits, using it as an exemplar, as described in the journey implement and market strategy.
Lindsey felt that this project provided a resource to use for future program development.
Lindsey stated,
So this project did not affect what I've done so far…however, when I design new things, I
will now look at this and say, okay, what can I learn from what is there that makes me get
better in what I'm delivering? So, up to now, this hasn't affected me at all. But I think in
future design, it probably will.
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Jocelyn commented on the anticipated impact of the project on the Canadian healthcare
system’s leadership development practices. Jocelyn stated, “the whole point of this particular
toolkit is working with an organization to think about leadership development in new and
different ways. And so that will…I think, inform the practice”.
For me personally, I feel I have experienced a change in my design and delivery practices
and anticipate further exploration and creative innovation in my future courses and programs. I
made the following notation in my field notes when considering sub-question three,
Prior to this project, I was comfortable teaching and learning with technology. However,
my practice has changed because of this work. The knowledge and understanding I
gained during this project have given me an expert understanding of e-Learning and the
confidence to be creative and innovative in new ways involving program design and
delivery. It has also caused me to be more aware of and purposeful in creating a
conducive social learning environment in my courses and programs. I look forward to
putting my newfound expertise and confidence to work and find myself compelled to
continue to expand my knowledge specifically in the design and delivery areas exploring
new and different approaches to leadership development and learning with technology.
What can be gleaned from these responses is that we all anticipate and/or are currently
experiencing a change in program design and delivery practices either personally or
organizationally; however, the credited impetus for that change varies among study participants.
For some it is due to the greater context driven by the COVID-19 pandemic, for others, a
personal change in design and delivery practices is a direct result of working on the WPLD
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project. Either way, the work on this project seems to have had some affect on participant
personal practice and it is expected that this work will inevitably affect future organizational
practice in some way. An opportunity for a future study.
Summary
This chapter presented findings of a study of the CHLNet coalition taking advantage of
an opportunity to integrate e-Learning into leadership development in Canadian health
organizations during a pandemic. The chapter follows the CHLNet WPLD design team as we
integrated e-Learning into the WPLD toolkit and added evidence-based documentation to
validate the integration practices through the publication of a supporting white paper. A white
paper not only supporting the e-Learning integration practices of the WPLD project but also
adding to the limited literature on e-Learning in leadership development programming. The
emergent findings revealed the most effective strategies and tactics used by CHLNet as we
worked to integrate e-Learning into leadership development and disclosed the challenges we
faced. The themes that emerged as significant during the exploration of process-related strategy,
tactic and challenge findings were timing, people selection, project management and journey
processes, namely, (a) align and explore, (b) establish focus, (c) create conceptual frame, (d) gain
inspiration, (e) generate ideas, (f) feedback, (g) create, (h) feedback, (i) implement and market,
and (j) feedback system. In the latter part of the chapter, findings revealed the impact of this
work and of the COVID-19 pandemic on leadership development design and delivery practices
by study participants, both personally and organizationally. A discussion of these findings will
follow in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
In this chapter, I share my interpretation of the study findings, explore and support my
interpretations using multidisciplinary literature, and explore the implications of my research.
Interpretation of Study Findings
This study provides insight into how CHLNet responded to the need to integrate eLearning into leadership development in the context of an unfamiliar uncommon delivery
practice not validated in healthcare literature while navigating an environment plagued by the
public health crisis caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Insight into process-related factors that
were identified as significant in the accomplishment of integrating e-Learning into leadership
development and the WPLD toolkit. These included the most effective strategies and tactics used
in the process to integrate e-Learning into leadership development, the implementation
challenges faced, the challenge-inspired tactics, and the anticipated effects this endeavour would
have on future leadership development design and delivery practices of study participants’
organizations and for study participants themselves. The findings suggest that CHLNet achieved
integration of e-Learning in leadership development and realized changes in leadership
development practices of study participants through four process-related concept themes—
timing, people selection, project management and journey processes.
Through this discussion I will examine each concept separately, exploring CHLNet’s
reality and relevant literature. Following that, staying true to naturalistic inquiry where “realities
are wholes that cannot be understood in isolation from their contexts…” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985,
p. 39) I propose that each of the themes that emerged as significant for CHLNet cannot be fully
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understood or appreciated by isolating them. Each can certainly be interpreted and discussed
alone, however, I would be remiss in stopping my findings interpretation there, short of
considering the findings as parts of an emergent whole—as CHLNet’s process equation for
expanding leadership development delivery practices during a pandemic (see Figure 8). I have
chosen to use the analogy of a chemical equation to relay the holistic nature of the findings and
the outcomes realized in this particular case. This holistic view will be discussed further later in
this chapter.
Figure 8
CHLNet’s Process Equation for Expanding Leadership Development Delivery Practices During
a Pandemic

Note. This figure illustrates the process-related themes that emerged as study findings, combined
to answer the research question how does the Canadian Health Leadership Network (CHLNet)
coalition respond to changes to leadership development sparked by the COVID-19 global
pandemic and the general acceptance of learning with technology as a potential viable method
of ongoing leadership development? The figure is shown as a simple chemical equation to
portray a symbolic representation of a chemical reaction between the reactants (themes) leading
to the end product. In this representation, the themes react together to create project success and
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change in practices. The change in practice molecular icon attempts to portray variable change in
practice results through its variable structure.

Exploration of Each Findings Concept Theme
As identified in Chapter 4, there were four significant process-related themes that
emerged from the strategy, tactic, and challenge data. They were timing, people selection, project
management and journey processes. In this section, each of these concepts will be explored
separately. Here, I will identify my interpretation of CHLNet’s reality and explore those
interpretations through the literature.
Timing. Integrating e-Learning into the WPLD toolkit was an ambiguous dilemma for
CHLNet. There was an inherent contradiction created by a lack of wise practices validated in the
healthcare literature and by healthcare industry evidence, creating a contradiction to an essential
belief of the use of evidence-based practice in healthcare to inform changes in practice (Dickson
& Tholl, 2020; Greenhalgh, 2020). Mark and Snowden (2006) referred to this reality in
healthcare stating, “Healthcare is distinguished by a search for certainties in an uncertain world”
(conclusions, para. 2). In their discussion of leadership in future health systems transformation
(the ‘S’ in the LEADS framework), Dickson and Tholl (2020) proposed that health leaders need
to “deal with contradictions and dilemmas that emerge from attempting to reconcile past and
future needs” and further suggested health leaders be “evidence-based not evidence bound” (p.
183). Reconciling the contradiction and embracing it supported the LEADS leadership
capabilities framework used by CHLNet and was essential in moving the WPLD project forward.
This reconciliation and acceptance were propelled by the pandemic making the timing of
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integrating e-Learning into leadership development optimal for CHLNet. Health organizations
were being forced to move meeting and learning online immediately to continue to operate safely
due to the pandemic. Carroll and Conboy (2020) referred to this move to the use of technology
during a pandemic for many organizations as an “urgent ‘big bang’ change under the most severe
time pressured conditions” (p. 1). They went on to assert that organizations had little time to
develop the necessary knowledge, strategies, and practices, and that the ‘big bang’ short term
solutions would convert into long-term sustained practices (p. 1). Although CHLNet memberpartner organizations do use technology in their day-to-day operations, many were not using
technology to deliver leadership development. This reality combined with the many impacts of
the pandemic and the lack of available resources to explore leadership development through
technology for short and long-term practices created a significant sense of urgency across
organizations. Kotter (2008) claimed that a sense of urgency is the initial most important
predictor of successful change, he stated “a high enough sense of urgency among enough people
would set the stage for making a challenging leap into some new direction…a change of
magnitude” (p. vii). Heifetz et al. (2009) stated that “without urgency, difficult change becomes
far less likely” (p. 66). Poirier et al. (2017) noted that timing is crucial for innovation and
change, that both an idea and the environment needs to be “right and ready” (p. 321).
This supports the significance of timing as an impactful element emerging from the
study. The sense of urgency felt across health organizations created an optimal time for the
addition of e-Learning wise practices in the WPLD toolkit project and for member-partners to be
open to change their more common face-to-face leadership development delivery practices. In
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addition, the timing created a burning platform for many prompting individuals to be open to
working on the WPLD project in spite of the additional workload and stressors experienced as a
result of the pandemic. Kotter and Cohen (2002) explained that when there is urgency, more
people want to help even if there are personal risks and no short-term personal rewards (p. 36).
This fact could help explain why individuals were interested and invested in the project from a
timing perspective. I recognize that the reasons and motivations for individual involvement in the
project during the pandemic were likely more complex and numerous, however, when only
considering the topic of timing, this urgency does become relevant. In keeping with the focus on
timing and building on the previous statement quoted from Kotter and Cohen (2002) they
claimed that a feeling of urgency helps in putting together the right group of people (p. 36), a
sentiment that leads to the next emergent concept of the study, that of people selection.
People Selection. Individuals were invited to work on the WPLD project based on their
expertise in leadership development, organizational development, or e-Learning, their ability to
think from a systems level, their ability to work collaboratively, and who believed in the notion
of co-creation and sharing of ideas and resources across organizations. This selection process
brought together a group of people who were able to complete the WPLD project in a tight
timeline. Locating people who met this selection criteria had the potential to be a daunting task,
however, because the project was occurring within a coalition, this was not the case. Coalitions
are recognized for their ability to tap into and share resources across multiple organizations
(Bess, 2015; Butterfoss & Kegler, 2012; Mizrahi et al., 2012), lending to a potential large pool of
resources from which to select individual project members. In CHLNet’s case, that translated
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into over forty health organizations and academic settings of varying sizes across the country—a
truly large pool of diversely skilled people. In addition to having access to such a large pool of
resources, CHLNet had experience working with many individuals during previous projects,
making them familiar with various team members’ collaborative abilities, beliefs, and thinking
processes. This past experience was valuable in helping CHLNet select people who not only met
the selection criteria but were also used to working together.
The selection criteria itself is believed to have contributed to positive project outcomes.
Brown et al. (2015) identified the value of knowledge and skill on functional coalition outcomes
(p. 102). Foster-Fishman et al. (2001) identified knowledge of content as critical in coalition
project capacity. Selecting people with relevant knowledge and experience in different areas
helped bring diverse perspectives to the project which led to the creation of project products
widely relevant to different types of toolkit users. This sentiment is shared in the literature
supporting diversity on teams as an approach to improve team performance, enhance discussions,
generate synergy, innovate, create, and solve complex problems (Liedtka et al., 2021; Poirier et
al., 2017; Roberts et al., 2016; van Knippenberg et al., 2020).
However, diversity on teams can also create challenges in team bonding, creating trust,
and effective collaboration (van Knippenberg et al., 2020) and lead to conflict (Boroș, 2020; van
Knippenberg et al., 2020). This was not the case for CHLNet, the team was diverse yet
collaborative, had a trusting relationship and were devoid of negative conflict. Boroș (2020)
suggested that this could be the result of a group who is open to disagreement and differing
opinions (p. 251). A group who is diverse, open to disagreement and to differing opinions,
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knowledge, and practice is thought to be one that makes high quality decisions because it is not
predisposed to groupthink caused by homogeneity, and the need to maintain a semblance of
agreement and conformity (Akhmad et al., 2021; Allen & Howell, 2020; Stoller, 2021). The
design team appeared to be a team of individuals who were willing to disagree, to have differing
opinions, and open to others knowledge and practice. This can be seen in the findings and
corresponding quotations used throughout the findings chapter. In particular, quotations that
relayed outright disagreement and the appreciation of different views, knowledge, and opinions.
CHLNet’s selection criteria, and the fact that many of the team worked together previously, may
explain the lack of groupthink, lack of negative conflict, and the effective trusting collaboration
over the WPLD project.
Collaboration, trust, and being open to diverse views and opinions from different areas of
expertise were primary factors for CHLNet. However, those diverse views needed to be able to
be understood, expanded on, and refined into something relevant and useful for health
organizations. This was accomplished by having WPLD design team members who could think
from a systems level. Systems thinking is the ability to think about, recognize, understand, and
synthesize interrelationships, interactions, and interdependencies that shape a system (Khan et
al., 2018; Phillips et al., 2016; Senge, 2006). For CHLNet, the ability to think from a systems
level was necessary to create a toolkit and white paper that were useable and relevant to health
organizations across the country. This was accomplished through the team’s ability to identify
interrelationships, address challenges from different perspectives, and understand actions and
potential interconnections.
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The result of CHLNet’s selection criteria for the WPLD project emerged as a relevant
theme in the study. The unique abilities, knowledge, and openness to diverse views and opinions
in the design group suggest a valuable and impactful strategy for realizing the goals of the
project in a short timeline with no negative debilitating conflict.
Project Management. The Project Management Institute states that project management
drives change (The Project Management Institute, 2021). CHLNet’s project management
processes emerged as important in moving the WPLD project forward through to completion.
Value was identified with set timelines and milestones and regularly scheduled meetings that
kept people connected, on task, and provided opportunity to collaborate. Kania and Kramer
(2011) identified a supporting infrastructure responsible for the coordination of coalition
initiatives as a key factor in a coalition’s collaborative success and asserted that regularly
scheduled meetings were key to developing trust among members. Looking deeper at meetings,
in their exploration of meeting design, Bedingfield (2021) found that it is not enough to just
schedule regular meetings, but suggested that the design of the meeting is what creates success.
Bedingfield asserted that meeting outcomes are affected by multiple factors including: gaining
trust and commitment of attendees through social contracting where there is an “agreement on
time and attention for a meeting in exchange for outcomes” (p. 129); the meeting host and
individuals come prepared; transitioning individual activities into a group shared task; organizing
meetings through the use of agendas; and capturing decisions, action lists, and responsibilities in
meetings clearly, following up with those responsible to ensure tasks are understood and
considered a priority. Upon reflection, these meeting design principles were followed by
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CHLNet and the design team members. This also suggests, perhaps, that the value and success
come from more than just regularly scheduled meetings, timelines, and milestones, they are a
result of purposefully designed meetings based on multiple design principles. Effective project
management and meeting design are important no matter the environmental context, however, I
do believe that it became even more important because of the extra work pressures and full
schedules that existed for the WPLD design team because of the pandemic. These work
pressures make staying on task and moving forward more challenging for individuals, lending to
an even greater importance of keeping people connected, focused, and engaged.
The Journey Process. As mentioned previously, how to integrate e-Learning into
leadership development was unclear because there was a lack of wise practices validated in the
healthcare literature and e-Learning delivery was not common practice across Canadian health
organizations, lending to a lack of practice evidence. This reality coupled with the belief that
changes in practice within the healthcare industry need to be based on evidence created an
ambiguous situation for CHLNet. CHLNet embraced that ambiguity and worked to move
through the project, creating a roadmap of strategies. In considering the data, I realized that each
strategy and tactic could be unpacked and explored separately, however, as a systems thinker, I
found myself drawn more to explore the process. Asking what is it about this process that
worked for CHLNet? As I contemplated the process it became apparent that CHLNet used an
iterative process that ultimately informed e-Learning wise practices content and the approach
used to integrate e-Learning into leadership development. This iterative process, seen in Figure
9, included an exploratory phase, an idea generation phase, a prototyping phase, and a testing
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phase. The exploratory phase involved gathering data to understand and define the problem
which included using a human-centered approach— including human or more specifically,
toolkit user perspectives—to develop deep empathetic understanding of perceived problems,
context, and needs of a range of diverse groups and individuals. Literature, research, and former
CHLNet endeavours were also used to understand and define the problem. Ideas were generated
by drawing connections between the information and understanding gathered from the
exploratory phase. Those ideas were then translated into a prototype of the WPLD toolkit and
draft e-Learning white paper which made them perceptible. The prototype and draft white paper
were then tested with relevant groups to obtain their reaction and feedback with the aim of
creating final versions that captured all input and were relevant to the applicable group or groups
of people. This iterative process repeated until final versions were approved and ultimately
implemented.
Figure 9
Iterative Process Used by CHLNet to Integrate e-Learning into Leadership Development
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CHLNet did not direct the design team to follow this particular process. What CHLNet did was
orchestrate the project using the key systems principles of co-creation, giving up control, and
proceeding in ignorance of the outcome (Dickson & Tholl, 2020). More specifically, CHLNet
brought people together who could be trusted to contribute authentically and in concert with a
shared purpose; devolving the responsibility to shape the project rather than be told what shape it
was to take; instituting shared decision-making processes and embracing the notion of adapting
to emergent need. What emerged naturally as a result of this approach was the iterative practice
of explore, ideate, prototype, and test. In contemplating this process what I recognized is
developing deep understanding through empathy to inform human-centered design, followed by
collaborative idea generation, prototyping, and testing are fundamental design principles that
have been explored extensively in the literature across multiple fields of study. What is of
relevance to healthcare is the recent interest in the use of design thinking (Altman et al., 2018;
Bartlett et al., 2021; Bettinna Signori, 2021; Caballero et al., 2021; Clack & Ellison, 2019;
Galvin et al., 2021; Georgiou et al., 2021; Hendricks et al., 2018; Holeman & Kane, 2020; Lee,
2019; McLaughlin et al., 2019; Roberts et al., 2016; Thies, 2015), a model that consists of the
fundamental design principles to solve problems, create solutions, and innovate (Brown, 2008;
Buchanan, 1992; Foster, 2021; Liedtka, 2018; Purdy, 2014; Siedlok & Hibbert, 2014) in the
healthcare industry around the world. There is no agreement on the structure and nomenclature
of design thinking across the literature (Buchanan, 1992; Clarke et al., 2020; Dorst, 2011;
Liedtka, 2015; McLaughlin et al., 2019; Roberts et al., 2016); however, there are common
principles that appear to be shared. There seems to be agreement that design thinking is an
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iterative process that includes exploration through the development of empathetic understanding
of needs and context—a human centred approach, idea generation, experimentation through
prototyping, and testing of the prototype (Beckman & Barry, 2007; Brown, 2008; Butler &
Roberto, 2018; Liedtka et al., 2021; Liedtka & Ogilvie, 2011; Roberts et al., 2016). What is
significant is that this description matches the iterative process followed by the CHLNet design
team in the WPLD project, both adopting a bias toward action and practicality (Foster, 2021;
Liedtka, 2015). Brown (2005) supported the natural occurrence of the design thinking process
stating, “many people in many organizations are engaged in design thinking without being aware
of it” (para. 4). For the CHLNet design team, this appeared to be the case, using this process
throughout our journey to e-Learning integration. Because of the similarities between CHLNet’s
process and design thinking, I felt compelled to delve into correlations between the two.
Exploring Correlations Between CHLNet’s Journey and Design Thinking. In this
section, I will use the iterative process elements shared by CHLNet and design thinking (explore,
ideate, prototype and test) to consider where each element occurred in CHLNet’s roadmap to eLearning integration. As I move through the roadmap, I will explore correlations and variations
between CHLNet’s practices and those in the design thinking literature. I will use this
comparison to shape my interpretation of the value of the process elements for CHLNet. The
process elements of explore, ideate, prototype and test have been plotted onto the roadmap to eLearning integration shown in Figure 10. In the diagram, the roadmap strategies are grouped by
the elements they link to in CHLNet’s iterative project process. Those groups serve as the frame
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upon which I will explore the process elements. A summary of the correlations between
CHLNet’s journey and design thinking can be viewed in Table 16.
Figure 10
Iterative Design Thinking Process Plotted on CHLNet’s Roadmap to e-Learning

Note. The figure illustrates where on the roadmap to e-Learning integration each of CHLNet’s
process elements occurred in the journey. These process elements—explore, ideate, prototype
and test—are consistent with those in design thinking.

Table 16
Process Correlations Between CHLNet’s Journey and Design Thinking
Process Element

CHLNet

Design Thinking

Explore

Gathered data to understand and
define the problem including using a
human-centered approach to develop

Gathers data through research and
empathetic engagement with
people most affected by and
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deep empathetic understanding of
perceived problems, context and needs
of a range of diverse groups and
individuals.

knowledgeable about the product,
service or experience that needs
changing.

Ideate

Generated ideas by focusing on the
data gathered in the explore phase.
Using it to inform e-Learning content
of the toolkit and white paper, and to
inform the design and delivery of the
content.

Create ideas in brainstorming
sessions based on insights from
empathetic engagement to inform
eventual prototypes of some of the
ideas.

Prototype

Used a rapid prototyping method to
create a single “low-fidelity” toolkit
prototype, adding detail to the
prototype as feedback was gained
through user testing.

Use a rapid prototyping method to
create prototypes that enable rapid
generation of user feedback and
prototype refinement.

Test

Tested prototypes with relevant
committee members who were also
diverse groups of toolkit users.

Test rapid prototypes with endusers. Repeat rapid prototyping and
testing until a desirable solution is
achieved.

The first four strategies in the roadmap to e-Learning (align and explore, establish focus,
create conceptual frame, and gain inspiration) are recognized as the initial exploratory phase of
CHLNet’s process. Across these four strategies, data were gathered from research, literature,
former relevant CHLNet work, coalition foundations, and from diverse groups of people, all of
which came together to create an understanding and definition of the problems in incorporating
e-Learning into leadership development and in creating the toolkit. All data collected were
valuable to CHLNet, however, one data source emerged as particularly significant—that of input
from diverse groups of people. Groups that included e-Learning SMEs, organizational
development and leadership specialists, healthcare leaders, clinicians, and academics. The data
collected from these sources enabled a more complete understanding of what was relevant and
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meaningful to diverse toolkit users and recipients of leadership development. Each group
bringing diverse views on e-Learning, their needs, real or perceived challenges, and diverse
experiences with e-Learning. What I did not expect in connecting with these groups were the
number of perceived challenges with e-Learning that were misconceptions and myths,
unsupported by evidence. As a result, I felt compelled to address the myths in the white paper
and the toolkit as part of creating a foundational understanding of e-Learning. I addressed the
myths in a direct and candid manner, where I began stating the myth and immediately followed
by busting it using evidence-based research. Kowalski and Taylor (2017) supported this
approach in their research on misconceptions of undergraduate students, where they found when
a misconception is first called out as such and then refuted with evidence undergraduate students
were more likely to relinquish psychological misconceptions (p. 7). The significance of
addressing the groups’ misconceptions through myth-busting was a finding that emerged in the
study. Looking deeper at myth-busting, Guevara et al. (2021) suggested that with a shift from
face-to-face learning to online learning “comes an opportunity for misunderstandings and
“myths” to occur” which could impede realizing the full potential of the delivery method and
trigger rejection (p. 1). Therefore, they found it important to learn about myths and
misunderstandings of their groups and address them early in their process of moving to online
learning.
The significance of learning from diverse groups of people to understand and define the
problem in a relevant meaningful way is a quality recognized not only by CHLNet, but by design
thinking as well. Making sense of what is important to users, what works and what does not
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work is core to the design thinking process (Beckman & Barry, 2007; Brown, 2008; Butler &
Roberto, 2018; Clarke et al., 2020; Foster, 2021; Kelley & Kelley, 2014; Liedtka et al., 2021;
Liedtka & Ogilvie, 2011; Luka, 2019; McLaughlin et al., 2019). In their discussion of design,
Lemon et al. (2020) suggested that attitude-changing interventions such as myth-busting should
be part of the design process and come from what is learned from the users (p. 64). Roberts et al.
(2016) stated that design thinking “prioritizes deep empathy for end-user desires, needs and
challenges to fully understand a problem in hopes of developing more comprehensive and
effective solutions” (p. 12). This sentiment describes what emerged for CHLNet in accessing
diverse voices to understand and define problems, including myths and misunderstandings, and
made it easy to move to the next phase in the process where ideation happened.
Once problems were understood and defined, the idea generation strategy in the roadmap
was where connections were made between the diverse group perspectives, what was found in
the literature, what was found in the research, and former relevant CHLNet endeavours. From
these connections came ideas on the WPLD toolkit content, the WPLD toolkit design and format
of e-Learning integration into the toolkit. The act of ideating in design thinking is similar to
CHLNet’s approach. Clarke et al. (2020) referred to ideation as a generative phase where ideas
are brainstormed (p. 750). Butler and Roberto (2018) stated that possible solutions are explored
in ideation and “refined through an iterative process of prototyping and testing” (p. 45).
CHLNet’s refinement process step of prototyping occurred immediately following the ideation
action in the idea generation phase of the journey. This was where a low-fidelity prototype was
developed to translate the ideas into a tangible toolkit creation. A low-fidelity prototype for the
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project was a general view of what a toolkit might look like and encompass minus the detail.
This concept of using a low-fidelity prototype to solicit early feedback is one that is also found in
the design thinking literature. The literature suggests that the act of testing rough ideas enables
rapid iteration and rapid feedback necessary to realize success in an effective and efficient
manner (Brown, 2008; Butler & Roberto, 2018; Liedtka, 2018; Liedtka et al., 2021; Roberts et
al., 2016). Liedtka (2018) asserted that design thinking processes help innovators and creators
“break free of counterproductive tendencies” (p. 74) like attempting to create a perfect and
detailed prototype early in any endeavour. Although the concept is shared across the literature,
the terminology used for rapid prototyping varies with some referring to it as “small scale”
prototyping (Roberts et al., 2016), others using the term “low-fidelity” prototyping (Butler &
Roberto, 2018; Liedtka, 2015), while others refer to it as “rapid prototyping” (Brown, 2008;
Rouse et al., 2011; von Thienen et al., 2021). No matter what term is used, what is shared is the
idea that rapid prototyping works to make ideas tangible, to generate feedback often, and leads to
successful solutions.
For CHLNet, feedback on the initial low-fidelity prototype was sought early to test that
ideas were meaningful and relevant to the WPLD design team, and to inform further
development of the toolkit prototype with more detail. In addition, to inform the content of the
white paper whose purpose was to articulate and support CHLNet’s approach to e-Learning
integration in leadership development. Once the feedback was received, CHLNet moved from
testing to exploring the feedback received to ensure understanding. Roberts et al. (2016)
described this process in design thinking as “one in which multiple ideas get put into action,
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often at a small scale…to learn something new about the problem or potential solution” (p. 12),
informing necessary changes to further develop the prototype. Developing the CHLNet prototype
further mirrored this design thinking process action, leading to the next strategy in CHLNet’s
roadmap referred to as the create phase.
Creating a more detailed WPLD toolkit prototype based on feedback and creating a white
paper to articulate and support CHLNet’s approach to e-Learning integration in leadership
development occurred in the create phase of the roadmap. The process elements used were ideate
and prototype, similar to the approach used in the generate ideas phase, but with inclusive detail.
From this point, CHLNet then moved to test the prototypes with a larger diverse group of toolkit
users and received feedback that refined the prototypes making them ready for implementation.
In design thinking, iterative ideation, and rapid prototyping followed by testing continue until a
refined, optimized prototype emerges, ready for implementation (Brown, 2008; Liedtka, 2015;
Roberts et al., 2016). CHLNet followed this repeating process and was able to create and
implement an optimized toolkit and white paper.
As I continued to think about CHLNet’s iterative process more deeply, I recognized that
this process was not only followed for the span of the project but was also used fully or in-part in
each stage of the roadmap. This realization came when I was pondering the iterative conceptual
frame development process that emerged in the data as effective for creating an approved version
of the WPLD flow map. The steps taken in this process mirrored the iterative project process.
First, information in the CHLNet Wise Practices Technical Report (Geerts, 2020) was explored,
followed by the creation of a simple linear flow map (see Figure 3)—a rapid prototype. That
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creation was tested by bringing it to the design team for discussion. Other rapid prototypes were
constructed (see Figure 4) from the feedback received until an approved conceptual frame/flow
map was implemented (see Figure 5). It was at this point that I started to go through each stage in
the roadmap and realized that this iterative process was used in each stage suggesting that the
design thinking process was effective on both a micro and macro level for CHLNet in meeting
their aim of integrating e-Learning into leadership development. Figure 11 shows the iterative
process elements used in each roadmap stage.
Figure 11
CHLNet Iterative Process in Each Stage of the Roadmap to e-Learning
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Note. CHLNet’s process elements of explore, ideate, prototype, and test are depicted in
CHLNet’s roadmap to e-Learning as they related to each stage in the journey. The
bolded/highlighted elements represent the ones active in each of the strategic phases on the
roadmap. Colours are used to aid in identifying which process elements were active in the
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various stages of the journey. Yellow depicts all elements were active, orange shows that only
the explore element was active, green represents explore and test active elements, and blue
signifies ideate and prototype elements as active.

I was surprised by these journey process findings because of my past experience with
design thinking. My personal experience with design thinking was as a packaged linear step by
step process that was used to tackle efficiency problems through idea generation in my
healthcare organization at the time. As a participant in a design thinking endeavor, I emerged
from the event feeling frustrated and underwhelmed with my experience and with lacking results.
In looking at the literature, I learned I was not alone in my experience, my observation was
validated by Dunne (2019) who identified that design thinking was a process claimed “to change
the world” but had been trivialized and aggressively sold as a package of “easily digestible”
processes, “a dumbed-down version of design thinking…that has led to some dismissing it as a
‘failed experiment’” (p. 121). Dunne believed that design thinking was seen as being all about
idea generation and that missing from this packaged version was “the deep analysis and
reflection that are required…” (p. 121). Looking back at my experience with design thinking, I
would agree with Dunne’s belief; there was no deep analysis or reflection, it was not part of the
process, nor was there time for it in our one-day workshop. What was different for me with my
experiences with the CHLNet design team was time to really explore, analyze and reflect on
information and feedback, and that it was part of our innate process. Liedtka et al. (2021)
suggested that design thinking done well delivers significant benefits, and that doing it well
requires time. Time to spend understanding the problem instead of rushing to solve it, time to get
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to know the needs of the people, and time to incorporate diverse voices (chapter 2, para 2). This
experience with CHLNet has caused me to reconsider my opinion of design thinking as an
ineffective process. Because of the value and success it brought to the WPLD project, I feel that
for this particular case, design thinking was an effective component in getting us to our goals.
Gallagher and Thordarson (2018) recognized that design thinking is a process, however,
asserted that it needs to be “more than a series of meetings and checklists” (p. 6). They claimed
that it needs to involve a specific mindset in addition to the processes, a mindset that embraces
exploration and is “ready to discover something new rather than return to something familiar” (p.
6). Roth et al. (2020) challenged assumptions about design thinking processes being “a universal
silver bullet to all unstructured, complex or wicked problems” (p. 676), proposing that individual
motivation and empowerment were the key to success with design thinking. I feel myself
compelled to explore these factors further as they relate to the WPLD design team, however,
realize that this would entail a separate study. Therefore, this observation will be addressed in
recommendations for future research.
CHLNet’s Process Equation for Expanding Leadership Development Delivery Practices
Up to this point in the chapter, each emergent category from the study has been discussed
individually. However, in reality, these did not occur alone, they were each a small portion of
how CHLNet responded to changes to leadership development. As such, I propose that CHLNet
responded to changes to leadership development sparked by the COVID-19 global pandemic and
the general acceptance of learning with technology as a potential viable method of ongoing
leadership development through an equation. This equation, depicted in Figure 8, recounts
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CHLNet’s efforts to expand leadership development delivery practices to include e-Learning at a
specific point in time, a historical time of incredible disruption due to a global pandemic. It is
this equation of emergent themes that at the time of a pandemic, worked together to achieve
project success and begin to affect leadership development design and delivery practice in
Canadian health organizations. In this context, project success is defined as completion of the
WPLD project with positive reactions to the toolkit and plans for its potential future use by the
coalition member-partners. Change in practice is seen as influences of the WPLD project on
organizational leadership development practices as well as study participant personal practices.
At the conclusion of the study, organizations were beginning to consider leadership
development through e-Learning and one organization was actively working on a plan to move a
portion of leadership development to e-Learning delivery. Study participants appeared to be
accepting e-Learning as a viable option to leadership development, growing expertise, and
acquiring increasing comfort with e-Learning design and delivery. As described earlier in this
chapter, I chose to use the analogy of a chemical equation to portray a symbolic representation of
a chemical reaction between the reactants—the themes—leading to the end product of project
success and change in practices to relay the holistic nature of the findings. In this context, if you
take one or more reactants away no chemical reaction can take place, meaning the story of
CHLNet and the WPLD project becomes one-dimensional and unfinished. Focus solely on each
individual theme and there is no holistic story to tell—no ability to create a chemical reaction
leading to project success and change in practices.
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In an effort to further explore the holistic story and make sense of CHLNet’s process
equation for expanding leadership development delivery practices, I will explore the findings
using the Cynefin framework. Cynefin is a sense-making framework that helps decision makers
look at reality to “consider the dynamics of situations, decisions, perspectives, conflicts, and
changes in order to come to a consensus for decision-making under uncertainty” (Kurtz &
Snowden, 2003, p. 468). More simply, the Cynefin framework can “help leaders understand their
challenges and make decisions in context” (Snowden, 2021, para. 2) as “each domain requires
different actions” (Snowden & Boone, 2007, p. 72). Snowden (2021) described the framework as
one based on three types of systems that make up the framework domains. The systems are
ordered, complex, and chaotic where ordered systems are divided into two separate domains,
with a fifth domain of disorder at the center (see Figure 12). These five domains are based on
“two contrasting types of ontology (order and un-order)” and can be further divided into the
“three physical ontologies of order, complexity and chaos”; therefore Cynefin is referred to as a
multi-ontology sense-making framework (Snowden, 2005, p. 45).
Figure 12
The Cynefin Framework
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Note. From “The Cynefin Framework”, by David Snowden, 2021, The Cynefin Co: Making
Sense of Complexity. https://thecynefin.co/about-us/about-cynefin-framework/. Copyright 2021
by The Cynefin Company. Reprinted with permission.

The domain of disorder is at the center and is the state of not knowing what type of
system you are in [ordered, complex or chaotic], Snowden (2021) refers to this as being in a state
of ontological ignorance. Snowden postulated that if one makes decisions in this state, they use
their personal preference to assess the situation and act, leading to a high possibility of getting
things wrong. Order is located on the right-hand side of the framework and divided into two,
obvious and complicated. The context of these domains “assume an ordered universe, where
cause-and-effect relationships are perceptible, and right answers can be determined based on
facts” (Snowden & Boone, 2007, p. 72). In the obvious domain, the cause-and-effect relationship
is undisputed, therefore, the decision model is sense, categorize, and respond. In this domain one
senses the situation, puts it into a known category, and as a result knows how to respond based
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on fixed rules and best practice (Kurtz & Snowden, 2003; Mark & Snowden, 2006; Snowden,
2021; Snowden & Boone, 2007). In the complicated domain, there is a relationship between
cause-and-effect, however, the relationship may not be self-evident except to experts. In this
domain, the decision model is sense, analyze, respond where decisions are made by gathering
data to sense the situation, then the data is analyzed which tells the decision maker what to do or
who to connect with (what experts), and then the decision maker responds. In this case there are
different variations in decisions that are dependent on context, therefore, one applies good
practice, where there are defined boundaries around the decision but within the boundaries a
large degree of variation is allowed (known as governing constraints) (Kurtz & Snowden, 2003;
Mark & Snowden, 2006; Snowden, 2021; Snowden & Boone, 2007).
Unorder is located on the left side of the framework and divided into chaotic and
complex. The context of unordered domains is that there is “no immediate apparent relationship
between cause and effect, and the way forward is determined based on emerging patterns”
(Snowden & Boone, 2007, p. 72). In the complex domain one does not know what the right
solution is until they act, therefore, the decision model is probe, sense, respond. In this case, one
searches out ideas for action and tests them by running safe to fail experiments to help reveal
what is possible. Often the experiments merge and mutate, making things easier to manage; an
emergent practice (Kurtz & Snowden, 2003; Mark & Snowden, 2006; Snowden, 2021; Snowden
& Boone, 2007). In the chaotic domain, there are no constraints or patterns, therefore, the
decision model is to first act, then sense, and respond. Often the first action in chaos is to create
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constraints to help one move towards the complex domain (Kurtz & Snowden, 2003; Mark &
Snowden, 2006; Snowden, 2021; Snowden & Boone, 2007).
Using the Cynefin framework to examine CHLNet’s situation retrospectively provides
another way to think about (or make sense of) the study findings—from a holistic systems
perspective. Based on the description of this framework CHLNet operated in the unordered
domains, beginning in the chaotic domain and ending in the complex domain where new and
changing practices emerged. As shown in Figure 13, the pandemic created a chaotic situation for
CHLNet, there was a state of confusion as to how the new environment affected the WPLD
project and leadership development, and how to move forward. CHLNet chose to embrace this
chaos as an opportunity and acted on the urgency and changing environment to move to integrate
e-Learning into the WPLD toolkit (Timing). It was this action that enabled CHLNet to move
towards the complex domain by pulling together a group of people diverse in background and
expertise, who were collaborative systems thinkers with a belief in co-creation and sharing
(People Selection) and set a course to integrate e-Learning into the WPLD project. The CHLNet
WPLD design team moved to search out ideas for integrating e-Learning into leadership
development and the WPLD toolkit by probing the environment of potential toolkit users,
sensing and trialing ways to integrate e-Learning into the toolkit and white paper (Journey
Processes), creating emergent practice as the project came to completion (Project Success and
Change in Practice). Throughout the time spent in the complex domain, constraints and
principles emerged for the WPLD design team (Project Management and Journey Processes)
providing flexible boundaries, shared beliefs, and direction.
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Figure 13
A Systems View: Study Findings Plotted on the Cynefin Framework

Note. Study findings overlayed on the Cynefin framework, from “The Cynefin Framework”, by
David Snowden, 2021, The Cynefin Co: Making Sense of Complexity.
https://thecynefin.co/about-us/about-cynefin-framework/. Copyright 2021 by The Cynefin
Company. Reprinted with permission.

Looking deeper at the Cynefin framework exploration, I find myself compelled to ask
what was it about CHLNet and their process that enabled them to move from an area of disorder
to the chaotic and complex domains as opposed to remaining in the ontological ignorance of
disorder? Much of the Cynefin framework literature suggests that it is a sense-making
framework particularly valuable for leaders as decision-makers (Kurtz & Snowden, 2003;
Snowden, 2021; Snowden & Boone, 2007), more specifically, it is suggested that it is
particularly useful for “leaders who understand that the world is often irrational and
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unpredictable” (Snowden & Boone, 2007, p. 70). Therefore, it seems especially relevant to
explore CHLNet’s leadership approach for the WPLD project. Over the course of the project,
there was no formal discussion among the design team about a leadership approach for this
project, however, I recognize that these discussions may have occurred at other levels of the
coalition that were not part of this study. Therefore, I am not suggesting there was no purposeful
leadership approach used in this case but am acknowledging my lacking awareness of one.
Therefore, to identify CHLNet’s leadership approach, I will take a retrospective look back over
the project and compare CHLNet’s approach to the literature.
Generally, CHLNet recognized that leadership development through e-Learning was an
uncommon practice for Canadian health organizations. This uncommon practice required them to
be open to seeing things differently, one where they would have to adapt work not clearly
understood and rethink how leadership development could be delivered. The coalition tackled
this by giving up control—focusing on co-creation and proceeding in ignorance of the outcome
through the notion of adapting to emergent need. This openness to co-create and adapt in an
environment of uncertainty emulates parallels to adaptive leadership. Heifetz (1998) described
adaptive leadership as “mobilizing people to tackle tough problems” (p. 15), where leadership is
seen as an activity as opposed to a position of authority or set of personal characteristics. Heifetz
examined leadership in terms of adaptive work where adaptive work “requires a change in
values, beliefs or behavior” (p. 22). Heifetz et al. (2009) suggested that those practicing adaptive
leadership “seize the opportunity of moments” (p. 64), recognize the interdependence of people
affected, leverage diversity, and draw on collective intelligence by mobilizing those affected to
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generate solutions, pushing responsibility for adaptive work to the collective. This description
mirrors the leadership approach CHLNet took in the WPLD project.
Coming back to the Cynefin framework, I postulate that this adaptive leadership
approach enabled CHLNet to move from disorder by identifying where their situational reality
fell within the framework. This was accomplished by including multiple divergent perspectives
which in turn enabled CHLNet to avoid the “all-too-common pattern of entrainment of past
success” (Snowden, 2005, p. 46), ensuring a good sense of the context for the design team and
the coalition’s member-partners—where they found themselves (unorder vs. order) and helping
identify the way forward. Upon reflection of this realization and its connection to CHLNet’s
equation, it seems reasonable to add adaptive leadership to CHLNet’s equation in an effort to
consider it truly holistic (see Figure 14).
Figure 14
Updated Process Equation for Expanding Leadership Development Delivery Practices During a
Pandemic

I conclude the study interpretation section of this chapter with CHLNet’s complete story
constructed from multiple realities. A story where an adaptive leadership approach enabled
CHLNet to determine the way forward relative to their context and successfully define and
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integrate the uncommon delivery practice of e-Learning into the WPLD project, providing a
resource for healthcare organizations and igniting changes in practice. Where the timing of a
pandemic presented an opportunity to expand leadership development delivery practices across
Canadian health organizations by a coalition. A coalition who embraced the opportunity and
hand selected the right group of people to work on the project. A coalition who through their
project management skills, made it as easy as possible for the project team to come together
regularly and move the project forward. Following an iterative journey process mirroring design
thinking that in this particular context, led to project success and initiated changes in leadership
development design and delivery practices by organizations and individuals.
Research Implications
This study has implications in four areas, it builds on existing literature, validates a
leadership framework, addresses a gap in the literature and provides new insight. This
descriptive naturalistic inquiry tells a story bound by time and context. That context includes the
extraordinary disruption of the COVID-19 global pandemic, a context that is being explored
throughout fields because of its wide-reaching global impacts across society. These impacts have
generated countless studies about the pandemic and the forced disruptions that it has brought.
This research adds to those studies in two ways. First, it adds to the literature examining the
forced move to education through e-Learning by describing how the coalition approached
integrating e-Learning into leadership development education because of the pandemic. Further,
it adds to the education and e-Learning literature exploring effects of the pandemic through its
focus on e-Learning in leadership development. A topic that appears to be new to the pandemic-
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related literature. Second, it adds to the literature on function and value of a coalition during a
pandemic, building on the call to action for coalitions to address forced disruptions and identify
solutions in the impending new normal or next normal because of their ability to tackle complex
problems, mobilize knowledge, and enact system and policy changes (Beckett et al., 2018; Bess,
2015; Boothroyd et al., 2017; L. Brown et al., 2015; Butterfoss & Kegler, 2012; Carroll &
Conboy, 2020; Dickson & Tholl, 2020; Hilburg et al., 2020; Levas, 2021; Newman & Lattouf,
2020; Raeymaeckers & Van Puyvelde, 2021; Stephens et al., 2021; Tholl, 2014). In the case of
this study, the coalition was effective in moving leadership development delivery practices
forward during a pandemic by creating and mobilizing knowledge and supportive resources
across Canadian health organizations. Knowledge and resources meant to shape the next normal
in Canadian health leadership development. Third, it adds to the adaptive leadership literature by
validating the benefits of an adaptive leadership approach in a complex system at a time of
uncertainty. Finally, this study adds to the LEADS in a Caring Environment Capabilities
Framework research by appearing to validate the four capabilities of the Develop Coalitions
domain (the ‘D’ in LEADS). Those capabilities are: purposefully build partnerships and
networks to achieve results; demonstrate a commitment to customers and service; mobilize
knowledge; and navigate socio-political environments (Dickson & Tholl, 2020, p. 150). Through
this study, these four capabilities appeared to be operationalized in the WPLD project. CHLNet
demonstrated a commitment to the network member-partners and their needs through this
project, focusing on creating and mobilizing knowledge through resources (toolkit and white
paper) that were relevant for and useful to all member-partner organizations. Results were
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achieved by a purposeful dedicated network (CHLNet) and additional partners who collaborated
and navigated their environments skillfully, as seen throughout the depiction of CHLNet’s
journey and described in the discussion of the Cynefin framework.
In addition to validating and building on existing research, this study addresses a gap in
the literature. As discussed in the literature review and findings chapters, there was a paucity of
literature available on how to move to e-Learning for leadership development. This study
addresses that gap in the literature, adding a case study of how one health coalition did integrate
e-Learning into leadership development. Sharing challenges and identifying the strategies and
tactics that were effective in determining how to think about e-Learning integration and how to
put it into practice.
Finally, this study provides new insight into the possible use of design thinking in
coalitions to advance project initiatives. A thought that appears to have not been explored in the
literature previously, but one that deserves consideration due to the value that emerged from
using design thinking methods in this study. Suggestions on future exploration of design thinking
in coalitions can be found in Chapter 6.
Summary
Through my interpretation of the study findings in this chapter, I concluded that CHLNet
successfully responded to changes to leadership development sparked by the COVID-19 global
pandemic and the general acceptance of learning with technology as a potential viable method of
ongoing leadership development. This was accomplished through multiple significant processrelated actions, that together led to project success and change in practices for study participants.
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These actions included using an adaptive leadership model, taking advantage of the urgency
brought by the pandemic, selecting diverse collaborative systems thinkers for the project, setting
guides and boundaries through milestones and timelines, providing a setting for open,
collaborative communication through regular scheduled meetings, and by using an iterative
design thinking process to move through the project. These collective actions were portrayed and
discussed as a holistic equation for expanding leadership development delivery practices (see
Figure 14) and guided a discussion of research implications.
In Chapter 6, I will conclude my dissertation by summarizing and reflecting on my
research, sharing the most important insights from the study, recognizing the study limitations,
and sharing recommendations for further research.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
In this final chapter I conclude my research by summarizing the background and impetus
to the study, restating the aim of the research, and sharing a summary of the most important
insights from the study organized around the research question posed. I acknowledge the study
limitations and share my recommendations for practical implications of the study and for further
research emerging because of this study. I close my dissertation with my vision for the future of
health care.
An effective and responsive Canadian health industry requires leaders who are well
developed and highly skilled (Canadian Medical Association, 2018; Dickson & Tholl, 2020);
therefore, developing the healthcare leaders of today and tomorrow is of great importance. In
Canadian health organizations, the practice of leadership development has been conducted most
often through face-to-face in-person learning. This common approach has been disrupted by the
COVID-19 pandemic because of the need to socially distance to reduce the virus spread and
ultimately protect public health. This urgent disruption coupled with the increasing acceptance of
learning with technology has created a need and openness to develop skillful leaders through eLearning delivery. However, there is a gap between realizing the need and knowing how to
integrate e-Learning into leadership development. While there has been much research on a shift
to technology-enabled learning and its effectiveness in education and academia, there is a
scarcity of research studying a shift to leadership development through technology as well as the
effectiveness of e-Learning for health leadership. Further, the focus of the studies from education
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and academia are approached from an organization-specific setting, leaving a research gap in the
function of a coalition in shifting to technology-enabled learning.
Based on the need and knowledge gaps, this study explored the function and value of a
coalition in identifying and mobilizing novel solutions to leadership development delivery in the
health industry, guided by the overall research question: how did the Canadian Health
Leadership Network (CHLNet) coalition respond to changes to leadership development sparked
by the COVID-19 global pandemic and the general acceptance of learning with technology as a
potential viable method of ongoing leadership development?
Overall, the study findings suggest that the CHLNet coalition responded by successfully
identifying and mobilizing divergent practice knowledge on a national scale during a chaotic
time of forced disruption across health organizations, while demonstrating the significant value
of a coalition setting in this context. More specifically, the findings highlighted CHLNet’s
response of acting on an urgent need, functioning as a vehicle to enact a systems level change,
enabling capacity through the sharing of resources from over forty member-partner
organizations, leveraging systems thinkers with diversity of thought and experience, supplying a
collaborative supporting infrastructure to guide the project, and synthesizing and mobilizing
knowledge across Canada as significant to their success. Additionally, the findings suggest that
CHLNet’s use of an iterative design thinking approach was beneficial in realizing their
successful coalition initiative and in mobilizing their knowledge outcomes. Furthermore,
findings suggest that the use of the Cynefin framework was beneficial in understanding
leadership practice in a chaotic environment.
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Finally, the results of this study highlighted the value a naturalistic inquiry methodology
brought to researching a very contextually driven initiative that was riddled with the multiple
realities of seven people diverse in demographic characteristics, experiences, and thought. In this
study, naturalistic inquiry was beneficial in producing an insightful, holistic, and comprehensive
case study whose research implications, described in detail in Chapter 5, included: validating a
leadership framework; building on existing e-Learning, pandemic, and adaptive leadership
studies; addressing gaps in the leadership development and coalition literature; and providing
new insight in the use of design thinking in coalitions to advance initiatives.
Study Limitations
Four limitations to this study are identified. First, there were six study participants, not
including myself. Due to this small size of the participant pool, I was not able to introduce each
anonymized participant to the reader and describe their expertise, knowledge, and experiences in
detail. This description would have brought more context to the participants, to their responses,
and to the study for the reader; however, it would have negated the anonymity of the study
participants. Second, as noted in the methodology section, all participants were not able to join
the focus group due to availability challenges. In this case, the two absent participants were met
with separately to discuss their experiences with strategies, tactics, and challenges adding to the
data. However, they were not part of the interactive discussion that Hennink and Leavy (2014)
asserted “will lead to a different type of data not accessible through individual interviews” (p. 2).
Third, because this study occurred during a pandemic, it may have affected the amount and type
of feedback received regarding the toolkit and the white paper as people were extremely busy
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during this stressful time, focused on their organization’s pandemic response. For healthcare
delivery organizations, this stress included ensuring care delivery to substantial numbers of
extremely ill, contact tracing, and providing vaccinations, to name only a few. This stress and
focus on the pandemic response could have created tunnel vision bias where objects cannot be
properly seen and evaluated because of the focus on other fields of view. Finally, this study was
a descriptive case study intending to tell a story, and as a result, in no way claims the interpretive
research findings are generalizable (Armstrong, 2010; Beuving & de Vries, 2014; Erlandson et
al., 1993; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Mills et al., 2012). This lack of generalization will be
addressed further in the recommendations for practical implication and further research section
of this chapter.
Recommendations for Practical Implication and Further Research
The findings from this naturalistic study are bound by context and time, and therefore, I
make no claims that the findings are generalizable. However, this research may impact change
through the ability of others to utilize these experiences to understand and initiate a similar
change if they believe that the context they are working in approximates the context of this
study. Lincoln and Guba (1985) refer to this as tentative application stating, “the extent to which
the findings may be applicable elsewhere depends upon the empirical similarity of sending and
receiving contexts…and contextual values may be sharply at variance from site to site” (p. 42).
Through my depiction of the story using thick description, I endeavoured to deepen the reader’s
understanding of the setting, the context, and the design team’s experiences, allowing the reader
to identify and draw on similarities to their own situation. As such, this research adds a case
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study that could be translated to other coalitions, utilizing CHLNet’s process equation for
expanding leadership development delivery practices and the detailed strategies, implementation
challenges, and related tactics to inform similar efforts of implementing a project and practice
change.
There are three recommendations for further research that emerge because of this study,
involving gaps in knowledge and new lines of inquiry, namely:
1. There was no intent to pinpoint causality with this study. However, future research
could attempt causal case studies to look for patterns or themes across cases of
successful project initiatives in coalitions (Mills et al., 2010a). Seeking to answer a
question such as “is there a formula of shared elements that produces project success
in coalition initiatives?”
2. The value of design thinking emerged as significant in this study. In an exploration
of the literature, there seems to be little research done in the area of design thinking in
coalition project initiatives. Therefore, it is recommended that this correlation be
explored further through future research.
3. Through this study, the selection process for the project membership emerged as
significant. What could add to this finding is an in-depth exploration of the people
working on coalition initiatives to generate insight into the mindset of each
individual. Relating this to design thinking, literature suggests that design thinking
studies should include further explorations of mindset, motivation, and empowerment
in addition to processes (Dosi et al., 2018; Poirier et al., 2017; Roth et al., 2020).
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Therefore, an exploration of mindsets, motivation, and empowerment among
coalition project members could be conducted, adding to coalition, behavioural
psychology, and design thinking fields.
Summary
As suggested throughout this dissertation, the impetus for this study was to help identify
the processes of how a coalition can seek to develop healthcare leaders that can not only function
in the new normal of today and next normal of tomorrow, but who can excel so that the health
and wellness needs of communities can be met and societies can thrive. This study was an
attempt at one small step towards understanding and developing those needed skillful leaders for
today and for the future. Looking to the possibilities of future research, this case study has
invoked three recommendations that include: to look for patterns of successful project initiatives
in coalitions; to explore a possible correlation between design thinking and coalition project
initiatives; and to study the mindset, motivation, and empowerment of coalition project
members. Furthermore, this study illustrated the significant value a coalition could have on
identifying and mobilizing divergent practice knowledge on a national scale during a chaotic
time of forced disruption across health organizations.
I humbly end this dissertation by sharing a quotation that captures my current
compulsion, my vision for the future of healthcare, my beliefs, and finally, my hope for this
study. The founder of modern nursing, Florence Nightingale has been quoted as saying “Were
there none who were discontented with what they have, the world would never reach anything
better”, (Nightingale, 1860, as cited in Ratcliffe, 2016) a quotation that truly captures my current
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reality and drive that has led to this study. As a healthcare practitioner-scholar, I envision a
future where healthcare leadership development is prioritized, is accessible, and produces
inspired leaders who are able to skillfully transform the health system to meet the needs of
individuals, families, and communities, and improve the health and well-being of society. I
believe that keeping with the status quo will not move healthcare towards this vision nor will it
serve us in healthcare or healthcare leadership as the world changes. I believe in the power of
coalitions and people to do this work; my hope is this study offers a roadmap for others to design
their way to making the vision a reality.
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Appendix A
Verbal Participant Recruitment Communication
My name is Karen Schmaltz. I am working to complete requirements to obtain a Doctor of
Social Sciences degree through Royal Roads University and am conducting my research through
the Canadian Health Leadership Network.
I have joined the team to help integrate online wise practices into the Wise Practices in
Leadership Development toolkit. While I do this work, I will be conducting my research
simultaneously.
The objective of my research is to explore how CHLNet responds to the changes in leadership
development brought on by COVID-19 and identify the challenges faced and effective strategies
used to incorporate online learning into the toolkit.
I will explore this objective through the experiences of people such as yourself in addition to my
own experiences. Your experiences would add substantial value to my study, and I would like to
invite you to participate.
As a research participant, you will be asked to take part in a focus group session that will take
approximately 60 to 90 minutes for the purpose of capturing the challenges experienced and
strategies used in the development of the toolkit.
In addition, you may be asked to participate in short one-to-one interviews with me to share your
thoughts, feelings and experiences at the beginning of my research project, at the end, with a
potential to meet during my research project. Your total time commitment is estimated to be a at
anywhere from 3 ½ to 5 ¾ hours over the next 6 months. This time commitment estimate
includes the focus group, interview and time for you to review notes and transcripts from these
meetings, as well as a review of the final report to verify accuracy of the data analysis.
Would you be interested in participating in my research project?
If they say yes:
I will email you a participant consent form that contains more detail about the study, what your
involvement would entail, anonymity and confidentiality as a study participant, how data will be
collected. And further instructions on next steps. Please feel free to contact me if you should
have any questions or would like more information. I will include my contact information in the
email.
If they say they are unsure:
I will offer to book an appointment to meet with them to provide them further information and to
answer any of their questions
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Appendix B
Email Follow-up Communication for Participant Consent

Date:
Dear;
Thank you for agreeing to consider participating in my research project.
As promised, I am sending you the Participant Consent Form via this email. I ask that you please
open the form and review it. If you should have any questions or require further information,
please contact me via phone or email.
If you are willing to participate in the study after reviewing the consent form, please respond to
this email indicating your agreement to participate. Your email will act as verification of your
informed consent.
Thank you for your consideration.
Respectfully,
Karen Schmaltz, RN, MS, CHE
Doctoral Candidate
Royal Roads University
Email: xxx
Cell: xxx-xxx-xxxx
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Appendix C
Research Participant Consent Form
Researcher: Karen Schmaltz, RN, MS, CHE
Contact: (email) xxx; (cell) xxx-xxx-xxxx
This document constitutes an agreement to take part in a Royal Roads University (RRU) Doctor
of Social Sciences research project, undertaken by Karen Schmaltz, entitled: Healthcare
Leadership Development Program Transformation: A Naturalistic Inquiry into a Canadian
Healthcare Coalition’s Response to Changes in Leadership Development Sparked by a Global
Pandemic.
Purpose of the Research
Imagine if you had access to information that would describe the experiences and challenges of
a group of people trying to include online learning into leadership development, and the
strategies they discovered that worked for them in integrating online learning into their
leadership development design and delivery process. This study proposes to do just that.
The purpose of this study is to explore how the CHLNet responds to the inclusion of online
learning into the Wise Practices in Leadership Development toolkit. This study will identify the
challenges experienced in including online learning into the wise practices toolkit and the
strategies CHLNet uses to reach this goal. Additionally, this research project explores the impact
on those involved in this work to determine if it changes your view of leadership development
design and delivery.
University Approval
The project supervisor, Dr. Kathy Bishop, Associate Professor at RRU and the RRU Research
Ethics Board have approved the project’s research method and interview protocol. My
credentials with RRU can be verified by contacting Dr. Bishop at xxx.xx@xxxx; (XXX) XXXXXXX ext. XXXX. If you should have any questions regarding your rights as a research
participant, please contact the Office of Research Ethics at xxx.xx@xxxxx; (XXX) XXXXXXX ext. XXXX.
Research Format
The study involves a minimum of two one-to-one interviews and participation in a focus group.
Initial one-to-one interview: This interview will be scheduled with you once the study begins.
It is expected to take approximately 20 to 30 minutes. You will be asked to share your thoughts
and feelings about the need to consider online learning in leadership development program
design and delivery and the anticipated challenges.
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Final one-to-one interview: This interview will be scheduled with you towards the end of the
study. It is expected to take approximately 45 to 60 minutes. You will be asked to share your
experiences with the process of adding online learning into the toolkit. As well as sharing any
changes in your beliefs about, and approaches to, leadership development program design and
delivery as a result of this work.
Additional one-to-one interviews: There is a potential that I may request additional short
interviews (anticipated to be 30 minutes or less) with the purposes of learning more about a
challenge, a strategy, or your experience and feedback on interesting concepts that may be
emerging from the study. I am aware of how valuable your time is and will be respectful of your
time and availability when requesting any additional time to meet with you.
Focus group: The focus group will be scheduled at the end of the study. It is expected to take
approximately 60 to 90 minutes. The purpose of this session is to identify the challenges faced
by the group in developing the toolkit, identify the successful strategies used by the group in
developing the toolkit, and will end with an open discussion of any other factors the group
identifies as important to the work of creating the toolkit.
Additional time will involve you to check transcripts from your interviews and focus group to
verify accuracy, and to review the final report for the same reason. You will be asked to conduct
any review within 7 days of receiving the document.
Data and Confidentiality
Some demographic information will be requested in relation to your work setting and role, such
as size of employer, type of organization, and your role in your organization. Your privacy is
protected by keeping your identity confidential. Participants will remain anonymous throughout
the research process and all data collected will become part of an anonymous data set using code
numbers in lieu of names and other identifiable data. Your name or other identifying factors will
not appear on any final documentation, published or unpublished.
Focus Groups will be conducted via Zoom, and interviews will be conducted via Zoom or
telephone. The sessions will be recorded in in audio-visual (Zoom), audio (telephone), and
hand-written format. The recordings will be transcribed, and the transcriptions will be shared
with you for your review to check for accuracy of the information. At no time will any specific
comments be attributed to any individual.
Your valuable ideas and comments, often as direct quotations, may be conveyed in the
dissertation. However, at no point will any of your ideas be directly attributed to you. You name
and any personally identifiable information will be kept strictly confidential.
All data will be accessible only by the researcher [Karen Schmaltz] and will be kept strictly
confidential. The data collected will be secured in the following manner: The researcher’s
computer will be password protected and all printed drafts and handwritten notes will be kept in
a locked cabinet in which the researcher has the only key. Data will be stored on the researcher’s
computer local hard drive and a data backup will be saved to a backup drive kept in the locked
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cabinet. Raw data collected will only be accessible by the researcher. The raw anonymized data
will be archived and kept secured for a five-year period following the completion of the
research. After five years, all data (digital and hard copy) will be erased and or physically
destroyed through shredding.
Freedom to Withdraw
There are no known or anticipated risks associated to your participation in this research. If you
choose to participate in this research project, you are free to withdraw at any point in the project
without prejudice. You can do so by communicating with Karen Schmaltz verbally via
telephone, in person, or in writing via email. If you feel uncomfortable at any time during the
interviews or focus group, you may request that we stop our conversation and request that your
information be withdrawn. If you withdraw, any information related to you will not be included
in the final dissertation report and will be destroyed. You can choose to withdraw, up until the
point that your data is integrated in the study analysis. Upon withdrawal, all your data (digital
and hard copy) will be erased and or physically destroyed through shredding. Once your data
becomes part of the anonymous data set, it will be impossible to remove, therefore, it would
remain as part of the anonymous final data set.
Use of Findings
The research findings of this project will be shared with participants in the form of the
dissertation document in digital written format and in an executive summary in digital written
format. Findings may be used in future conferences and presentations, external publications, and
curriculum development materials. All findings may be combined with subsequent studies in
order to extend this line of research.
Time Commitment Outline
The following is an outline that displays your time commitment. The approximate total time
commitment expected between January and July is minimum of 3 1/3 hours (200 minutes) to a
maximum of 5 ¾ hours (345 minutes).
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ACTION REQUIRED: Confirmation of Participation
To confirm that you have read and understood this agreement and give free and informed
consent to participate in this project, please email Karen Schmaltz stating your agreement to
participate following a review of the study consent.
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Appendix D
Project Preparation and Administration Process Strategic, Tactical and Implementation Challenges in Integrating eLearning into Leadership Development
Theme

Strategy

Strategy-related Tactics

Implementation
Challenges

Challenge-inspired Tactics

Timing

Approached this project
as an opportunity,
taking advantage of the
context and timing to
integrate e-Learning
into leadership
development practices.

Included e-Learning wise
practices into the WPLD
project.

Finding time to meet.

Used a scheduling software
to identify dates and times
everyone was available to
meet.

Finding time to complete
any pre-work before
scheduled meetings.

None emerged from the
findings.

Project
member
selection

Invited/elected people
to work on the project
with certain diverse
expertise and who were
collaborative systems
thinkers who believed
in the notion of cocreation and sharing
across organizations.

Approached people who
CHLNet members had
worked with in the past that
met the selection criteria.

None emerged from the
findings.

None emerged from the
findings.

Project

Used project
management processes

Set long-term and shortterm timelines and

Project Funding.

Solicited funding from
member-partner
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Theme

Strategy

Strategy-related Tactics

management

to initiate, plan, execute
and manage the
initiative and move the
work forward.

milestones with the design
team’s input.
Scheduled regular meetings.
Sent out meeting material a
few days ahead of meetings
provided more time to
review the material and
prepare for meetings.

Implementation
Challenges

Challenge-inspired Tactics
organizations and
considered available grants.

Dedicated resource to
complete project leg work

Found a doctoral student
from a member-partner
organization with expertise
in healthcare leadership and
leadership development to
do the leg work [gather
information and to integrate
and mobilize knowledge].
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Appendix E
CHLNet Journey: Roadmap Stages, Reflective Strategies, and Observed Results in the Roadmap to the Process of e-Learning
Integration
Roadmap
Stage/Reflective
Strategy Label

Align &

Strategy Description
Aligned project work to previous relevant
work and foundational coalition
leadership capabilities framework (the
LEADS framework).

Observed Results
►Established relevance of the work and created meaning for the design
group.
►Fortified group engagement as the group members were able to visualize
the relevance of the work, tangibly see how the work aligned with previous
work and that it could build on that previous work.
►Illustrated the project theoretical concept was practical, applicable and
credible, which was an identified need of the group members.
►Helped team members new to or from outside the coalition understand the
foundational work that the coalition wished to build on.

Explored design group members’ beliefs
and knowledge of the benefits and
limitations of online learning.

Explore

►Brought clarity to where all group members were starting from as far as
knowledge, beliefs, perceptions, and the gaps that existed—realizing all were
starting from different places.
►Identified the challenges that realities of varied terminology and
understanding among group members triggered.
►Informed next steps necessary in the journey.
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Strategy Description

Observed Results

Established a clear understanding of the
project focus and how to move forward
with the work.

►Created clarity and eliminated misunderstandings among design team
members through consensus on terms, definitions, and project focus.

Established ideas and concepts on which
to frame—give meaning, guidance, and
structure to—the project work.

►Created relevance and meaning for the design team members through their
active involvement in identifying and describing the conceptual frame for the
project.

Establish Focus

►Created efficiencies in moving the project forward through design team
member involvement and consensus.

Create
Conceptual
Frame

In later stages of the journey:
►Produced a means to convey wise practices content in a meaningful
structured way.

Gain Inspiration

Gained an understanding of e-Learning
practices in and outside of leadership
development and the needs of the target
users of the toolkit.

► identify a mass of distinct needs meaningful and relevant for people with
diverse roles, expertise, motivations, experiences, and needs.
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Strategy Description
Generated ideas on creative solution
focused concepts based on the needs of
the diverse toolkit target users heard
during the gain inspiration phase. And
then placed those ideas into a format that
made them clear and understandable.

Observed Results
IDEA FORMATION
►Shaped the majority of ideas for the toolkit and white paper inspired by
what was heard during the gain inspiration phase.
CONVEYING IDEAS
►Created clarity around ideas and created a way to communicate them using
a low-fidelity prototype.
►Created ways to convey ideas in an efficient manner, utilizing a modest
amount of time through the low-fidelity prototype approach.

Requested design team feedback on initial
ideas, shared in a low-fidelity prototype.

Feedback

►Created efficiencies in moving the project forward by having a prototype
inclusive of content and design for feedback.

Created two items:

Create

►Stimulated informed rich discussion and valuable constructive feedback
that led to the creation of a detailed and complete toolkit prototype and
supporting white paper.

1►A realistic prototype of the toolkit
based on inspiration, feedback, and a
human-centred design.
2►Knowledge! A white paper
articulating and supporting CHLNet’s
approach to e-Learning integration in

►Stimulated ideas on ways to mobilize knowledge and collect feedback
efficiently and effectively.
►Prompted toolkit and white paper design and content ideas that were
relevant, meaningful and comprehensible.
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Roadmap
Stage/Reflective
Strategy Label

Strategy Description
leadership development.
Requested feedback for the draft
creations.

Feedback

Toolkit feedback from the larger steering
committee and the oversight group.
White paper feedback from design team
only.

Implement &
Market
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Toolkit was erected online as an eResource, made available to memberpartners, and then marketed through
multiple avenues.

Observed Results

►Created efficiencies in the feedback process.
►Distinguished toolkit relevance and applicability to a larger group of
member-partners.
►Identified valuable improvement opportunities for the toolkit and white
paper.

►Generated an accessible relevant ready-to-use resource for memberpartners.
►Reached multiple users at different times through various marketing
strategies.
►Identified the value member-partners saw in the toolkit and stimulated
plans for its use.
►

Feedback

Approach to keep the toolkit relevant by
making it a living document – a Commons
and inviting CHLNet member-partners to
add to the resource as their leadership
development practices change and
progress.

►Provided an avenue to keep the toolkit relevant, up-to-date, and reflective
of the most current leadership development practices.
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Roadmap
Stage/Reflective
Strategy Label

System

Strategy Description
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Observed Results
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Appendix F
Process-Related Strategic, Tactical and Implementation Challenge Findings in CHLNet’s Journey to Integrate e-Learning into
Leadership Development
Journey
Stage/Strategy
Stage/Strategy Description
Label

Strategy-related Tactics

Implementation
Challenges

Challenge-inspired Tactics

Align and

Aligned project work to None emerged from the
previous relevant work findings.
and foundational
coalition leadership
capabilities framework
(the LEADS
framework).

None emerged from the
findings.

None emerged from the
findings.

explore

Explored design group
members’ beliefs and
knowledge of the
benefits and limitations
of e-Learning.

Had people with e-Learning
expertise included on
design team during this
exploration exercise. This
helped frame e-Learning,
moving the project forward.

None emerged from the
findings.

None emerged from the
findings.

Establish
focus

Established a clear
understanding of the
project focus and how
to move forward with

Refer to the challengeinspired tactics.

Paucity of relevant
literature on integrating eLearning into healthcare
leadership development.

Searched literature in fields
outside of healthcare and
outside of leadership
development.
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Journey
Stage/Strategy
Stage/Strategy Description
Label
the work.
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Strategy-related Tactics

Implementation
Challenges

Challenge-inspired Tactics

Finding relevant literature
in a format that made it
translatable to healthcare
leadership development
and communicated
information on “how to”
integrate e-Learning into
leadership development.

Attended an e-Learning
industry conference, paying
special attention to
resources listed by
presenters led to the
discovery of valuable
resources.
Planned to add to the
literature by writing a white
paper capturing CHLNet’s
efforts in integrating eLearning into leadership
development.

Create
Conceptual
Frame

Established ideas and
concepts on which to
frame/ to give meaning,
guidance and structure
to the project work.

Used an inductive approach
to develop the conceptual
frame, inclusive of all
design team member input.

None emerged from the
findings.

None emerged from the
findings.

Gain
inspiration

Gained inspiration by
learning of e-Learning
practices in and outside
of leadership
development and the
needs of the target users

Spoke with diverse groups
of people to learn about
their needs and challenges
with e-Learning and
leadership development.

Limited access to eLearning SMEs in
healthcare due to
workload challenges
brought on by the
pandemic. Resulting in

Looked to other groups of
potential toolkit users to
inform e-Learning
information and integration
in leadership development.
Groups accessed were the
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Journey
Stage/Strategy
Stage/Strategy Description
Label
of the WPLD toolkit.

Strategy-related Tactics

Generate
ideas

Generated ideas on
creative solution
focused concepts based
on the needs of the
diverse toolkit target
users heard during the
gain inspiration phase.
And then placed those
ideas into a format that
made them clear and
understandable.

Revisited notes and
transcripts from interviews
during the gain inspiration
phase was valuable in
ensuring all voices and
thoughts were included and
represented accurately.

Requested design team
feedback on initial
ideas, shared in a lowfidelity prototype.

Used a low-fidelity
prototype of the toolkit that
included toolkit design
ideas, general toolkit
content themes and the

Feedback

Implementation
Challenges

Challenge-inspired Tactics

difficulty knowing where
to begin identifying
information on e-Learning
and e-Learning
integration.

design team, one e-Learning
SME in healthcare and a
group of healthcare
clinicians.

None emerged from the
findings.

None emerged from the
findings.

None emerged from the
findings.

None emerged from the
findings.

Created a low fidelity
prototype of the toolkit that
included toolkit design
ideas, general toolkit
content themes and the
format of e-Learning
integration into the toolkit.
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Stage/Strategy
Stage/Strategy Description
Label
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Strategy-related Tactics

Implementation
Challenges

Challenge-inspired Tactics

None emerged from the
findings.

None emerged from the
findings.

format of e-Learning
integration into the toolkit
to obtain feedback on
toolkit content and design.
Create

Created two items:
1. A realistic
prototype of the
toolkit based on
inspiration,
feedback and needs
of diverse users.
2. Knowledge! A
white paper
articulating and
supporting
CHLNet’s approach
to e-Learning
integration in
leadership
development.

The WPLD flow map was
used as structure to locate
and communicate where eLearning integration should
occur in the leadership
development process in
both the toolkit and white
paper.
Used what was heard during
the gain inspiration phase of
the journey to help identify
relevant and meaningful eLearning content for the
white paper and the toolkit.
Waiting to this point in the
journey to write the white
paper resulted in the
creation of a paper that was
aligned to the wise practices
work and relevant to
CHLNet and to the coalition
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Stage/Strategy Description
Label
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Strategy-related Tactics

Implementation
Challenges

Challenge-inspired Tactics

Time for committee
members to review
documents and provide
feedback due to pandemicrelated heavy workloads.

Documents (white paper
and toolkit prototype)
separated and only sent to
relevant committees for
review. Toolkit prototype to
the larger steering
committee and the oversight
group. White paper to
design team only.

member-partners.
Created a toolkit prototype
that was as identical as
possible to how it would
look and function on the
CHLNet website in an
effort to gain future relevant
feedback.
Feedback

Sought feedback on the
WPLD toolkit
prototype and white
paper from appropriate
groups.

Had higher level
committees review the
toolkit prototype (the
steering committee and the
oversight committee).
Able to discuss feedback
directly with each reviewer
of the white paper where we
could share rationale for
change requests and the
opportunity to accept or
reject the request for
additions or changes.
Included people with eLearning expertise (from
the design team) review and

Created an online feedback
survey designed to take five
minutes or less to complete.
Open to accepting feedback
in any form.
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Stage/Strategy Description
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Strategy-related Tactics

Implementation
Challenges

Challenge-inspired Tactics

comment on the white
paper.
Implement
and

Toolkit was erected
online as an eResource, made
available to member
partners.

The online toolkit mirrored
the prototype with the
addition of changes
recommended from
feedback received.

None emerged from the
findings.

None emerged from the
findings.

market

Toolkit was marketed
using three avenues.

Mentioned in the coalition
newsletter, complete with a
link to the toolkit and the
white paper.

None emerged from the
findings.

None emerged from the
findings.

Short overview presented at
the coalition’s annual
member-partner round table
meeting.
Virtual 1-hour orientation to
the toolkit. Using 40
minutes for the orientation
and leaving 20 minutes for
questions and discussion.
This session was recorded
and posted in the toolkit for
future reference.
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Journey
Stage/Strategy
Stage/Strategy Description
Label

Strategy-related Tactics

Implementation
Challenges

Challenge-inspired Tactics

Feedback
system

Marketed the toolkit as a
living resource — a
leadership development
Commons. Inviting
CHLNet member-partners
to add to the resource as
their leadership
development practices
change and progress.

None emerged from the
findings.

None emerged from the
findings.

Created a feedback
system, inclusive of all
member-partners to
keep the toolkit
relevant by making it a
living document—a
Commons.

Note. CHLNet’s journey to integrate e-Learning into leadership development is a roadmap of strategy steps that include (a) align and
explore, (b) establish focus, (c) create conceptual frame, (d) gain inspiration, (e) generate ideas, (f) feedback, (g) create, (h) feedback,
(i) implement and market, and (j) feedback system.
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Appendix G
CHLNet e-Learning White Paper
Copyright 2021 by CHLNet. Reprinted with permission.
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